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New
developments
at
WEBB'S
THE HUB OF THE EXPERIMENTER'S WORLD

Mr HIGH COILS AND 'an
FIDELITY FORMERS

Amongst other hi -fidelity reproducers we are demon-
strating :-The Mordaunt " Duplex " Twin Unit Corner
Reproducer .. 98 Guineas
and the
Barker " 148," a single -cone chassis of superlative
merit .. .. 15 Guineas
Hear them working from Brierley's Ribbon Pick-up,
price .. £10 14 9
HORIZONTAL LISTENING via the Rothermel
" Silent Pillow " Loudspeaker, enables comfortable
listening while in bed 12 2 0
Headphones. Brown's " K " moving -coil, for both
comfort and high fidelity .. 15 5 0
(Matching transformers available, 7s.)
Pick-ups. We demonstrate in variety Brierley Ribbon
with transformer .. £10 14 9
Connoisseur moving -iron with transformer £4 10 6
Wilkins & Wright moving -coil with trans-

former .. £7 10 7
R.I. type " SQ " moving -iron £6 4 4

" Synchrodyne " coils wound to author's spec., per
set of three with connecting diagram .. 37/6
Atkins " High Q," excellent general-purpose tuning
inductances, adjustable dust -cores, wound on Aladdin
formers. Full range covering 5 to 2,000 metres of
three types, Aerial, H.F. Transformers and Oscillator.

All, each 3/7
Webb's " Crystal " Coil. For use with circuit in
" Wireless World," April, 1948. Has two crystal
tappings. (B.T.H. Crystal rectifiers-CS7A also
available, 7/6.) 2/9

Aladdin Coil Formers. Type F804, a modern former
widely used for all frequencies. 1s in. long by § in.

6d.
Aladdin Dust Cores, type PP5804 for same 4d.

ter 145 Mc's RECEIVERS "INBAND
The new amateur band 145/146 me (2 metres) offers
experimental scope for both receiving and transmitting.
Some stock items :-
Q.C.C. 8 Mc/s Crystals (multiply by 18).. 32/6
U.S.A. type 6J6, 18/3 ; Mullard EC91, 30/5 ; EC52,
18/3 ; EC53, 30/5 ; QV04-20, 75/-; EL91, 15/3 ;
8012, 18/6 ; 807, 7/3 ; 832, 25/- ; 9003, 4/6 ; 15E. 21/-.
General Radio Absorption Wavemeter, type 758A,
precision type calibrated 55/400 Mc/s £9 0 0
Philips Concentric Air Trimmers 3/30 and 3/10DF,
both .. . 2/-.

Eddystone 15 plus 15pF Split Stators .. 8/9
Duralumin Tubing for Aerial Arrays. in. outside
diameter, 8 ft. 6 in. length, 4/6 ; 10 ft. 6 in. length, 5/6.
(Callers only for this tube.)
OUR V.H.F. RANGE WILL SOON BE AUGMENTED
BY NEW COMPONENTS AND VALVES. WATCH
FOR DEVELOPMENTS.

Eddystone " 670." A new receiver for A.C./D.C.
110/230 volt operation. Especially interesting for
Marine use. An export model, available under
formalities for the sea -going officer .. £37 10 0

Eddystone " 640 " offers unparalleled value and holds
its own on performance with any communications
receiver irrespective of price. Available for the home
market ex -stock £27 10 0

Eddystone " 659." Console Receiver, designed for the
overseas broadcast listener. Outstanding short-wave
and broadcast performance, with console loudspeaker.
(Sorry, but this is EXPORT ONLY-overseas visitors
are welcomed.) .. £47 10 0

 YOUR COPY OF OUR NEW 1948 CATALOGUE AWAITS YOU, 6d. TO CALLERS, 7fd. POST FREE

Will post customers please note that owing to shortage of packing materials
we are forced to make a charge of 11- packing, etc., on all orders.

ireib:s Radie, *110/10 sr., OXFORD Sr, zowpoiv, wt.
Telephone: GERRARD 2089 Shop hours: 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Sot. 9 a.m.-I p.m.
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A dependably accurate instrument for testing and fault location
is indispensable to the amateur who builds or services his own set.
Stocks are now available of these two famous " Avo " Instruments.
If you have any difficulty in obtaining one locally, please send us

the name and address of your nearest Radio Dealer.

D.C. VOLTAGE A.C. VOLTAGE
0-75millivolts 0-5 volts
0-5 volts 0-25
0-25 0-100
0-100 0-250
0-250 0-500
0-500

D.C. CURRENT
0-2.5 milliamps
0-5
0-25
0-100
0-500

RESISTANCE
0-20,000 ohms
0-100,000
0-500,000
0-2 megohms
0-5
0-10

GUARANTEE
The registered
Trade Mark "Avo"
is in itself a guaran-
tee of high ac-
curacy and superi-
ority of design and
craftsmanship.
Every new Avo-
Minor is guaran-
teed by the Manu-
facturers against
the remote possi-
bility of defective
materials or work-
manship.

CURRENT
0- 3 mfillamps.
0- 6
0- 30
0-120

VOLTAGE
0- 6 volts.
0- 12
0- 60
0-120
0.300
0.600

RESISTANCE
0. 10,000 ohms
0.60,000
0.600,000
0-3 megohms

The UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR
A small but highly accurate instrument for
measuring A.G. and D.C. voltage, D.C. current,
and also resistance. It provides 22 ranges of
readings on a 3 -inch scale, the required range
being selected by plugging the leads supplied into
appropriately marked sockets. An accurate
moving -coil movement is employed, and the total
resistance of the meter is 200,000 ohms.
The instrument is self-contained for resistance
measurements up to 20,000 ohms and, by using
an external source of voltage, the resistance ranges
can be extended up to ro megohms. The ohms
compensator for incorrect voltage works on all
ranges. The instrument is suitable for use as an
output meter when the A.C. voltage ranges are
being used.

Size: 4.fins. x x riins.
Nett weight : 18 ozs.

Price : L8 : 10 : 0

Complete with leads, inter-
changeable prods and croco-
dile clips, and instruction
book.

The D.C. AVOMINOR

A conveniently compact 2i -inch
moving coil precision meter for
making D.C. measurements of
milliamps, volts and ohms. The
total resistance of the meter is
roo,000 ohms, and full scale de-
flection of 30o v. or 60o v. is
obtained for a current consump-
tion of 3mA. or 6mA. respectively.

Size : aiins. x 3sins. x IZ ins.
Nett weight : 12 ozs.

Complete as above.

Price : L4: 4 : 0

Complete descriptive Booklet available on application to the Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:-

HE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
,05.55 DOUGLAS STREET LONDONSSV.I rf 1 EPHONr V

A
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THE "COMMANDER"
IS A NEW ALL BRITISH DESIGNED

DOUBLE SUPERHET COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

"Q FIVER"

SELECTIVITY

"Q FIVER"

SELECTIVITY

Built into this beautiful desk console you have the finest Amateur Communications
Receiver ever designed and produced in the British Isles.
* 11 VALVES * 1.7-31 MCS * CALIBRATED ELECTRICAL BANDSPREAD
* ILLUMINATED FULL VISION DIAL AND S -METER * SERIES NOISE
LIMITER * 3 -POSITION SELECTIVITY * PRECISION DRIVE

PRICE 148.10.0. Carriage paid in Gt. Britain.
For illustrated literature send 2Id. stamp to :-

RADIOVISION (LEICESTER) LTD. 55/60 RUTLAND STREET, LEICESTER
Hire Purchase Facilities 'Phone : 20167

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD,Lyons Radio SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.I2
Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729

V.C.R.97 Cathode Ray Tubes
Brand new and packed in original special transit
cases. 42/6 (carriage 4/6).
Bases to fit, 2/- (postage 6d.).
Aerial Switching Relay, Type 78
24v operation. Will switch two separate feeders
simultaneously (see Short Wave Mag. for
November). Brand new. 10/- post free.
Wavemeter, Type W69
Precision battery -operated instrument, covering
4 to 7 mcs. Fitted with 21" 0/500 microammeter.
Complete with valve and calibration chart.
Accuracy to I kc. Brand new in special transit
cases. 42/6 (carriage 5/-).
Morse Training Sets (Training Sets W.T.
Mark 111)
Excellent mofse practice set. Comprises 2 valve
oscillators with 9 -way tone control, giving 2 -
channel sending facility plus switchable atmo-
spheric simulator. Battery operated. Valves,
key and connectors included. In well -made
wooden cases with lid. 22/6 (carriage 3/-).
Additional morse keys with connector, 2/9 each.
Suitable headphones, 4/6 pair.
Power Unit, Type 4A
These power units are made for 6v D.C. input and
have an output of 220v at 60 ma D.C. utilising a
rotary converter. Designed for use with the
RI I32A and the R1481, they enable these receivers
to be operated entirely from a 6v accumulator.
The output is fully smoothed and filtered. Made
for rack or bench mounting. In good condition

and perfect working order. 45/- (carriage 11/-,
with 5/- refundable on transit case).
Transmitter, Type 1403A
These transmitters were designed for R.A.F.
ground use and should require little modification
for "ham" use. Built into attractive metal
cabinets, approx. 20"x 14"x 14", with hinged lid.
Frequency range 2 to 7 mcs. Comprise xtal
oscillator, buffer and 807 output stage with 6V6
modulator. Output power 50 watts C.W.,
12 watts R.T. Aerial tuning arrangements for
working into unbalanced aerials up to quarter
wave. Facilities for local/remote control and send/
receive. No power supply but requires 500v at
100 ma. H.T. and 6v L.T. Meters fitted for anode
and aerial current. All valves included. Brand
new. £10/10/- (carriage I5/-).
Motor Generator, Type J
Input I2v. Outputs : 6v at 5A, 150v at 10ma,
300v at 70ma (cont.), and up to 240ma inter-
mittently. These are brand new and of the
highest grade. Fitted with filter condensers.
Easily converted into A.C. mains motors. 18/ -
(carriage 2/6).
New Publications
Radio Test Equipment Manual, Radio Inductance
Manual, Modern Battery Receivers' Manual,
Radio Experimental Circuits Manual. 2/8 each,
post free.
Big new range of components now in stock.
Your inspection invited.
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CELESTION
The quality of reproduction secured
from Celestion Speakers greatly
increases the pleasure of radio in
the home.
The model illustrated has an attractively
designed Cabinet with a special mahogany
finish, it employs an 8" speaker of high
sensitivity and excellent response. It is
fitted with a volume control and is one of
the finest 8" extension speakers available.

All interested in other Celestion Cabinet
and Chassis models should write for
Illustrated Brochure "S.W."
WHERE TO BUY CELESTION SPEAKERS

The Public are requested to order from their
local Radio Dealer.
Wholesalers aresupplied bytheSoleDistributors:
CYRIL FRENCH LTD., High St., Hampton Wick,
Middx. Phone: KINgston 2240.

STANDARD 8 CABINET MODEL
Mahogany finish

Size: Height 10"
Width ir Depth 51." PRICE 43:18:0

Price with Universal Transformer f4:4:0
Technical Details of Chassis Model for use
with your own cabinet. Dia. 8". Baffle opening
71". Voice coil impedance at 400 cps., 2.3 ohms,
Pole dia. Flux density gauss, 8,000. Total gap
flux, 31,000. Peak power capacity 4 watts.
Price less transformer 1:17:4
(Suitable for outputs 1-5 ohms)
Price with Universal transformer
(Suitable for all Receivers) 2:3:6

Manufacturers should please communicate direct with:

CELESTION LTD., SUMMER ROAD, THAMES DITTON, SURREY E mleerleohor 3402-5

TELE-RADIO (1943) LTD.
Have developed new equipment for the Amateur during the past few months. We
list a few of them below ;-

AMPLITUDE MODULATED TRANSMITTER.
For 50-60 Mc/s. 15-18 watts into the aerial. Moving
coil microphone. Built-in power supply. Price E45.

GRID DIP METER AND TEST OSCILLATOR.
R.F. Oscillator 955 Acorn Triode. Rectifier 6SC7.
45-120 lids or 50-150 MO. Or 300.450 Mc/s. Hand
calibrated. Price O.

FIELD STRENGTH INDICATOR. Triple pur-
pose instrument. Using a CGI-C as a rectifier.
A 500 micro -ammeter as resonance indicator. Switch
coils, ceramic switch, s.m. drive, etc. Can be used as a
phone monitor. 3 Mc/s-I50 MC/s in 5 bands. Price
£9/10/-.

ENAM. AERIAL WIRE. I4G 75', 4/6 ; I4G 100',
5/6 ; I4G 150', 10/-.

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR COIL TURRET.
Consisting of tuning condenser, ceramic switch and
five coils. For amateur bands 28, 21, 14, 7, 3.5 Mc/s.

AMB. 5393.

Suitable for use with valve types 6V6, 6L6, 807, 6F6,
6C5. Price 45/-.
FREQUENCY DOUBLER OR BUFFER COIL
TURRET. Single valve into push-pull with unity
coupling. Amateur bands, 28, 21, 14, 7 and 3.5 Mc/s.
Coils wound on polystyrene, ceramic switch. Suitable
for valves 6L6, 6V6, 6F6, KT66, 807. Price complete,0/5/,
TRANSMITTER FINAL COIL TURRET. 150
Watts power capacity. Complete coil turret with
five coils, ceramic power switch, chokes, Cyldon
split stator condenser and all links 75 ohms impedance.
Designed for push-pull operation with valves such as
6L6, 807, KT66, PTIS, 803, 804, RK20, RK20A, 813,
814. Price f10/10/-.
SEND FOR 1949 CATALOGUE-NOW AVAILABLE,
1/,
When ordering please include suffici-
ent for postage and packing.
Shop hours : Monday -Saturday, 9-
5.30 p.m. Thursday, 9-1 p.m.

177a EDGWARE ROAD,
LONDON, W.2

PAD. 6116 & 5606
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RADIO CLEARANCE LTD.
27 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I. MUS 9188

MASTER OSCILLATORS
V.F.O. by Wilcox Gay, Type M.1. I9467.A. Uses 807 electron coupled oscillator, very stable, well screened.
Employs two circuits: (o) using cath, grid and screen, tuning 1-5 Mc/s in 6 bands. (b) Plate circuit as
multiplier, tuning 2-10 Mc/s in 3 bands. Incorporates grid choke, grid leak and grid current meter
(0-10 mA), for intermediate amplifier. Supplied brand new in original cartons, complete with spare
807, installation accessories and instruction book. L5/15/-, carriage paid.

CRYSTAL MULTIPLIERS
Wilcox Gay Type M.I. 19468. This is a Xtal oscillator using 807. Frequency range 2-7 Mc/s. Also
incorporates 0-10 mA grid current meter, etc. Supplied brand new in original cartons, complete with
spare 807, installation accessories and instruction book. 45/-, carriage paid.

RECEIVERS R.U. 19
6 -valve straight receiver, with 3 R.F. stages, using plug-in coil packs, H.R.O. Type. Valves : 3 78's,
2 77's, 1 1642. Black crackle case 15" x 8" x 8". Provision for remote or local control. Dial cal. 0-100.
Supplied new, complete with valves, and 6 coil packs covering : 0, 187-305 ; P, 281-455 ; Q, 524-844 1
E, 1285-2155 ; G, 2960-4620 ; H, 3865-6265 ; M, 5075-7780 ; K, 8750-13950 kc/s. E4/10/-, carriage paid.
Operated from 26v. LT.

F.M. RECEIVERS B.C. 603
10 -valve receivers covering 20-28 Mc/s. Tuneable, or 10 channels available by push buttons. I.F. 2.65
Mc/s. Band width 80 kc/s. Power output 2 watts to built-in 5" loudspeaker. Provision for phones,
Line up: R.F. 6AC7, Mod 6AC7, Osc. 615, 2 I.F.'s, 12SG7's, Limiter 6AC7, Dec 6H6, A.F. and B.F.O.
65L7, AVC 6SL7, output 6V6. f611916. New. Carriage paid.

144 MO RECEIVERS
10 -valve rec. R.28/ARCS. Covers 100.150
Mc/s. This rec. was remotely controlled,
to four selected channels A.M. by internal
28v motor, driving 6 and 4 gang midget
tuning condensers, the relays being
readily detachable. Line up : R.F. 717A
(Western Electric Mushroom Type),
Mixer 717A, Xtal osc. 12SH7, osc. trebler
717A, 2nd osc, trebler 717A. 2 I.F.'s,
12 SH7's, 2 12SL7's, 12A6 output. Sine
14" x 7" x 5". Operated from 28v plug-in
rotary. I.F. Freq. 10 Mc/s. Xtal Fregs.
4-6 Mc/s. These rec. offer great possi-
bilities for 144 Mc/s either by modifying
the L.F. end, or using the R.F. and I.F.'s
as converter into rec. on 10 Mc/s.
Supplied new, with valves and less Xtals.
f3/19/6, carriage paid.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECT. C.A.Y. 47155.
Transmitter tuning units, Type C. Covers 1.5-
3 Mc/s. Variometer. Black crackle case, S.M.
dials, etc., 17/6. Carr. 2/6.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Primary 50 c/s,
200/250v, Sec. 500-0-500v 120 mA, 4v 3.5A CT,
4v 3.5A CT, 4v 4A CT, 10v IA, 22/6. Postage 1/-.

C.A.Y. 47154A WESTINGHOUSE ELECT.
Transmitter tuning units Type F. Covers 6-9 Mc/s
with condenser tuning. Black crackle case. SM
Dials, etc., 22/6. Carr. 2/6.

E.H.T. TRANS. Primary 230v 50 c/s. Sec. 4000v
I mA, 2v, 2A, 45/,

R.F. UNITS. Type 24, used, in good condition,
8/6. Type 25, used, in good condition, 10/6.
Type 26, Brand New, boxed, 28/-. Postage in all
cases 1/6.
CONTROL UNITS. With 2 2" square flush
mounting meters, 0/5 mA, and 0/40v. 5- and 7 -pin
sockets, 8/6. Post 1/6.
ROTARY POWER UNITS, P.M. Input 12 or
24v. (state which). Output 250v 60 mA, 6.5v
2.5A. Mounted on chassis with supp., and metal
cover. Size 9" x 4" x 7". 7/6. Post 1/6.
ELECTROLYTICS. 8 mF 450v, 2/6 ; 8+16 mF
450v, 5/- ; 16/16 mF 450v, 5/- ; 25/25v, 1/6 ;
25/50v, 1/9 ; 50/50v, 2/- ; 16+24 350v, 4/6 ;
16/16 350v, 4/6.
SMOOTHING CHOKES. 5H 200 mA 9062,
7/6 ; 80mA 150 S2, 5/- 20H 40 mA, 3/11.
RECEIVERS TYPE 78. 5 valves, VR9I, ARTH2,
6J5, VR53, VR92, Covers 2.4-13 Mc/s. in 2 bands.
Xtal calibrator with 100 Ws Xtal. Operates from
26v, size 64." x 81" x 10+". Brand new in transit
boxes, 37/6, Spiral SM Dial, calibrated in Mc/s.
Type 76, same size, covers 150-505 kc/s with 3
valves VR53, ARTH2, EA50, SM Dial as above,
but no Xtal calibrator, 30/-.
PERSONAL RECEIVERS, B.C.728C. 7 -valve
receiver with 1.4v valves, RF VTI73, mixer VTI71,
osc. VTI73, IF, VTI73, det. and audio VTI72,
output VTI74, bias rect. VTI74. Covers 2-6 Mc/s
with 4 push buttons, adjustable 2-2.6, 2.6-3-5,
3-5-4.5, 4.5-6.0 Mc/s respectively. Operates from
2v acc. by 2v VIB, with 12v VIB for charging 2v acc.
Carried slung on shoulder. Supplied brand new,
with valves, telescopic aerial, 2v act., 2-VIB,
mounting accessories and instruction book. This
set has built-in loudspeaker, and buttons A and B
are easily adjustable by means of an additional
condenser, to operate on KW. E9191-. Available,
sets of spare valves, 21/-, spare vibrators, 2 or I 2v.
5/6. With rec. only.
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Southern Radio's Wireless Bargains
BENDIX RECEIVERS. BC454 (3-6 megs) and
BC455 (6-9 ; I megs). Brand new and boxed. Six
valves, 125K7 (3), 12SR7 (I), 12A6 (I), and 12K8 (I).
Either set 35/-, plus 1/6 postage.
CONTROL BOXES FOR BC453, BC454 and
BC455. Brand new in maker's cartons. Three slow-
motion controls, three volume controls and six
rotary switches. 12/6 each, postage 1/-.
WESTECTORS W.X.6 &W.II2.6/- perdoz., post 4d.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES by Venners or
Smiths. Ten-hour movement with thermostat control,
giving two impulses per second. In soundproof cases.
Brand new, 15/- each, post 1/4.
DELCO HAND GENERATORS, 6v 4 amp. Brand
new, with spare brushes, I7,'6 each.
VCR 97 TUBES. Non -persistent. Brand new, 42/6.
Special packing and carriage, 5/- extra.
HALF -METRE FOLDING DIPOLES. 3/6 each,
post 4d.
FIFTEEN -FOOT WHIP AERIALS. In seven
interlockirtg sections. 3/6, post 4d.
SLOW-MOTION MOTORS (10 r.p.m.). 24v.
Brand new in maker's cartons, 10/6, post 9d.
THROAT MICROPHONES. Low impedance,
with 3 ft. lead and jack. 3/6, plus 6d. post.
INDICATOR UNITS. BC115 I B. Two persistent
5FP7 tubes, two 6H6 valves and eight volume controls.
Brand new, black crackle finish. 55,1- each, carriage
and packing 5/- extra.
MOVING -COIL HEADPHONE AND MICRO-
PHONE SETS. BRAND NEW in maker's carton.
12/6 each, post I /-.
R.A.F. BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS with Sperry
Gyro, two 28v motors and repeater motor, baro-
metric bellows and counters, large amount of rack
and worm gearing, etc. Brand new, 55,'- each.
Carriage 5/- extra.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LIMITED,
46 Lisle Street, London, W.C.2 GERrard 6653

OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO

Get this FREE Book!
"ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TU N ITI ES" reveals how you can
become technically qualified at
homefor a highly paid key appoint-
ment in the vast Radio and Tele-
vision industry. In 108 pages of
intensely interesting matter it
includes full details of our up-to-
the-minute home -study courses
in all branches of RADIO AND
TELEVISION,A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., City and Guilds,
Special Television, Servicing,
Sound -film Projection, Short
Wave, High Frequency and
General Wireless courses.

We definitely guarantee

" NO PASS-NO FEE"
If you're earning less than £10 a week this enlight-
ening book is for you. Write for your copy to -day.
It will be sent FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

149 Shakespeare House,
17-19 Stratford Place, London, WA

THREE TRANSMITTING CON-
DENSERS with panel and knobs (I split
stator). Ex A.M. TI154 Transmitter.

7/6 Carriage Paid.
DOUBLE BANK 17 -WAY STUD
SWITCH, geared drive with knobs and
2 transmitting condensers. S.L.F. on
panel. Ex A.M. TI154 transmitter.

6/- Carriage Paid
VIBRATOR POWER UNITS. 200v,
100 Ma with OZ4 rectifier. 25/-.

New consignment of unused partly
stripped POWER UNITS, 12" x81 x 74 -
with 50 useful components.

7/6 Carriage paid
TUBULAR R.F. TESTERS (Neon).

1/6 each

Watch this space for new lines too late to
be included in this advert

G 8 V @

THE TRADING POST LTD.
40 SOUTH EALING ROAD, SOUTH EALING,W.5

Phone : EAL 5903

COMPONENTS FOR
WEST COUNTRY

AMATEURS
EDDYSTONE 640. Ham Communications Receiver.
Cash £27/10,1- or £5/15/- down, 6/- for 78 weeks.

To match
EDDYSTONE "S" METER Unit ... £5/5/-
EDDYSTONE 34" Speakers £I/17/6, 5" 12117/6
EDDYSTONE COMPONENTS-MANY PRICES
REDUCED. New stocks just in.
CO -AX CABLE. 1" Flex, new, 1/3 yd. 4" Solid,
ex-R.A.F., 10d. yd.
TWIN FEEDER. Telcon 300 ohm... ... 9d. yd.
CO -AX PLUGS AND SOCKETS. Pye, 1/- pr.
Marconi, 1/6 pr. Belling Lee, 3/3 pr.
VALVE HOLDERS. Int. Oct. Amphenol, 6d. Pax,
4d.
WODEN TRANSFORMERS. A small selection
from our comprehensive stock of Woden Potted Units.
250v 60mA 5v 2A, 6.3v 3A (or 4v and 4v) ... 61/19/-
350v 120mA 5v 2A, 6.3v 4A (or 4v and 4v)... E2/15/ -
500v 150mA 5v 3A, 6.3v 4A (or 4v and 4v)... 63/15/-
650v 250mA, £4/7/6. 750v 250mA ... 65/9/6
1,500v 350mA, L10/10/-. 2,000v 350mA ... 612/10/ -
Also WODEN Filament and Modulation Trans.,
Smoothing and Swinging Chokes.
WODEN Potted IOW high qual. 0/P Trans. for
6V6 in P/P matching, 1,500 ohms, with feed back
winding ... 26/3
WODEN-WILLIAMSON 0 P Trans. to W/W
Spec. ... ... ... ... ... 1412/6
C.W.O. only. Add postage. Over 30/- post free unless
stated. Callers welcome. S.A.E. for lists.

G. N. PILL & PARTNERS
49 Cobourg Street (Tel. 2239) PLYMOUTH
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Bargains in GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

RADIO SET SCR29IA

Rx-BC1147A. 1.5/30 mc/s in
4 bands ; AF and RF gain con-
trols ; vari-note B.F.O. ;
manual or AVC ; built-in
speaker; phone output; 2
RF's, mixer, L.O., 2 IF's, 2 AF's,
det/AVC diodes, stabilised HT
(13 valves).

Control panel PN3 I A, con-
sisting of power supplies (350v
HT and 3,200V EHT), and
various aerial trimmer controls.
Telephone panel PN32A, with
full telephone built in.
This superb piece of equipment_
is housed in grey crackle finish
rack type cabinet, measuring
32 x22 x20, with ventilating
louvres and is designed for
I I5v 60 cps mains, and is
Brand New, in sealed transit
cases. Weight 620 lbs. L39/10/-.

U.K. carriage £2.

S.A.E. for lists.

NOISE SUPPRESSORS. A complete assembly
with double diode valve, 12 -page manual-and all
necessary screws, etc. -ready to fit, 5/-, post 6d.

BLOWER MOTORS.
12/24V AC/DC motors,
made by Hoover-ideal
for 101 purposes-
complete with fan-
brand new. 12/6,
carriage 2/6.

0/300 V METERS-with external multiplier-
brand new and boxed, 7/6, soiled 5/-, carriage 9d.

TESTERS-moving coil meter in bakelite case,
with 2 voltage, I current and I resistance range-
only 19/6, carriage I /-.

I -VALVE USAAF Amplifiers, containing 6F8
valve, input and output transformers, etc., with
circuit. 5/-, post 9d.

STROBE UNITS. A
12 -valve unit with 6
EF50's, 5 EA50's and
I VRI 18, pots., relays,
condensers, resistors,
etc. BRAND NEW in
sealed cartons, 35/-,
carriage 2/6.

RECEIVER TYPE 78,
a 5 -valve superhet, re-
quiring slight modifica-
tion ; 2.4/13 mc/s in
2 bands : temp. con-
trolled inductance tun-
ing : 100 kc/s xtal.
BRAND NEW, 39/6.

PHONES :
Moving coil, 5/-.
Diaphragm, 3/6.

MOVING COIL
MIKES, 2/6.

Carriage 9d.

RADIO EXCHANGE CO. 9 CAU
EDFORDLDWELL

ST.,
B
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ANNOUNCING !
Personal Service by Post

G 6 Q A
offers

20 Years' Experience of Ham Radio
at YOUR service

Something new ! A personal service by post. Any
problem-simple or complex-dealt with promptly
and courteously by return-help and advice given on
any matter concerning all aspects of Ham Radio-if
you cannot obtain a certain component or you would
welcome information, this is where you can get it
quickly-in fact by return of post.

We offer, post or carriage paid, by return
Brand New American Xtal multipliers with switched
output -807 and spare-Grid meter 0-10 mi:s. Ideal
for " Clapp " conversion. Satisfaction guaranteed.
£2/17/6, carriage paid.
Xtals in holders for 144 mcs x 27. All best makes.
9/6 each, post free. Others for regrinding, 5-7 mcs,
3/6 post free.
Glass insulators, 7", ribbed, 2/6 post free.
20H 60MA chokes, 5/- post free.
10,000 and 20,000 Bleeders, 50 watt, 7/6 post free.
M.C. Headphones, L.R., 10/6, 2 pairs post free.
Plastic Panel Indicator Lamps, 2/6 post free.
New 4MF 1,000v wkg filter condensers, 4/6 each.
New American Magnavox Communications Receivers,
BC 1147, built like a battleship, 10-200 metres, II tubes,
excl. rec and VR150, built-in speaker and power
pack-wonderful signal to noise ratio. Absolutely
new, complete with full circuit and valves, E35,
carriage paid.
Genuine U.S.A. 50pF 5kV vacuum capacitors, ideal
for band hopping, 7/6 post free.

LET G6QA HELP YOU !
Write-G6QA, 82 Molyneux Street, Rochdale, or

Phone : Rochdale 3549.

A. G. HAYNES L SONS

BC347C interphone amplifier, brand

new, with 6F8 valve, 7/6, 9d. post.

0/300v M/C Meters, with external
multiplier, boxed. 5/-, 6d. post.

BC433 15 -valve radio compass, complete
with manual but less valves, 32/6.
carriage and packing, 5/-.

I. BC348 unmodified, complete with
valves but less case. £10/15/-, carriage
10/-.

2. BC348 unmodified. L12/10/-, carriage
10/-.

Type 78, 5 -valve bandspread receiver,
brand new, in transit case, 35/-. 216

carriage.

14 ST. MARY'S ST., BEDFORD

RADAR RECEIVER R.D.F.I. The Ground Control Radar Receiver with variable
tuning between approximately 155-185 mcs. Built-in power pack. Easily adaptable for
a variety of uses. Complete with valves. IN ORIGINAL ARMY PACKING CASES.
Not to be confused with secondhand badly used goods. ONLY 59/6 (carriage 10/-).

RADAR RESPONSOR APW 4790. Used for similar purposes to the RDFI, but has
not a built-in power pack. Contains valves, types RL7 and RLI6 (I each), 6 of SP6I,
and an EA50, 6 I.F.T.'s of 12 mcs with 4 me bandwidth, etc., etc. These are BRAND
NEW, but all coils were removed by the makers in preparation for fitting others of
a different range. With each unit we supply three II mm formers with brass core, in
orde- that coils can be wound for the ranges required. ONLY 59/6 (carriage, etc., 5/-).

MODULATOR AND MIXER UNIT W6331. An ex -Admiralty unit containing
a host of gear, including a 231 VA transformer, I valve 5U4G, 2 of 6.15G, 3 of P61, I of
SP6I, I of FB34. BRAND NEW, ONLY 19/6 (carriage, etc., 5/-).

RADAR RECEIVER RI355. The receiver specified in The Radio Constructor for
conversion to television. This was the receiver which employed the RF Units. Types 24-27,

and contains 7 valves SP6I, I EA50, has a bandwidth of approximately 4 mcs. ONLY
47/6 with RF24 or 25, or 58/6 with RF26 or 27 (carriage, etc., 5/-).

AMERICAN FREQUENCY METERS BC.22I. A few of these superb instruments,
covering 125-20,000 kcs with better than 01 per cent. accuracy, are still available at
ONLY fI5 COMPLETE.

C.W.O. please

U.E.I. CORP,
S.A.E. FOR LISTS

The Radio Corner, 138 Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I
('Phone TERminus 7937)

Open until I p.m. Saturdays. We are 2 mins. from High Holborn, 5 mins. from King's Cross
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SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES
A.M. RECEIVERS, TYPE 1355. Complete with
8 VR65's, I 5U4G, I VUI20. Ideal for television
construction, 35/-. Post 5/-.

M.C.R.I MINIATURE RECEIVERS. A few
still in stock. Frequency range 20-3,000 metres.
Complete in every respect with power pack to
operate on 90-250 AC or DC, 2 batteries, ear-
phones, aerial, earth. Valves, 4 1T4's, I I R5.
Brand new and sealed in maker's carton, ill /
Post 2/6. No C.O.D.

R.F. UNITS, TYPES 25 and 27 for use with
the R1355, complete with valves, 16/6. Post 1/6.

MINE DETECTOR UNITS. Wonderful
component value, comprising 3 1T4 valves and
bases, 9 condensers, volume control, resistors,
etc. Brand new, 25/-. Post 8d.
1T4 valves separately, 7/6 each.

AMERICAN THERMADOR TRANS-
FORMERS. Primary 200-250v. AC Secondary
2840-3450-4560v, centre tapped. Current 400

m.a. Insulation test 6,000v. Supplies in maker's
cases, f6/10/-. Carriage and packing 7/-. No
C.O.D.

A.M. HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMERS.
Suitable for electro-plating. Primary 200-250v.
Secondary 12v. 70A. Brand new, L4/10/-. Post 5/-.

R.C.A. MASTER OSCILLATORS. Frequency
range 0-10 me/s. Output sufficient to drive any
P.A. Uses 807 valve in extremely stable circuit.
Very accurate dial calibrations with unique dial
mechanism. Metering of doubler or buffer stages,
grid current included. Housed in sold cast case
with shock absorber mountings. Supplied brand
new with accessories, including valve and
operating manual. All in carton as from makers.
Our price, f5/10/-. Post 5/-. No C.O.D.

C.R. INDICATOR, TYPE 182. Containing
C.R.T. VCRS 17, 3 EF50's, 4 SP6 I 's, 1 5U4G and
13 Potts., etc. The tube, although slightly per-
sistent, is ideal for television and oscilloscope use.
39/6. Carriage 5/-. No C.O.D.

i69/171 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
Tel : PAD 7851

125 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.I
Tel : EUS 4982

All orders and inquiries to our Edgware Road branch, please.

INSTRUMENT CO.
244 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2.

Ex-R.A.F. AMPLIFIER 1134.
Ideal for use with a microphone,
or can be used as an amplifier
without modification. Complete
with wooden transit case. 16/9

Post free
MAINS TRANS. Stand up and
Drop -through type. Primary 200-
250 volts. Secondary 350-0-350
80mA, 5 volts 2 amps, 4 volts I£
3 amps. Post paid

NUTS, BOLTS, WASHERS,
small sizes for model mak- 7/6
ing. Three gross assorted
SCREENED FLEX. I0/..
Suitable for mikes. 100ft.
12 ASSORTED RELAYS for
experimental purposes 11/9

Post free.
INFRA -RED TUBE. 14I6Post free
2° FLUSH MOVING IRON
AMMETER 0-25. 7/6Post free

THERMOSTATIC SWITCH.
Breaks automatically at 86°
Fahrenheit. Can be used for
greenhouse heating control or
any job which requires auto-
matic control of tempera- 2 /6
ture. Post free "'"/

CONDENSERS. 8 Mfds., 450
volt Working. Post free I 19

each /

R1355 RECEIVER for the con-
struction of inexpensive tele-
vision. Complete with RF25 unit.
Plus 10/- carr. 5/- refund- Al 1 6
ed on return of pkg. case. /

TYPE 6 INDICATOR. VCR97
Cathode Ray Tube.

£3Plus 15/- carriage. 7/6 re-
funded on return of packing case.

MULTIMETER, 17 ranges, AC/
DC volts, m/amps and 17
ohms. New and perfect. "

Write for full list of bargains to Dept. M "

INSTRUMENT CO., 244 Harrow Road, London, W.2
Telephone : CUN 0508

Otuj Ill

6 -Valve

No C.O.D. under £1

SUPERHET
Receiving Unit of the well-known
TR1196 which covers 4.3 to 6.7
mics. Among the many useful
components are pr. standard
IF transformers (460 km(s), iron
dust cores, 2, 1 311.13, 200v working
condensers ; 4, 1 metal tubular
condensers, 1 11110 transformer;
1 phone output transformer, 2 pot
meters, 10 fixed condensers of
standard values ; more than 2 doz.
resistors from 200 ohms to 1
megohm ; 6 International octal
valve holders ; 2 tag boards ;
1 Yaxley switch; 4 pre-set 0001
condensers and tuning coil. In
fact a 6 -valve superhet mounted
on steel chassis, size fir x 6"x 24".
Less valves, post free, 10/-.
With valves, 29/6, plus 2/6 pkg.
and ins.
Data book giving circuit diagrams,
componentvalues md valves
used, etc. Post Free, 1/9.
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H. WHITAKER G3SJ
10 YORKSHIRE STREET, BURNLEY Phone 4924

TAKES THIS OPPORTUNITY OF CONVEYING TO ALL OUR
STAUNCH SUPPORTERS IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD SEASONAL
GREETINGS FOR CHRISTMAS AND THE NEW YEAR.

THE CONTINUED SUPPORT OF OVER 2,000 FULLY LICENSED
AMATEURS TELLS US THAT WE HAVEN'T GONE FAR WRONG, AND
WE ON OUR PART WILL CONTINUE TO SCOUR THE COUNTRY
FOR THE RIGHT TYPE OF GEAR.

OUR STOCKS ARE SECOND TO NONE IN THIS COUNTRY, COVER-
ING EVERY ASPECT OF AMATEUR RADIO. YOUR ENQUIRIES ARE
WELCOMED, AND ALL BUSINESS IS CONDUCTED IN THE TRUE
AMATEUR SPIRIT. A NEW DECEMBER LIST, LARGER THAN EVER,
IS IN COURSE OF CIRCULATION. IF YOU HAVE NOT PREVIOUSLY
DEALT WITH US, MAY WE SEND YOU ONE ? MEANWHILE, ALL
GOODS AS ADVERTISED LAST MONTH ARE STILL AVAILABLE.
EVERY EFFORT ON OUR PART IS MADE TO MAINTAIN A 24 -HOUR
SERVICE.

VY 73, DE G3 SJ

A FEW OFFERS TAKEN AT RANDOM FROM OUR EXTENSIVE STOCK

CRYSTAL MULTIPLIERS. Wilcox Gay. Type M.I.19468. A xtal osc. using 807 valve. Switched
bands 2/7 Mc. incorporating grid meter for a following stage 0/10 mills. B.C.610 type xtal holder on front
panel for quick change of xtals. complete in original cartons with spare 807 valve. 45/-.

ROTARY AERIAL SYSTEM. R.A.F. type 160. Motor driven by 24v motor, or manual control by
18" hand wheel. Provision for two continuously rotatable beams. Co -ax fed through wiper gear, com-
pletely enclosed in weatherproof housing. As used on light search equipment. Welded steel frame with
mounting lugs. Completely wired and weatherproof. Weight 300 lb. The ideal thing for a pair of
rotaries. A really fine job. Carr. for. at E10.

MULLARD RES. CAP. BRIDGE. GM4140/I. Brand New, boxed, at E7.

METERS. Ferr. 0/150 mills. 2" square flush, 7/6 ; 0/50, 0/200, 0/500, 21- round flush, at 10/6 ; 0/1 mill.
ditto, at I6/-.
VALVES, TX. 805, 45/- ; 807, 12/6 ; 808, 37/6 ; 811, 45/- ; 814, 45/- ; 813, 70/- ; 832, 17/6 ;
HK257B, 60/- ; TZ40, 35/- ; 100TH, 100TL, 60/- ; 250TH, I00/- ; 300TL, 120/- ; 1625, 6/- ; 1619,
12/6 ; 955, 7/6 ; 2C26, I0/-.

XTALS. Ex-U.S. sigs., 7,000/7,300 kc. Plus or minus I kc., 12/6 ; 3,500/3,800 kc., ditto, 1S/- ; 28/30
mc. in 100 kc. steps, 30/-. For 144 mc. : 6,000/6,083 kc.,' 8,000/8,220 kc., 9,000/9,250 kc., all at 115/-.

YOUR SPECIFIED FREQ. TO I KC. THESE ARE ALL STANDARD i" PIN SPACING IN SEALED
HOLDERS, TWO FIT BACK TO BACK IN A STANDARD OCTAL BASE. EXCEPT THE 3.5 MC. RANGE
WHICH ARE B.C610 FITTING. THEY ARE BY VALPEY, STAND, R.C.A. BLILEY, etc., AND CARRY
OUR FULL AND UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE.

VALVES RX. 6J7, 6517, 6K7, 6SK7, 6AC7, 1852, 6SH7, 6SC7, 6Y6, 6J5, 6C5, 6R7, 6H6, 37, ML6, 6SG7,
6SL7, 6SS7, 1001, I LN5, 1A5, 3S4, 1L4, I S5, IA3, 114, 3Q5, 12SK7, 12K8, 12517, I2SG7, 12SR7, I2A6,
I2SA7, 1215, all at 7/6. 6F6, 6V6, 1613, 8/-. 6L7, 6N7, 6SN7, I0/-. 6L6, 12/6. VRI05, 7/6. VRI50, 8/-.
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EX -GOVERNMENT STOCK DISPOSAL!
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED !

WOODEN STORAGE
CHESTS

With eight compartments and
raised lid with catches. 41"x 24' x
20". Strong, durable and made by
craftsmen. Suitable for tools,
spares, etc., etc.

BRAND NEW! £4
FREQUENCY METERS
No. BC9060-coverage 16-23 m/cs.
No. 50906D-coverage 14-5-23.5
mfrs.
Battery operation. The whole
contained in black crackle cabinet
with velvet vernier drive.

BRAND NEW !

Choice of either number.

FORM
Square ..
Square ..
Square .

Round ..
Round ..
Round ..

METERS
SIZE TYPE

M.O.
P.C.
T.C.

. 24' Electrostatic
M.C.

3 M. C.
Round .. 3}.^ M.C. 500 M.A.
11 ound 34" M.O. 30 M.A.
All high-grade instruments in standard bakelite cases-NEW.

RANGE PRICE
5 M.A. 4/6

-5 Amp 3/6
4 Amp 316

1,500 volts 20/-
100 BLA. 6/-300 M.A.6/-

6/-
81-

wort,211).1

TEST SET 159 TPX A superb instrument,
ideal for working on the

higher frequency band. The tuning range is 130-169 mejs and is
also calibrated for use on third harmonics covering the 420-465
nicts band. Accuracy is maintained by a 10 mc/s crystal funda-
mental and crystal checks arc in each set of ranges. Ready fm
AC 230 -volt mains operation complete with seven valves.
antenna, calibration chart, circuit diagram and carrying cas,
Also reads DC 50 and 500 volts. Special socket incorporated for
30 MC output and transmitter dummy load.

METEOROLOGICAL
BALLOONS
Expand to 5 feet diameter when
filled. Each in sealed tin.

SNIP ! 4! -

PRISMATIC
COMPASS

Ex-A.M. With grip sighting
handle which will hold battery
for illumination of scale for
night readings. Precision
made, float -in -alcohol move-
ment.

COMPLETE IN WOODEN CASE 25/-

R.C.A. AMPLIFIER
Complete with matched moving
coil microphone for nee on standard
200-250v A.C. mains. Valves -
4 x 6J7, 2 x 6L6, 1 x 5II4G. In-
cludes pm -amplifier. High
quality job ready for use. Multi -
ratio input and output trans-
formers incorporated.

£15 COMPLETE
BRAND NEW IN CASE

M ULLARD TESTER
Mullard measuring apparatus type GM4140/1.
Operation 100-250 volts A.C., 50 cycles.
Bridge capacity 10 pf -10 mf and resistance
1 ohm to 10 megohms. Incorporates
electron ray visual tuning. With external
standards will measure inductance and ex-
tend resistance and capacity range, power
factors, percentage tolerance measurements,
etc., or balance indicator. Brand new,
packed in carton complete with booklet
and circuit diagram.

Only £71101-

* NO CARRIAGE OR
PACKING CHARGES!
Terms CASH WITH ORDER
Send Postal Order or Money Order to:

NEW
-VALVES

Vv.indB4, 807, 5R4(1, 8/.

7/-
615, 606, 6116, 6R7, 681,17 At.
6SL7, 60A7, 251.6, 003, glai
0D3, 6AG5, 6K7, 637, 7V7
956, 6A07, 6A07, 681E7.

51-6SR7, 6897, 12A6, 128617,
12SH7, 1235, 12AH7, 60H7

605, 6H6 . 41-

7193.. 31 -

3V4, 2112 ..

CATHODE RAY TUBES

SAPS With Base

5NP1 Less Base

El

351-

WESTON PRODUCTSCoseATD.
71 Great George Street  Liverpool  Telephone RoyAL5754/5
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AN
UNSOLICITED
LETTER

Constructional data
for the improved
MARK 2 version is
now ready, price 7/6,
post free. All necess-
ary parts are available ex
stock, but we advise you
to order the three main
items (Radar Receiver,
Radar Indicator and
Mains Transformer combined H.T. and E.H.T.) immediately as these may become un-
obtainable later, and in any case you should get started now if you want your T.V.
Receiver finished by Xmas. The price of the three main items is Ell 10s., plus 12/6
carriage, plus 7/6 (returnable) packing case. A list of the other additional items is in-
cluded with the data.
A made-up receiver can be seen working during transmitting times. We are open on
Saturdays until 5 p.m. Hire purchase terms available on these and other goods. Send
for our winter list.

Highcliffe-on-Sea,
Dear Sirs,

Oct. 18th, 1948.

Hants.
Regarding

the "e1.5 Television Receiver"
for which I ob-

tained data
from you I thought

you might be interested
to know that

ore, to say the
least, amazing.

1 have made
up a receiver

exactly to the instructions
and the results1 have had

the set working
now for about

three weeks and

have had quite worthwhile
entertainment

every night,
which, con-

pretty good.
sidering the

distance from
London (90

to 100 miles),
I think is

You are
quite at liberty

to quote this
or refer anyone

to
as I can assure

them that it is really
worth while.

me who may
be in doubt

as to whether
the set is a practical job,

Yours faithfully,
M. Coundley.

W. D. SALES 3 Electron House,
Windmill Hill,

Ruislip Manor, Mdx

THE MAIN AMATEUR SERVICE OF THE NORTH
Greetings to all, especially to our regular customers, and
may all your troubles be little ones ! We look forward to your
continued patronage and kind recommendation to your friends.
On our part we shall endeavour to continue to give you the finest
Mail Order Service in the Country.

THE BIG BROTHER TO OUR LITTLE RIG
We illustrate our 250 -watt Tx. This covers all bands 18 to 28 Mcs,
including 21 Mcs. Overall size 3 ft. high, 14 in. wide, II in. deep.
Can be run at inputs as low as 30 watts, a Hi -Lo switch being in-
corporated. All the best parts are used. Price £150. Steel table
extra, £2.
" I do not know how you can give such value for money ...GW6GW."
In use by some of the leading stations in this country, also in
Colombia, S. America. Another G6HP Product. Photographs
available.
Bandswitching Clapp V.F.O. driver can also be supplied at £16 extra.
May we send you fuller details ? Please also mention if you would
like a copy of our latest list SWM.
Eddystone 640 Receivers, £27/10/-, cash with order, or ES/15/- and
balance paid into a local bank in 78 weekly payments of 6/-. Greater
amounts can be paid as convenient. Full details and illustrated
brochure by return.

AMATEUR RADIO SERVICE  CANNING STREET, BURNLEY Tel. 2999
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PREMIER RADIO
MORRIS AND CO. (RADIO) LTD.,

AU Post Orders To: JUBILEE WORKS, 167 LOWER CLAPTON RD.
LONDON, E.S. (Amherst 4723; 2763, 3111)

NOW OPEN. LARGE NEW PREMISES AT OPENING DECEMBER 1st. NEW BRANCH AT
152 & 153 FLEET STREET (Central 2833) 207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2 (Ambassador 4033)

RADIOGRAM CABINET
An attractive Radiogram Cabinet con-
structed of "Aircraft" quality laminated
wood. Walnut veneered and french -
polished. Due to the method of con-
struction the acoustic properties are
excellent with outputs of up to 10 watts.
The height is 311", 181" deep, 33" wide.
The panel accommodating the receiver
and motor unit has dimensions of 30"x
16" . . 6291-1-
With Collaro Electric Gramophone Motor
(200/250 A/C only) incorporating 12 -inch
turntable, auto -stop, speed regulator and
high-grade magnetic pick-up .. 534/181 -
With Collaro 8 Record Mixer -Changer,
incorporating repeat -reject mechanism
and high-grade magnetic pick-up £43/7/-
Muirhead Slow Motion Dials. 3" diameter,
engraved. 0-180°. 40-1 Reduction. 76

OSCILLOGRAPH POWER UNITS
Input 230 volts. Consists of kit of parts
incorporating mains transformer, metal
rectifier, voltage doubling condensers.
Type 408. Output 800v.. .. 25/ -
Type 409. Output 1,800v .. 30/ -
Type 25. Output 2,500v at 3 mA. and

4v 2. A.C.T. For use with 2 or 4v
C.R. tubes .. 49/6

Type 53. Output 5,500v at 3ma and 4v
2a. C.T. For use with 2 or 4v

GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER KIT
Consists of a Complete Kit of Parts for a
24 -watt. Mains -operated 2 -stage amplifier
for use with any type of pick-up. Volume
and tone controls are incorporated. Out-
put impedance is 3 ohms.

Price Complete 65/ -
For 200-230v mains 50c. with E.F.50
and 38 valves.
A suitable 8" P.M. speaker can be supplied
at 15/-.

SPECIAL OFFER OF ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS
61 +16mf 500v working, cardboard 4/11
8 ± 8mf 500v working, cardboard.. 4/11
32 -a32mf 350v working, ali. cans... 5/11
32mf 350v working, ali. cans. .. 2/6

16mf 350v working, all. cans. ..
16mf 450v working, cardboard ..
Snit 450v working, cardboard ..
4mf 500v working, cardboard ..
16 + 8mf 450v working, an. cans...

216

21-
4,11

R.1155 POWER SUPPLY UNIT
(incorporating output stage). A robust
unit contained in a black enamelled case,
10"x 8" x 6", which matches the receiver.
There are two models for 100-250v
50 cycles mains. Each supplies an output
of 210v at 80 m/a, which is ample f or the
R.1155 with the output stage. With
output stage, 70/-. Power pack only, 50:-.

SPEAKERS FOR R1155
Special offer of loudspeakers for 81155
Receivers. A 10" Rola p.m. iffic speaker,
mounted in a steel case to match the
R1155, 45/-

P M. LOUDSPEAKERS
by famous makers. 5" W.B. or Truevox,
2-3 ohms, 10/- ; 5" Celestion, 2-3 ohms,
12/6; 5" Rola, 2-3 ohms, 16/6; 3t"
Magnavox, 2-3 ohms, 17/6; 6" Rola,
2-3 ohms, 16/8 ; 8" Rola, 2-3 ohms, 17/- ;
10" kola, 2-3 ohms, 23/6; 12" Rola,
012, 15 ohms, 851- Output transformers
If required for above 2/11 extra (except
G12).

Valves at Low Prices: -1A5, 5/- ; 6SN7,
6/6; 6R7, 6/6; OZ4A, 6/6; 12SRI,
6/6; 65117, 6/6; 2142, 6/8 ; 1L114, 5/-;
281)7, 51- ; 6116, 5/ ; 125N7, 6/6 ; 1A7, 9/6 ;
1T4, 6/-; 1115, 7/6 ; 185, 5/- ; 125117, 7/6 ;
1251.7, 7/6; KT61, 8/6; 6K8 met,
7/6; 6B7, 5/- ; 6B8G, 5/-; 6J7G, 7/6;
6K7, 7/6; 7117, 5/- ; 7C7, 7/6; 7N7,
7/6 ; 7Q7, 6/6; 717A, 7/6; VR95-954,
3/-; CV172, 5/-; CV73-11E3, 101-;
V13111 -V1907, 10/); V570-7475, 7/6;
VR57-EK32, 7/8; CV67, 10/-; VR78-
DI, 2/6; V1739-M1T14, 7/8; CV6-DET20
5/- VR65-5P61, 3/6; VTJ133-V960
10/-; 31324, 10/-; NR88-RL18, 12/6
VR503-KT33c, 7/8; VR91-EF50, 5/-
VR92-E.4.50, 5/-; VR136-EF54, 7/8
VU134-1IVR2, 10- VT60A-807, 7/8
VR116-V872, 10/-; VR54-EB34, 3/6
VR56-EF36, 6/-; 9132, 7/6; 8D2, 7/6
151)2, 7/6 ; 4141, 7/6 ; 1LC6, 10/-; 1LN5
8/6 ; 1LD5, 7/6 ; 3D6, 8/6 ; 9003, 6/8
1L4, 6/8; 3A4, 6/6; 686, 10/-; 3Q5
9/6; 1118, 6/6; 1N5, 6/6 ; 6507, 6/6
6X5, 7/8.

Plessey Auto Changer with magnetic
pick-up. A.C. 200/250v 8 -records mixed.

218/6/8

Garrard Electric Gramophone Unit with
magnetic pick-up, A.C. 100/250v. £5/19/5
Collaro Auto Changers with magnetic
pick-up. A.C. 100/250v £22/4/4
Collaro Electric Gramophone Unit with

NEW DECEMBER CATALOGUE NOW READY

magnetic pick-up and auto stop. A.C.
1001250v 29/13/6
With Crystal pick-up - 211/212
Collaro Electric Gramophone Motor with
12" turntable. A.C. 1001250v .. 05/18/4
Conrad Electric Gramophone Motor, 9"
turntable, 200/250v A.C. .. 57/6
All above motors include purchase tax.

NEW 2 -VALVE ALL WAVE KIT. 16 to
2,000 metres. Switched Coil Pack ready
tired and tested. 2 Mazda 11L23 Valves,
'Phones, H.T. and L.T. Batteries, Con-
dense., resistors, diagrams and steel case,
all ready to assemble, 23101-, including
P.T.

NEW 1948 MIDGET T.R.F. RADIO KITS
with illuminated Glass Dial. All parts
including Valves, M/C Speaker and in-
structions. 3 valves plus Metal Rectifier.
200-557 metres and 700-2,000 metres.
200 to 200v A.C. or A.C./1).C. mains.
State which is required. Size, 10" x x 6",
27/7/6, including Purchase Tax.

ALL -WAVE SUPERHET KIT
A Kit of Parts to build a 6 -valve (plus
rectifier) receiver, covering 16-50 metres.
Medium- and Long -wave bands. Valve
line-up. 6118, 6K7, 6Q7, 6J7, two 25A6 in
pushpull. Metal Rectifiers are incorporated
for H.T. supply. Output impedance is for
.3 and 15 ohms. The latest Wearite Coil
Pack incorporating Iron Dust Coils is
used, making construction and alignment
extremely simple. A pick-up position on
the wave -change switch and pick-up
terminals i,s provided. A complete kit,
including valves, but without speaker or
cabinet. Chassis size, 14" x 6". Overall
height, 9". Price, 61.0/18/6, including
Purchase Tax. Wired and tested, 612/101-.
Suitable loudspeakers are the GOODMANS
10" 6 -watt P.M. at 47/6, or f or superlative
reproduction, the Goodmans 12" P.M. at

MIDGET RADIO CABINETS in Brown
Bakelite. Can he supplied for either of the
above Midget Kits at 25/-, including P.T.

PREMIER ALL DRY BATTERY PORT-
ABLE
A Kit of Parts to build a 4 -valve Portable
Receiver, Medium and Long Wavebands.
Valves used, 1LC6 (Pentogrid Convertor),
1LN5 (R.F. Pentode I.F. Amplifier),
1LD5 (Diode Pentode, 2nd Detector,
A.V.C. and Id L.P. Amplifier), 3D6/1299
(Output Pentode), Litz Wound I.F.
Transformers (465kcs) of high "Q," Lite
Wound Oscillator Coil, assembled with
trimmers ready to fit on the chassis.
Efficient Frame Aerial, assembled and
tested with Long Wave Loading Coil.
Separate H.T. and L.T. batteries, 3 -colour
glass dial, with station names. The
cabinet supplied in oak with chocolate
loudspeaker grille or in sky blue cellulose
with bronze grille.
Kit of parts supplied complete with
batteries and cabinet. Cabinet size 113"
wide, 64" deep and 10f" high.
Price 210/4/9 including purchase tax.
Can be supplie I completely wired and
tested for £12/12/ -,including purchase tax
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Hams should know !
An unsuppressed motor car can seriously interfere
with Ultra short-wave and Television reception

Many large concerns have suppressed " fleets " of vehicles
which shows that the campaign for the voluntary suppression
of car interference is proving a success.

One Televiewer, disgusted with seeing his picture spoilt
by car interference, bought fifty suppressors and gave them
gratis to his neighbours, tradesmen, etc., and owners of
vehicles frequently passing his house. He now considers his
total expenditure well worth while, but is fortunate in not
living on a main road.

Everybody tannot do this, but everybody can suppress their
own cars, and encourage their friends to do so, at a reasonable

cost.

Distributor suppressors cost 1/6 each, are easily fitted and do
not affect engine performance.

The "Belling -Lee " suppressor L630 screws into
specified makes of distributor caps after removal
of the H.T. lead terminal, which is then screwed
into the top of the suppressor.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD. MIDDX

HEADPHONES WHICH UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE

The S. G. Brown Type " K " Moving
Coil headphones supply that High Fidelity
Reproduction demanded for DX work,
monitoring and laboratory purposes, etc.

OUTSTANDING CHARACTERISTICS

D.C. RESISTANCE, 47 _Ohms.
IMPEDANCE, 52 Ohms at 1,000 c.p.s.
SENSITIVITY, I.2x 10-1' watts at

1 kc. = 0002 Dyne/cm'.

Price £5:5:0 Per Pair

FOR DETAILS OF OTHER S.G. BROWN HEADPHONES
(PRICES FROM 30/- TO 63/-) WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED

BROCHURE "S.W."

TYPE " K"
Your local dealer can supply

Descriptive Literature on request

Phone: WATFORD 7241 SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS.
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Christmas
Once again it is our privilege

and our pleasure to greet a wide
circle of readers, at home and
abroad-and this page has been
suitably decorated for the
occasion !

It is the season for happiness and
goodwill, and we-the Manage-
ment and Staff of the Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., and myself
as Editor-are glad to have the
opportunity not only of thanking
all our readers and our Trade
friends for their support, but also
of wishing them a Happy Christ-
mas and a Prosperous New Year.
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The ZB3 Converted for Two Metres
Modifying a Surplus Unit

By E. DANDY, A.M.I.R.E. (G3BJB)

(The ZB3 (ANIARR-1 Homing Adaptor) was designed to work with equipment tuning over
the range 234-258 mc, and so it is easily modified to operate as a 2 RF-mixer-oscillator
converter on our 2 -metre band. This article shows how. For those who may look for the
circuit diagram, it was not thought necessary to give one in this case, since the photographs
are keyed, the text is fully explanatory and the disturbance to the existing unit as wired

is relatively slight.-Ed.)

The
piece of ex -Service gear can now

I be obtained very cheaply on the surplus
market, and is easily modified for working
as a converter on the 145 mc band. The
unit was used as a "homing adaptor" in
conjunction with standard aircraft receiv-
ing equipment, and operated in the
frequency range 234-258 mc.

General Description
Electrically, the adaptor consists of

three stages of inductively tuned RF
amplification and a grid leak detector, all
the valves being 954 acorns. The three
RF amplifier stages-V101, V102 and
V103-are coupled by means of four
circuits, each consisting of a tuning coil
and a trimmer condenser. The four
circuits are tuned by means of four silver-
plated cores which are moved simul-
taneously in and out of their respective
tuning coils by means of a rack and worm
arrangement driven from the main tuning
dial. The aerial is connected through a
co -axial plug and condenser C101 to
the tuning coil L101 (see keyed photo-
graphs). The condenser C102 is adjustable
from the front panel and is used to align
the input circuit. The resistor R11:
provides a means of furnishing extra bias
for V101, and can be shorted in and out
by means of an external switch. The plate
and screen voltage supplies of this valve
are quite conventional and coupling to the
next stage is via C106 to the tuned circuit
L102 -C108. The circuits for the second
and third RF amplifier stages are identical
with V101, except that no provision is
made for varying their bias.

Condensers C102, 108, 114 and 118 are
trimmers used to align all circuits at the
middle of the frequency range covered by
the adaptor. The detector circuit V104 is
designed to demodulate the HF signals
which are modulated by frequencies in the
range 540-830 kc. The detector is of the

grid leak type, and the plate of the valve
is connected through R115, L105 and
C125 into a low -capacity concentric
transmission line, which is taken to the
aircraft receiver through an external
switched relay. A condenser C115 is pro-
vided from the plate of V104 to earth
which, in combination with R115 and the
distributed capacity of L105, serves to
remove the carrier component from the
output of the detector. When the switch
S102 is connected to 24 volts, the four
valve heaters are in series ; with S102
thrown to the 12 -volt position, they are
connected in series -parallel. HT is fed in
on pin 41 of the plug J105.

Modification for Two Metres
Now that the normal service operation

has been outlined, proposals can be made
for modification of the unit to work on
the 145 mc band. It is suggested that
V101 and V102 remain as RF amplifiers,
with V103 as a mixer and V104 an
oscillator, utilising a 10-mc IF.

First, remove the top cover of the
instrument, by giving a half -turn to the
two Dzus fasteners. Next, take off the
bottom plate by withdrawing the six
screws (three on either side) holding it in
place. The adaptor is now fully accessible
and is ready for attention. As it is
extremely difficult to obtain sockets to fit
the plugs on this unit it is suggested that
the three -pin plug J104 be removed and
an octal valveholder fitted in its place.
This is done by taking off the three
connections to the plug, then severing the
other ends of these wires from pins 42,
49, 52, and the earth tag on plug J105.
In addition, also remove L105, C115,
122, 125 and R115, to facilitate the
modifications to the plug wiring. The
coil former will be required later for
rewinding as an IF transformer. Due to
the fact that the connecting wires are
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Internal bottom view, with all parts identified ; see text and table of values.

twisted around each soldering tag several
times, it is advisable to use a very hot
iron-one of the miniature types with the
element in the bit is preferable, if available.

Now proceed to modify the heater
connections. Turn the adaptor so that
the tuning coil side is uppermost, with the
tuning dial facing. Take out the black
tracer wire from the left-hand heater pin
of V103, and reconnect it to the right-
hand pin. Now connect the left-hand pin
by a short wire to the nearby earth tag.
Cut off the plain white wire going to the
right heater pin of V102, and locate the
other end of this wire (which is attached to
a terminal of the heater change -over
switch), cut off, and withdraw from the
cable form. Remove the black tracer wire
from the same heater terminal of V102
and take it to the left-hand heater terminal.
Now connect the right-hand tag to earth
by a short lead. A brown tracer wire will
be noticed going to the left-hand heater
tag of V101 ; cut this and locate the other
end at the change -over switch, dis-
connect and withdraw it from the cable -
form. All that remains is to run a short
wire from the left-hand heater pin of
V104 to pin 2 of the new octal socket.
Pin 7 of this socket should be connected
to a convenient earth tag, and pin 5 by
a short wire to pin 41 of socket J105.

This all sounds rather complex, but in
fact these modifications can be carried out
in a matter of a few minutes !

In order to wind new tuning coils it is
necessary to take out the sliding tuning
bar, which can be done by removing the
two small end -plates holding the bar in
position ; it then comes out easily.
B

A

First RF Stage
The following alterations should be

carried out to the first RF stage. Remove
coil L101 and replace it with a three -turn
coil (tapped at one turn from the earthed
end) of the same wire diameter, gauge
and spacing as the original. Connect the
valve grid to the top end of the coil, i.e.,
take the grid flying lead to the metal plate
to which one end of the condenser C134
is connected. The aerial coupling con-
denser C101-1 is connected to the tap on
the coil ; this should be about right for
a 70 -ohm input match from the aerial.
Finally, short out R116 by means of a
wire to a nearby earthing tag. Moving
on to the second RF stage V102, replace
L102 by a three -turn coil identical to that
in the first stage but with no tap. Now
replace L103 and L104 by similar coils to
that fitted to the second RF stage ; make
sure, incidentally, that all the coils are
very rigid so that they will be unaffected
by vibration.

Mixer Conversion
The next step is to convert the mixer

stage V103 ; disconnect the suppressor
grid from earth and fit a 47,000 -ohm
resistor to ground. Remove the condenser
C112 from the anode of V103 and
reconnect it to the suppressor grid of the
same valve. There should be just sufficient
wire on the condenser to enable this to
be done. Take out the 30,000 -ohm
resistor R110 ; this leaves the anode of
V103 free of all connections. Now change
the bias resistance R108 to a half -watt
6,800 -ohm resistor. The next stage is the
rewinding of L105, which has already
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through the rear of the chassis, the centre
wire being soldered to the remaining end
of the four -turn coupling coil. The outer
braiding of this cable is earthed near the
IF transformer ; the other end will
connect to the aerial and earth terminals
of the communication receiver with which
the converter is to operate.
Oscillator Stage

All that now remains is to modify the
oscillator stage V104 ; remove the bias
resistor and by-pass condenser R112 and
C133. Connect the anode direct to the
screen grid terminal. Change R114, at
present 200,000 ohms, for a 30,000 -ohm
resistor. Now run a lead through a small
hole in the aluminium screen from the
cathode pin of V104 to a tap on the new
three -turn oscillator coil, at a' point one
turn from the earthed end: This lead must
be of at least 18 gauge wire and very rigid.

Now replace the tuning rod and holding
plates, taking care that these plates are
screwed up so that there is no side -play on
the tuning rod. Also see that all four coils
are positioned approximately the same, so
that when the four slugs are fully with-
drawn from the coils the front edges of all
the slugs are the same distance from the
nearest edges of their associated coils.

Alignment
All the necessary alterations are now

completed and for alignment purposes it
only remains to connect up the octal plug
at the rear of the chassis to a power pack.
The connections to the plug are as
follows : 6.3 volts at 0.6 amps, pin 2
250 volts HT+, pin 5 ; and a common

been removed from the set. The old coil
should be taken off the former, and 28
turns of No. 26 gauge enamelled wire
close -wound in its place. Four turns of
No. 22 gauge plastic -covered wire should
be wound over the top of the main winding
in the same direction, at the end of the
main coil remote from the tag panel. The
windings should be stuck down in place
with Durofix and an extra soldering tag
fitted to the tag panel attached to the
former.

The coil is now replaced in its original
position in the adaptor, and reconnected
as below : The end of the main winding
nearest the tag panel should be wired to
the tag in close proximity to the screened
aerial input lead ; in addition, a short
wire from this tag should be taken through
a small hole in the aluminium screen, and
the other end connected to the anchoring
point for the anode flying lead of V103.
The other end of the main winding of
the IF coil is then taken to the tag on the
coil former opposite the one which has
just been joined to the anode of V103.
The resistor R110 (the other end of which
is connected to pin 41 of plug J105)
should also be soldered to this tag.

The 01006 iLF condenser C122, which
was previously removed with the coil,
should now the
above -mentioned tag and an adjacent
earth point. A 3-30 µ./LF trimmer should
also be connected, with stiff wire, across
the main winding for tuning the IF
transformer. The end of the four -turn
winding nearest the chassis is now
connected to earth. A screened lead of a
low -capacity type should be led out

113 R110 V103 RI 113

CI12

V1.4 191 Cue 0105 V102

JI03 CI21 0104 CI q 0109 C109 0109 C111 C101 0101

Top view of the ZB3 unit, which can be modified to work as a 145 me converter.
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Table of Values
ZB3 Conversion for 145 mc

Refer to keyed photographs

C101 = 2 µgF ceramic. 0122 -= 0.006 µF mica. R104 = 1.000 ohms.* watt.
C102 = Variable trimmer. 0123 = 30 taLF ceramic. R105 = 30,000 ohms, # watt.
C103 = 30 igiF ceramic. C124 = 30 upF ceramic. R106 = 200,000 ohms, watt.
C104 = 30-µµF ceramic. C125 = 0.006 AF mica. R107 = 200,000 ohms, 4 watt.
C105 = 30 µIX ceramic. C126 = 30 apF ceramic. R108 = 1.000 ohms, # watt.
C106 = 5 µµF ceramic. C127 = 30 µµF ceramic. R109 = 200.000 ohms, watt.
C107 = 5 µµF ceramic. C128 = 30 gi/F. ceramic. R110 = 30.000 ohms, 4 watt.
C108 = Trimmer, air. C129 = 30 ugE ceramic. R111 = 20,000 ohms, 4 watt.
C109 = 5µµF ceramic. C130 = 30 igiF ceramic. R112 = 10 ohms, 4 watt.
C110 = 30 14,7 ceramic. C131 = 30 Ai& ceramic. R113 = 30,000 ohms, 4 watt.
C111 = 30 µµF ceramic C132 30 µµF ceramic. R114 = 200,000 ohms, I watt.
C112 = 5 gp.F ceramic. C133 = 5 µµE ceramic. R115 = 50 ohms, 4 watt.
C113 = 5 µµF ceramic. C134 = 2 µµF ceramic. R116 = 100,000 ohms, 4 watt.
C114 = Air trimmer. L101 = Aerial coil. R117 = 1.000 ohms. 4 watt.
C115 = 20 itµF ceramic. L102 = Second RF coil. JI01 = Coaxial input socket.
C116 = 30 iniF ceramic. L103 = Third RF coil. J102 = Coaxial Output socket.
C117 = 30 atiF ceramic. L104 = Detector grid coil. J103 = 4 -terminal plug.
C118 = Air trimmer. L105 = Detector output coil. J104 = 3 -terminal plug.
C119 = 5µµF ceramic. R101 = 200,000 ohms, 4 watt. J105 = 8 -terminal plug.
C120 = 30 p4AF ceramic. R102 = 30,000 ohms, 4 watt.
C121 = 30 AIR ceramic. R103 = 50,000 ohms, 4 watt.

earth connection from HT- and the
other side of the 6.3-yolt supply to pin 7.
The screened output lead should be
connected to the aerial and earth terminals
of the communication receiver, which
must now be tuned to 10 mc.

Adjust the trimmer across the IF coil
for maximum noise. The next step is to
get the oscillator going on 135'5 mc. It is,;,
suggested that a small calibrated absorp-
tion type wavemeter be used for this
purpose. First of all check with the
trimmer C118 half -way out ; if the
frequency is too high, close up the turns
of the oscillator coil, if too low open them
slightly. Final adjustment can be made
on the trimmer. Now, from the signal
generator feed a signal at 145:5 mc into
the aerial input socket of the converter.
(The output impedance of the generator

should be about 70 ohms.) Adjust the
trimmers C102, 108 and C114 for maxi-
mum output, using the communication
receiver S -meter as check for this. If it is
not possible to go through a maximum
on either of these trimmers proceed as
follows : If the greatest signal is obtained
with the trimmer unscrewed, open out the
coil spacing slightly ; if the maximum
signal is found with the trimmer fully
screwed in, then the coil turns need
closing up a little. When these adjustments
have been made to all three stages, the
ganging should hold across the amateur
band.

A very suitable signal generator, now
available on the surplus market, is the
Type I -130A, which is part of Test
Equipment IE19A.

THE NEW WIRELESS BILL

At the moment of writing, this is still
being debated ; it is, however, of great
interest from the Amateur Radio point of
view, since in round terms it seeks to
impose on all who cause interference with
radio the same obligations as have rested
on amateur transmitters for the last 25
years-that of avoiding interference with
broadcast reception. Much attention is
also being given to that part of the Bill
which permits entry to private premises-
but here again amateurs have always had
to accept this as one of the licence con-

ditions ; indeed, the ordinary BCL licence
already permits such entry !

It may well be that if the Bill goes
through in the form proposed by the
Government, amateurs will for the first
time be able to obtain legal protection
against those who have for years so freely
interfered with them ! On the subject of
the Bill itself, so far as one is able to judge
from the reports appearing in the Press,
there are probably not half -a -dozen
Members who really understand the issues
involved.
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Differential
Condensers in Circuit
Design
Balance Adjustment in Transmitters,
Receivers and Aerial Tuners

By J. N. WALKER (G5JU)

MANY
readers will remember, in pre-

war days, a component known as a
differential condenser. It consisted of
two sets of opposing stators, with a single
rotor section, arranged so that, as the
capacity of one side decreased, that of the
other side increased by an equal amount.
The dielectric was usually of some solid
material, the vanes thin and flexible, and
the losses were probably by no means
negligible. This latter did not matter
much, as the condenser was generally
used for reaction control on medium
frequencies.

The modern differential condenser, as
typified in the Eddystone examples, is a
very different component. The capacity
per section is quite small, the dielectric
air and the insulation ceramic. The
condenser can be used in any circuit
without introducing additional losses.
This obtains even at the very high
frequencies (e.g. up to 150 mc), and when
high RF voltages are present, as in circuits
associated with a transmitter.

The chief application of a differential
condenser is for balancing a circuit. Stray
capacities can be equalised, each side of
the circuit then becoming symmetrical
(referred to zero potential) and the RF
potentials are equal in amplitude but
opposite in phase.

The capacity of a differential condenser
has to be considered in a somewhat
different way from that of a split -stator
type. With the latter, if each section has
a value of 25 kcyF, the effective capacity,
assuming a balanced circuit with the
rotor at earth potential, is 12.5 jupF
maximum and between 1 ,u,uF and 2 ,u,uF
minimum, giving a total swing of, say, 11
,upF.

A differential condenser is rated on
the basis of the capacity, at full mesh,
between the rotor and one stator. Pre-
vious to final adjustment, the rotor will be
set at half mesh, each side then having

The old differential condenser made its original
appearance over 20 years ago and was one of the first
methods of obtaining smooth control in the "hot"
reaction circuits of those days. The modern version
of the differential condenser has many valuable practical
applications in our amateur band equipment. This
useful and interesting article will not only show what
they are. but will also help in the curing of some of the
more obscure faults encountered in certain types of
transmitter.-Ed.

a value equivalent to half of one section,
e.g. in the case of the Eddystone Type
719 25/25 ,u,uF condenser, this would be
12.5 ,u/.4F. The effective capacity placed
across the whole circuit would be half
again, say 6µµF. Rotation of the con-
denser results in capacity simultaneously
being added to one side of the circuit and
subtracted from the other. The effective
capacity across the circuit as a whole will
remain much the same at any adjustment,
provided the rotor is grounded.

Similarly, in the case of a 100/100 pitF
differential condenser, the effective ad-
ditional capacity introduced is 25 /*F.

Transmitter Applications
It is important to ensure correct

balancing of the input circuit in a trans-
mitter using valves in push-pull. Other-

,swise, one valve will be driven harder than
the other, giving rise to the following
faults :

(a) One valve will take more than its
proper share of the load and the
anode dissipation may easily be
exceeded, without it becoming im-
mediately apparent.

(b) In pentodes and tetrodes, the screen
current of the over -driven valve is
likely to be unduly high and the
screen dissipation exceeded. This
is, if anything, more serious than
excessive anode dissipation, as the
control grid will become unduly
hot and secondary emission may
occur.

(c) In triodes, and possibly tetrodes
also, neutralising adjustments will
be more critical.

(d) Grid current will be unequal.
(e) The valve life will be shortened.
(f) Even harmonics will not be can-

celled out to the degree possible in
a well-balanced circuit.

A small differential condenser placed
across the grid circuit, as shown in Fig.
1, provides a simple enough means of
effecting a balance but it is not quite so
simple to determine the proper adjustment..
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HT Screen

R7

Bias

Fig. 1. Methods of balancing a push-pull RF amplifier.
Cl, split -stator tuning condenser ; C2, differential
condenser ; C3 -C8, normal by-pass condensers ; R1 -R4,
100 ohms, 1 -watt ; R5, R6, 470 ohm, 1 -watt ; R7,
1000 -ohm decoupler, or higher value if used for bias.

Fig. 2. Measuring individual grid currents. (A) split
grid coil arrangement; values as in Fig. 1, with C9
.002 to 0003 1118. (B) Shunt -fed bias circuit, with C10,

C11 of 100 4µF.

In the case of tetrodes, a convenient
and also a very reliable method is to
equalise the screen currents of the two
valves. In Fig. 1 two separate meters are
indicated, R5 and R6 being decoupling
resistors of low value (470 or 1,000 ohm).
This feature is a worth -while permanent
refinement, particularly if the transmitter
is employed on various bands and
possibly with different couplings and
aerials. But, in the majority of cases, it
will be satisfactory to insert the meters as
a temporary measure, tune up the trans-
mitter for normal operation, rotate the
differential condenser C2 for equal screen
currents (adjusting the tuning condenser
Cl as necessary) and thereafter leave C2
strictly alone.

A method, suitable for triodes, is to
measure the individual cathode currents.
In valves with indirectly heated cathodes,
this is a simple matter. The only pre-
caution necessary is to ensure that the
meters are properly by-passed to RF
currents. Where directly heated valves
are used, from a common transformer
winding, a temporary transfer of one
filament to a separate winding is necessary.
If the windings are centre tapped, so much
the better-the meters are inserted between
CT and chassis. Otherwise, the centre -
tapped resistor network shown in Fig. 1

should be used.
A third method, but one difficult to

apply in practice, is to measure and
equalise the individual grid currents. It
involves either splitting the grid in-
ductance, as shown in Fig. 2(a) or shunt
feeding, as in Fig. 2(b). In some trans-
mitters, this latter method may already
be in use and it will be good practice
permanently to insert the two meters.

Balancing Feeders
When RF ammeters are inserted in

tuned feeder lines, as in Fig. 3, the
currents indicated should be approxi-
mately equal. If this is not so, it means that
the feeder wires are not balanced with
respect to ground, and the standing wave
ratio is likely to be high. It follows that
considerable radiation will occur off the
feeders and the directional effects of the
aerial system as a whole may be quite
different from what one would expect-
or hopes.

The addition of a differential condenser
(in this instance, of the transmitting type)
enables the symmetry of the feeders to be
restored. It should be noted that the
differential condenser remains across the
feeders, both with series and parallel
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CI

1 Feeders

RF meters

C3

Fig. 3. Balancing tuned feeders. Cl and C3 are the
normal tuning condensers. and C2 the differential

balancing condenser (Eddystone 725).

Fig. 4. Balancing a push-pull output stage ; Cl is the
normal tuning condenser, and can be single -section ; C2

is the differential balancing capacity.

Fig. 5. Balancing a neutralised single valve PA ; Cl and
C2 as in Fig. 4. (Both variable)

C2 Aerial
Thrfeeder or

next stage

-47

Fig. 6. Capacitative variation of coupling. Cl is the
usual tuning condenser, C2 the variable differential

capacity, with one stator earthed.

tuning. Fig. .3 indicates the relative
position of the differential condenser C2,
which remains across the feeders, irre-
spective of whether series or parallel tuning
is employed. Switching arrangements are
also shown. It will be found that, at one
setting of C2, the meter readings will be
identical, and only minor adjustment
should thereafter be necessary.

Balancing an Output Stage
A skeleton circuit for a push-pull RF

power amplifier is shown in Fig. 4. The
rank circuit finds its earth through the
rotor of the split -stator tuning condenser
Cl, and the balance will be satisfactory,
provided Cl is not near minimum
capacity. If, however, Cl is near mini-
mum, the valve and other stray capacities
form the major proportion of the capacity
in the circuit and the balance may not be
so good. Incidentally, practically the
whole of the circulating current will flow
through the anode seals, which, in some
valves, may not be advisable, particularly
at high powers and high frequencies.

The addition of a differential condenser
C2, ensures that an adequate minimum
capacity is in circuit, properly balanced
to earth. C2 will normally be left set at
the half -way position-that is, with the
rotor engaging the stators to an equal
degree. A slight variation either way can
be made to take up any unbalance, such
as may arise if Cl, the tuning condenser,
is a single -ended type, the rotor and
frame of which may have greater stray
capacity to earth than the stator.

Now consider a single -ended stage, as
in Fig. 5. Although a split -stator tuning
condenser (C1) is employed, the circuit
can hardly be called balanced, since that
side of the tuned circuit connected to the
valve anode has much more capacity
across it (the capacity of Cn can be ig-
nored). For example, if the valve is an
813, the anode/earth capacity amounts to
about 20 p+cF.

The addition of the differential con-
denser C2 enables a good balance to be
secured. The vanes on the side away
from the anode will be engaged to a
greater degree than on the other side,
dependent on the type of valve used.

Impedance Matching
We now come to an application of a

somewhat different kind-one of im-
pedance matching or variation of coupling,
as opposed to balancing.

An energised single -ended tuned circuit,
with one end held down to earth (Fig. 6),
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Fig. 7. Variable aerial coupling through Cl. a small
differential condenser.

such as is commonly used for aerial
coupling, exhibits high voltage and high
impedance at the free end and low voltage
and low impedance at the earth end. Poten-
tial and impedance gradients exist across the
circuit and a good match into any ex-
ternal impedance (e.g. an end -on aerial)
can be made by tapping on to the coil.
This latter operation is not always con-
venient and also is somewhat rough. A
better way is to use a capacitative potentio-
meter, easily provided in the form of a
differential condenser. In effect, the rotor
is the variable arm. The impedance (and
the voltage) varies from maximum when
the rotor is fully engaged with the stator
connected to the "bot" end of the circuit,
to practically zero when fully meshed
with the earthed stator. The rotor
spindle should be fitted with an insulated
coupling. The usual tuning condenser is
required to maintain exact resonance.

This coupling system is applicable to
almost any length of single wire aerial
and also to other parts of a transmitter.
For example, a good match into an
80 -ohm coaxial cable can be secured, the

Fig. 8. Balanced input circuit, most suitable at VHF.
Cl is the normal tuning capacity and C2 the differential
condenser, with which perfect balance can be obtained.

Fig. 9. Illustrating variable inter -stage coupling, with a
differential condenser Cl between an RF and detector

circuit.

outer screen being connected to the
earthed stator and the inner conductor to
the rotor of the condenser.

Receiver Applications
The same principles outlined earlier

apply also to receivers, although possibly
the applications are not so obvious. A
few examples will illustrate methods of
improving receivers in minor ways.

Fig. 7 shows a differential condenser
used for variable aerial coupling to the
input circuit of a receiver. The two
stators are connected across the coupling
winding, the aerial being taken to the
rotor. If a coupling winding is not used,
the differential condenser may be con-
nected directly across the tuned circuit.

This little refinement is of particular
advantage in a TRF type of receiver, and

Fig. 10. Varying the oscillator infection vo tage in a
VHF converter by means of a small differential

condenser Cl.
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enables good results to be secured from
any length of aerial. It is also suitable for
use with co -axial cable, the centre con-
ductor of which is connected to the
condenser rotor.

Fig. 8 is the receiving version of Fig. 1.
The differential condenser C2 allows
compensation to be made for the input
capacity of the valve and ensures a good
overall balance.

The inter -stage coupling between two
RF stages can be varied smoothly by
adopting the circuit in Fig. 9. It has the
advantage that the capacities in the
circuit change less when C is adjusted
than if a single variable condenser is used

for coupling purposes.
Smooth control of the oscillator in-

jection voltage is possible in an HF or
VHF converter with the circuit arranged
as in Fig. 10. The rotor of the differential
condenser is shown connected to the
suppressor grid of the frequency changer
valve but it may equally well be taken to
any other electrode used for injection.
With the differential condenser at half -
mesh, practically no oscillator volts will
be transferred. Rotating Cl in either
direction will increase the voltage. An
adjustment can be found which gives
maximum conversion efficiency and maxi-
mum signal-to-noise ratio.

VFO Driver with
NBFM
Clapp Oscillator Incorporating Phase
Modulator

By R. H. WEBB (G6XY)

THE great popularity during recent
years of the Variable Frequency

Oscillator as a means of transmitter con-
trol for amateurs has resulted in the
presentation of many and varied circuits
and mechanical layouts, mostly of in-
creasing complication but all directed
towards the common goals of all designers
and constructors of VFO's, viz. Stability,
both electrical and mechanical, freedom
from frequency drift or creep on warming
up, and last but not least, ability to be
keyed for break-in operation.

In view of this increasing complication
of design it is not surprising how great is
the interest aroused by an oscillator
circuit designed by J. K. Clapp (General
Radio Company, America) which not
only possesses the desirable qualities
mentioned above but which is also just
about as simple as it is possible for an
oscillator circuit to be.

Simplicity is an essential factor in the
design and construction of amateur gear
of all kinds as it gives the average con-
structor without extensive workshop and
testing facilities a better chance of dupli-
cating the results obtained by the designer
from the prototype.

The Clapp oscillator was first discussed as such in
the May, 1948, issue of our American contemporary
QST though, as they have since pointed out, an identical
circuit also appeared as far back as November, 1941.
What has come to be called the Clapp looks like the
ultimate in VFO circuits-till the next new one comes
along ! Here is a design based on this circuit and
incorporating a narrow -band FM unit.-Ed.

It is not intended, here, to enter upon a
detailed discussion of the Clapp circuit
as this has been amply covered in QST ;
suffice it to say that the circuit does all
that is claimed of it and does it very well
indeed.

Although a carefully designed and most
satisfactory VFO, comprising a very
high -C and temperature compensated
ECO (6SK7), followed by a 6V6 isolator/
doubler stage, had been in use at the
writer's station for two years it was
immediately decided to make up and try
a Clapp oscillator as a basis for a new
VFO. At this juncture it was suggested
by G5BJ (who had done a great deal of
work on FM) that while building a new
VFO it was a simple matter to incorporate
provision for narrow -band FM which
could be switched out of circuit when not
required. It is to G5BJ that the credit
must go for the phase modulator circuit
appearing in this design.

The circuit given is almost self-
explanatory and if this and the suggested
layout are followed no difficulty should
be encountered.

Construction
The writer's unit is constructed in an

Eddystone cabinet, but any metal con-
tainer of similar size may be used so long
as it is ventilated. The power pack
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IL 4

VR150/30

V7

L4 Output
link

Fig. 1. The Clapp oscillator with the addition of a narrow -band FM unit, as described by G6XY in the accompanying
article. The oscillator can be used in either mode by throwing the appropriate switch ; R13 is the deviation control.

Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15

C16
C17
C18
C19
C20

C21, 22, 23

Table of Values
Circuit of VFO'NBFM Driver Unit

= 300 µµF silvered mica
= 160 ppF Eddystone 1131
= 100 µµF
= -001 ppF, silvered mica
= -001 µpF, silvered mica
= .01 pF
= 300 µµF, silvered mica
= -01 µF
= .01 AF
= 300 ppE
= 3-30 µµF ceramic trimmer
= .01 AF
= 300 ppF
= '01 pF
= 60 ppF air dielectric trimmer,

Eddystone 581
= 100 µµF
= 25 AF, 25v electrolytic
= .01 µF
= 300 APE
= .01 pF
= 8 µF, 500v electrolytic

Ail resistors are 1 watt type unless
otherwise stated

RI = 100,000 ohms
R2 = 100,000 ohms

R3 = 50,000 ohms
R4 = 25,000 ohms
R5 = 250,000 ohms
R6 = 20,000 ohms
R7 = 100,000 ohms
R8 = 40,000 ohms
R9 = 5 megohms

R10 = 100,000 ohms
R11 = 100,000 ohms
R12 = 1,000 ohms
R13 = 500,000 potentiometer (small pre-

set type)
R14 = 2,000 ohms, 5 watts
R15 =- 30,000 ohms

RFCI = Eddystone 1010 RF choke
RFC2 = Eddystone 1066 RF choke

LFC1, LFC2 = LF chokes, 10 henrys, 80 mA
SWI, SW2, SW3 = SPST toggle switches

T1 = Receiver type transformer, 325-0-
325v, 5v, 6'3v

VI = 6J5, 6C5
V2 = EF54
V3 = 6SF5 or half 6SL7
V4 = 6AG7
V5 = 6SL7
V6 = 5Z4G
V7 = VR150/30
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components and all valve -holders are
moun ed first and the power pack and
heater wiring installed, taking care to
tuck the lat er into the corners of the
chassis where possible to reduce the AC
field- The remaining components may
then be fitted and the wiring carried out,
commencing with the oscillator circuit,
followed by the EF54 buffer stage, phase
modulator and speech amplifier and finally
the 6AG7 doubler stage. The oscillator
coil (L1) is mounted on small pillars so
that the centre line is about 1 + in. from
the chassis, the lead from the "cold" end
of this coil being taken through the
chassis via a feed -through bushing to the
stator vanes of the tuning condenser C2.
The condensors Cl, C4, C5 and C7 must
be of the silvered mica variety, otherwise
slight drift may occur. The disposition of
the minor components is not critical.
Each stage has its own earth point-a
soldering tag under one of the nuts
securing the valveholder to the chassis-
to which all earth returns in that stage
are made. The dimensions of L2 and L3
should be adhered to, otherwise difficulty
may be encountered in getting uniform
output over the band.

With the constants shown, the oscillator
operates on 160 metres, the 6AG7 output
stage doubling, output being available
from 3.5 mc to 3.8 mc with a small
margin at either end of the scale.

Fig. 2. A chassis layout for the NBFIVI_VFO.

Setting Up

To tune up the unit, set C2 and C15 at
mid -scale, connect a 6 volt 0-3 amp bulb
across the output link L4, and adjust C11
for maximum output. Next adjust C15 for
maximum output, and it should now be
found that C2 may be set anywhere in
the band with little or no variation in
RF as indicated by the bulb.

The speech amplifier circuit is designed

Coil Table
Ll 45 turns of 24 SWG enam., close -wound on 1 in.

Polystyrene former
L2 105 turns of 24 SWG enam., close -wound on 1 in.

polystyrene former
L3 45 turns of 26 SWG enam., close -wound on 1 in.

Polystyrene former
IA 3 turns hook-up wire over cold end of L3.

for a crystal microphone, but more sensi-
tive types may be used with a corres-
ponding reduction of the deviation control
(R13). This control is pre-set and should
be adjusted at or near maximum for
crystal microphones and between half
and three-quarter gain for carbon or m/c
types. This unit may be used to frequency
modulate any transmitter provided that
such transmitter is in itself stable and has
no tendency to spurious or parasitic
oscillations. The FM signal may be
monitored on the station receiver by
setting the selectivity control to the
broadest position, switching off the
AVC and tuning to one side of zero beat
in the normal manner.

The unit may be keyed at point A or
point B, the former giving complete
break-in and the latter allowing a weak
signal to be heard in a receiver tuned to
one's own frequency. If desired to key
permanently at point A, it is desirable
incorporate cathode bias in the output
stage. One half of a 6SL7 may be used in

Fig. 3. Panel arrangement corresponding to Fig. 2

place of the 6SF5 phase modulator if
desired.

The Eddystone slow-motion dial used
in the original provides, in addition to an
arbitrary 0-100 scale, space for individual
calibration from an accurate frequency
meter such as the BC221.

In actual use on the air, the change
from AM to FM simply requires the
normal modulator to be switched off, the
microphone plugged into the input jack
of this unit and the switch SW3 closed.
There should be no movement of any
meter in the transmitter under modulation.



The Type A Mark III
Trans -Receiver
Low -Power CM, Tx Rx
for 3'5 and 7 me

By J. N. ROE, M.I.R.E. (G2VV)

THE opportunities now available to
amateurs to purchase ex -Service

apparatus of suitable type finds us better
equipped to prepare for portable work
than at any time in the past. -

One of the most compact and efficient
Trans -Receivers is the Type A Mark III.
The writer hopes that the information
given here will be of interest, and assist-
ance, to those fortunate enough to possess
one of these excellent little -units, while also
serving to furnish ideas to those amateurs
wishing to build their own equipment for
outdoor work when the season for such
activities comes round again.

This item of surplus equipment was designed during
the war for a particular purpose calling for the simplest
Possible operation, good frequency stability and the
utmost portability. As it stands, it can be used as a
transceiver for QRP CW operation on 40 and 80 metres.
It is an attractive proposition for the low -power
operator, as a stand-by in the main station, or for field -
day activities.-Ed.

Technical information on the Type A
Mark III has not been readily available ;
the details given are of a general nature and
are not intended as a complete technical
description. Most of the observations are
the result of experiment and operation at
the writer's own station.

General Description
The complete equipment-excluding the

Vibrator Unit-is contained in a strong
fibre case measuring 13 in. x 81 in. x 4
in. When not in use, the aerial, key and
headphones are stowed in the "spares"
compartment. Also contained in this box
are spare fuses, assorted mains plugs,
large crocodile clips, and spare valves com-
prising one each of 7H7, 7Q7 and 7C5.
It is really quite amazing to see all these
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parts packed into a case measuring only
7 in. x 31- in. x 21- in.!

The Trans -Receiver complete with spares
and packed in its fibre case weighs 13 lbs.
The vibrator unit, which is of the same
dimensions as the "spares" case, weighs
4 lbs. The interior of both units are
readily accessible by removal of self
tapping screws and all exterior metal work
is finished in durable black crackle.

Power Supplies
The equipment is designed to operate

from 100-130 or 200-250 volts 40-60
cycle AC, or from a 6 -volt accumulator
with the vibrator unit. Referring to the
photograph showing the equipment in its

carrying case, the mains voltage adjust-
ment sockets are visible in the top left-
hand corner. The mains on -off switch
(Si) is just below to the right, while the
push-pull switch (S6) for selection of AC
mains or vibrator input is to the left of the
voltage adjustment panel. The vibrator
unit, standing at the left, is connected in
by a 5 -pin plug and socket. In the other
photograph the vibrator unit is shown
with the cover removed. The vibrator is of
the non -synchronous type and is fitted
with AC filters. When employed with the
Trans -Receiver the AC output is taken to
the selenium rectifiers -via switch S6 -and
rectified and smoothed in the same manner
as when the supply is taken from an AC

Table of Values
The Type A Mk. III Trans -Receiver

CI, C2 = 8 x 8µF 450 -volt working, electrolytic
C3, C6, C15, C21, C25, C36, C40, C44, C45, C46,
C47, C48 = 0.1 tiF 350 -volt DC working, tubular
C4, C13 = 100 piµF 350 -volt DC working, moulded

mica
C5, C7, C9 = -0011)F 350 -volt DC working, moulded

mica
C8 = 200 µµF 350 -volt DC working, moulded

mica
C10, C49, C50 = .01 µF 350 -volt DC working,

moulded mica
= 300 µµF ceramic air spaced (PA tuning)
= -001 µF 2,200 volt test, moulded mica
= -01 iiF 350 -volt DC working, tubular

-002 µF 350 -volt DC working. moulded
mica

= 20 µµF 350 -volt DC working, slivered mica
C18 = 500 µµF 350 -volt DC working, moulded

mica
CI9 50µµF max. ceramic air spaced (Reaction)
C20 300 piif 350 -volt DC working, silvered

mica
C22, C23, C27, C28 = -02 µF 350 -volt DC working,

tubular
C24, C26 = 200 µµF 350 -volt DC working, silvered

mica
C29 = 50 µµF 350 -volt DC working, moulded

mica
C30. C31 = 90 µµF max., each section, twin -gang

receiver tuning
C32, C33, C37, C38 = 3-17 µµF ceramic trimmers

C34 = 600 µµF 350 -volt DC working, silvered
mica

C35 = 400 µIR 350 -volt DC working, silvered
mica

C39 = 500 µµF 350 -volt DC working, moulded
mica

C41, C42 = 0.5 riF 50 -volt working, tubular
C43 = .01 µF 2,200 volt test, moulded mica
C54 = 20 NZ' 350 -volt DC working, silvered

mica
C55 = 01 µF 350 -volt DC working, moulded

mica
R.I7 = 330 ohms, watt
R2 = 2 x 10,000 ohms in parallel, watt each
R3 = 68,000 ohms, 4 watt

R4, R5, R12, R15 = 47,000 ohms, watt
R6. R7 = 1 megohm, 4 watt

RI,

C11
C12
C14
C16

C17

R8, RI 1, RI4, R16 --- 22,000 ohms, 3 watt
R9, R10 = 100,000 ohms, watt

R13 = 100 ohms, watt
1(18 = 1,000 ohms, I watt
R19 = 10,000 ohms, miniature variable (Rx gain

control)
R20 = 22,000 ohms, 4 watt
Ll = LF smoothing 3 H. at 60 mA, DC

resistance 200 ohms
L3. L4 = HF chokes 3 mH., DC resistance 45 ohms

L5 = PA anode coil, 25 turns 20 SWG DCC
L6 = 2nd Stage IF coil unit
L7 = 1st Stage IF coil unit
L8 = Oscillator coil, Red Range
L9 = Oscillator coil, Blue Range

Ll0 = Aerial coil. Red Range
L11 = Aerial coil, Blue Range
L12 = Vibrator unit chokes, 24 µH
L13 = Vibrator unit dist-core choke

Si = Mains ON -OFF switch, SPST toggle
S2 = Transmitter 2 Range and "Receive"

switch 5 -pole 3 -way wafer type
S3 = PA anode/aerial tap switch, single pole

11 -position wafer
S4 = Neon indicator push switch, SPST
S5 = Receive frequency selection switch, 4 -pole

2 -way wafer
S6 = AC mains or vibrator input switch, push-

pull type, 4 -pole 2 -way
S7 = LT 6 -volt input to vibrator unit, SPST,

toggle switch
FZ1 = Mains fuses (in plugs), 1 amp tubular

glass, 14 in, long
FZ2 = LT input to vibrator unit fuses, 10 amp,

tubular glass, 1+ in. long
Xl-X4 Selenium Rectifiers

X9 = 0-75 mA/meter
X15 = Neon indicator
X30 = 6 -volt vibrator (non -synchronous) "W &

W" type NS/6
TI = Miniature mains transformer
12 = Output transformer 1-8, primary induc-

tance 17 H.
T3 = Vibrator transformer, 6 volt imput

260 volt at 50 mA output
VI, V3, V4 = 7117 Loctals
V2 = 7C5 Loctal
V5 = 7Q7 Loctal

Circuit of the unit complete, as described in the text. This equipment
can be operated as It stands on 3'5 and 7 me for low -power CW working.
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mains source. In the same photograph a
general under -panel view of the Trans -
Receiver is given. The four selenium
rectifiers are mounted lower right with the
miniature mains transformer and main
HT condensers (C1, C2) immediately
underneath (the latter are not visible in
the photograph). The complete power
section measures 3i in. x 31- in. x 3 in. !

DC output from the AC mains power
unit is about 275 volts at 50 mA and from
the vibrator supply 260 volts at 50 mA.
Under normal operating conditions the
LT consumption of the vibrator is 5 to 6
amperes.

Frequency Ranges
Two ranges are available on the trans-

mitter and receiver. Blue and red indicat-
ing discs are fitted by the respective
switches. The receiver tuning dial-
which is of the thumb control type,
visible in both photographs-is engraved
in the two colours. The Blue Range covers
roughly 3,200 kc to 5,200 kc (blue scale
on tuning dial 107 to 197 deg. approxi-
mately). Red Range is 5,300 kc to 8,500
kc (red scale on tuning dial is 10 to 96 deg.
approximately). The following spot fre-
quencies were prepared against a Class D
No. 1, Mk III wavemeter, and are given
as a guide :

( 8,000 kc = 181 degrees on receiver dial
Red d 7,000 kc = 361 degrees on receiver dial

t 6,000 kc = 641 degrees on receiver dial

5,000 kc
Blue 4,000 kc

3,200 kc

191 degrees on receiver dial
-- 157 degrees on receiver dial
= 107 degrees on receiver dial

Selection of either Blue or Red Range
on the receiver is controlled by switch S5
-seen in the top panel photograph-just
to the left of the drum tuning dial.
Switch S2, situated to the right of the
mA/meter, selects Blue or Red on the.
transmitter. This switch also has a central
"receive" position.

Receiver Circuit
As will be seen from the circuit diagram,

the receiver is a superhet with a 7Q7 in the
first stage followed by a 7H7 IF amplifier
and a further 7H7 with regenerative con-
trol, by means of C19-top panel photo-
graph, extreme left-hand knob. The
output is taken from this 7H7 via a trans-
former (T2) to low resistance headphones.
The 7H7 in the transmitter is employed as
an LF amplifier in the "receive" position.

The receiver section can be seen in the
under -panel view and occupies the left
half of the complete assembly. The three
valves are immediately under the IF

transformers-bottom left. The miniature
volume control, R19, which is only 1 in.
diameter, can be seen near the tuning dial.
The complete receiver section measures
9 in. x 21 in. X 3 in.

Transmitter Circuit
Designed for CW operation, in the

frequency ranges already discussed, the
transmitter employs a 7H7 as an oscillator
in a Pierce type of circuit, the output of
which is capacitively coupled to a 7C5
power amplifier. Keying is in the cathode
return of both valves. No variable tuning
is provided in the oscillator stage, the
frequency being set by the crystal which is
inserted into sockets on the top panel.
Two tuning controls are provided in the
PA stage : The tank tuning condenser
(C11)-which, by the way, is a very nice
air spaced ceramic job-and switch S3 for
variable loading in the anode -aerial circuit.
These two controls can be seen at the
extreme top right in the full equipment
photograph.

The anode coil (L5), together with the
7C5 PA and 7H7 oscillator valves, is
located at the top right section in the under -
panel photograph, This section measures
6 in. x 5 in. x 3 in.

A useful checking neon lamp (X15) is
provided and may be brought into opera-
tion by pressing a small switch S4. Both
can be seen in the top view photograph.
The neon is just to the left of the receiver
drum tuning dial and the press switch is
between the mA meter and switch S2
knob.

Operating Notes
As the reader will by now have realised,

the equipment is capable of covering the
7 and 3.5 mc amateur bands without any
modifications. With the appropriate
crystal in circuit and the transmitter and
receiver switches set to the desired range,
the set is ready to go. For portable work
a 68 -ft. length of flexible covered wire-
wound on a former and seen in the equip-
ment photograph-is thrown over a
convenient tree and can be made to work
quite well on both 7 and 3.5 mc. A longer
aerial for 3.5 mc work would probably
give even better results. As the 11 in.
diameter mA/meter is not too easy for
checking small current changes in aerial
loading an aerial meter, or neon, is a
useful addition for tuning up the trans-
mitter.

Under normal operating conditions-
with either AC or vibrator supply-the
current indicated on the mA/meter will be
about 45 mA. In fact, a red line is drawn
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The equipment removed from its carrying case. It Is a complete 3.5/7 mc CW transmitter and receiver

on the meter face at this figure and it is
recommended that the current does not
exceed this. This average input to the
7C5 is 10 to 12 watts.

As a rough guide in tuning the PA, it
will probably be found that anode tappings
between studs 5 and 8 will give the best
output ; but these settings will, of course,
vary with different aerial systems.

The position of the transmitter fre-
quency may be checked against the re-
ceiver dial settings by pressing the check
switch S4 and rotating the receiver tuning
dial until the check neon lamp (X15)
lights up.

Given average conditions, the sensitivity
of the receiver is very good and the
majority of stations can easily be copied
with the headphones on the table.

Conclusion
Although designed for crysta operation

the transmitter works quite satisfactorily
when the crystal is replaced with a VFO.
Using this Trans -Receiver at the writer's
station and a Hartley oscillator as driver,
T9 reports are usually obtained. The out-
put from the Hartley is taken, via a
suitable capacity, to one of the crystal
holder sockets. With this arrangement and
a 68 -ft. aerial about 42 ft. high most of
Europe has been worked on 7 and 3.5 mc
with the stated 10-12 watts input.

If G2VV has been heard on these bands
with a /P call, it was with this Trans -
Receiver, operated exclusively with the
vibrator supply.

WINDSOR 35A FREQUENCY METER

They have recently produced an amateur -
band frequency meter, covering all bands
to 60 mc, with an accuracy better than 01
per cent. A stable VFO calibrated 1 .7-
2 -0 mc is referred to a 100 kc CC oscillator,
the trimmer adjustment being on the panel.
The Windsor Model 35A Frequency Meter
may be used to measure transmitter fre-

quency ; to calibrate receivers ; as a
transmitter monitor ; and as a check on
drifting in either receiver or transmitter.
The necessary power supply is incorporated
and the dimensions of the unit complete

are 12 -in x 8 -in. x 6 -in. Taylor Electrical
Instruments, Ltd., Montrose Avenue,
Slough, Bucks.
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Monitor/Field-
Strength Meter
Simple Design for General Coverage

By R. W. H. BLOXAM (GM6LS)

A COMBINED telephony monitor and
IX field -strength meter has been in use
at GM6LS for some time and has proved
to be both useful and reliable. It is
extremely simple and yet very efficient
either as monitor or as a sensitive meter
to check aerial lobes and to make general
field -strength measurements.

The drawback of all such instruments
employing valve diode rectifiers is, of
course, the necessity for filament supply,
and probably some 45 volts or more of
HT as well. True, the advent of metal
rectifiers rendered the construction of
valveless monitors possible, but unfor-
tunately the efficiency of metal rectifiers
falls off rapidly at high frequencies, so that
the sensitivity is low. In consequence, the
use of this type of detector as a monitor
on 14, 28 or 58 me generally necessitates
rather tight coupling to the Tx in order to
produce sufficient signal in a pair of head-
phones. The signal level for effective
monitoring must, of course, be fairly
high in order to check quality, hum or
extraneous noise whilst modulating.

As a field -strength meter the arrange-
ment is useless unless one is prepared to
complicate matters by the addition of RF
amplification, since measurements to be
effective must be made at least a few
wavelengths away from the aerial, and
the meter deflections obtained are then too
low for accurate readings.

Crystal Detectors
Obviously, a sensitive rectifier is

required, particularly for field -strength
checks, and the good old crystal -detector -
with -cat's -whisker fills the bill in this
respect ; but, unfortunately, it fails in
regard to maintenance of sensitivity, since
this varies widely with the "spot" chosen,
oxidisation of crystal and cat's -whisker
surfaces, contact pressure, and, of course,
vibration -producing movement or change
of pressure.

The "semi -permanent" crystal detector
of the pre-war era, in which the crystal

If you have not an instrument designed and con-
structed on the lines of that described here, and you
are active on the communication bands, it is high time
you had one ! And once having used it you will
wonder how you were ever able to do without it.-Ed.

and contact wire were enclosed in a tube,
is not satisfactory either.

During the war, however, a new type of
Germanium crystal detector was produced
which really does approach permanency,
and cannot be upset by normal handling.
These are eminently suited to the purpose
in mind, and are relatively cheap, besides
being exceedingly compact-little larger
than a quarter -watt resistor. It is believed
that some have been available as surplus,
and they are also to be had new.

There are two general patterns. One
which looks something like a .22 cartridge
is a Service type, and may be found to
have coloured dots on it, which corre-
spond to a code indicating sensitivity. The
other type has wire ends, like a resistance.
The body in both cases is ceramic.

These detectors are quite efficient, and
were used both as detectors and as
resonant -cavity mixers on centimetre -wave

111111 t1110

Mg. 1. The instrument as constructed by GM6LS.
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Ceramic
tube

-E ---Hole for filling

ompound filling

"Catswhisker"

Crystal set in
metal end

Fig. 2. A germanium permanent crystal detector. Actual
size is i-in. long by I -in. diameter.

radar equipment at 3000 mc and higher !
The general construction is shown in

Fig. 2. The whisker is positioned upon
a sensitive spot during manufacture, after
which the body is filled with a special
compound which holds it in place perma-
nently. Obviously the internal capacity is
very low, since the electrodes only make
point contact.

Great care must be taken not to over-
heat when soldering into circuit, and in
fact only the wire -end type can be attached
by this method. Hold with a damp cloth
and work quickly. Little else will affect
the sensitivity except, of course, excessive
current.

The maximum permissible current
varies with different types, and ranges from
2 or 3 mA to about 20 mA.

Circuit
The simplest form of 'phone monitor

comprises an aerial, tuned -circuit, rectifier
and headphones. Provided that the
rectifier is good enough, the same arrange-
ment with the addition of a sensitive
meter to measure the rectified current will
be satisfactory as a field -strength meter,
thus replacing aural indication by visual.

The arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.
Almost any small metal box may be
utilised, which will contain the tuning
condenser, the microammeter, a self -
closing 'phone jack and the toggle switch
used to short out the meter.

A ceramic valveholder to take standard
1 dia. 4 -pin coil formers should be
mounted into the top of the box, and also
a small strip of sheet polystyrene carrying
a socket. Various short lengths of stiff

C

wire can be plugged into the socket, which
serves as an aerial terminal.

For monitor use an aerial length of
about 15 in. is usually sufficient, assuming
the instrument is fairly near the Tx when
in position on the operating table -6 to
9 ft., say, from a 50 -watt transmitter: At
28 mc another "maximum" can be
observed at half -wave intervals from the
Tx. Wandering around the house and
garden with this meter provides quite a lot
of interest.

For field -strength measurements a some-
what longer aerial up to 4 or 5 ft. may
be required to give sufficient meter
deflection at longish range -100 yd. or
more from a 50 -watt transmitter on 28 mc.
It will also be found advantageous to
replace the normal tuning dial by an
extension spindle comprising a 12 -in.
length of i-in. ebonite rod fitted with a
knob one end and a i-in. brass coupler at
the other. This will eliminate hand
capacity and body "aerial" effects.

The headphone plug should be with-
drawn when actually taking F/S readings,
otherwise the body and 'phone leads give
some variable pick-up.

Microammeter Indicator
A microammeter with a range of

0/200 pA works quite satisfactorily, but
a 0/100 meter provides greater sensitivity.

Table of Values
Fig. 3. Circuit of the Monitor-F/S Meter

CI = .0001 µF, midget.
C2 = -001 tiF mica by-pass.
L = 80 m. 25 turns 26g enam., close wound.

40 m. 14 turns 24g enam. spaced tin. between
turns.

20 m. 6 turns 24g enam. spaced I in. between
turns.

10 m. 2 turns 24g enam. spaced I in. between
turns.

Sw = Toggle switch, mounted close to meter on front
of box.

Fig. 3. Electrical circuit of the monitor F/S meter.
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It is fortunate that these meters, normally
very expensive, can be obtained relatively
cheaply as surplus. Try to get one with
a dead -beat movement. One such type,
war -surplus, is a 0/100 microamp move-
ment, but it is scaled 0/1,500 yd. Since
usually only relative readings are required
this is not really detrimental, and re -
scaling to microamps is easily effected if
required.

Needless to say, it is important to keep
the meter switch in the "shorted" position
when the instrument is in use as a monitor
-unless it is well removed from the Tx
field or the aerial is much reduced, since
the current at resonance will be several
times full-scale and would damage the
meter.

When not actually in use for monitoring,

the circuit should be detuned, avoiding
"tiring" the crystal needlessly.

This meter has been used very success-
fully at a range of 250 yd. to plot the
horizontal field of a 3 -element 28 me
rotary beam. With the beam turned
toward the F/S meter the aerial length
and/or distance should be varied until
a reading close to full-scale is obtained,
after which the beam is rotated in steps
of a few degrees and the corresponding
readings logged for subsequent plotting
on circular graph paper. The Tx input
should be held constant, of course, and
since the carrier alone requires to be held
on for periods of time, the tests are best
made when the band is "dead" and with
appropriate breaks for station identifi-
cation as the law prescribes !

Valve Versatility
Changing the Characteristics of
Multi -Electrode Types

By E. JOHNSON (G2HR)

MOST of us have from time to time
searched through our collection of

valves and failed to find the type needed.
It is frequently not appreciated that the
modern multi -electrode valve may be
connected in a variety of ways and will
function' very efficiently in its new guise.

Rectifier Replacement
It will be understood that in many cases

the result will be a makeshift, but it will at'
least keep the receiver going. Any valve
with a fairly generous emission (which
usually means an output type) will work
quite well in emergency as a rectifier. It
is only necessary to strap all electrodes to
the anode-excepting, naturally, the
cathode, which serves its normal purpose.
Unfortunately, heater voltages will usually
differ with octal types, and this may mean
using another heater winding if the trans-
former is blessed with it ! This snag will
not arise with English 4 -volt types.
Undue anxiety should not be felt at run-
ning the valve somewhat above its usual
current rating. The strapping of the
auxiliary electrodes to anode will con-
siderably lower the equivalent DC

resistance. Consequently, the normal
current may be increased without exceed-
ing the rated dissipation of the valve.

Normal Electrode Effects
In order to understand the effect of

ringing the changes with multi -electrode
valves, some knowledge of the physical
construction is useful. The nearer the grid
is to the cathode, and the closer the mesh,
the greater the control over the electron
stream. This means a high amplification
factor. On the other hand, the greater
shielding of the anode thus caused spells

A useful note showing how one type of multi -electrode
valve can be made to perform several different functions.

-Ed.

a higher Impedance. The conflict of these
two opposing factors makes the construc-
tion of a valve with high mutual conduct-
ance a matter of no little skill, requiring
as it does a high amplification factor
combined with low impedance.

Pentodes and Tetrodes as Triodes
Obviously, the grids of any multi -

electrode valve may be connected in a
variety of ways, either supplementing the
action of the normal control grid or the
anode. These remarks apply equally to
tetrode and pentode alike, and the former
will be taken by way of illustration. It is
assumed that the suppressor grid is
brought out externally in each case.

Fig. 1 shows a pentode connected as a
triode. In the first case screen -grid and
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. (a) Pentode connected as triode with medium
mu and medium impedance. (b) Connected to give high
mu and high impedance. (c) Still higher mu and increased

impedance.

suppressor grid are strapped to anode, the
control grid serving its usual function.
The anode, having increased in size and
also being nearer the cathode, will have a
much greater effect on the electron stream.
We therefore have a triode of low im-
pedance and medium amplification factor.
In the second case the suppressor grid is
connected to anode, control grid and
screen grid being strapped, the result now
being a triode with high amplification
factor coupled with higher impedance.
This effect may still further be intensified
by strapping all grids together to act as one
control grid, as in Fig. lc.

Inverted Triode
It is sometimes desirable to control a

relatively high current from a high voltage
source without imposing any load on the
control voltage. This is easily done by

changing the roles of plate and grid, the
normal anode now acting as control grid,
and the grid serving as anode. The basic
circuit is shown in Fig. 2, and the arrange-
ment depends for its action on the fact
that changes in voltage on the "grid", i.e.,
normal anode, produce a considerable
change in the electrostatic field near the
cathode ; this in turn results in a large
change of current in the output circuit.
The internal dynamic resistance is con-
sequently low, but the amplification factor
is very small, being roughly the reciprocal
of the amplification factor of the valve
used in the normal manner.

Although this survey of unorthodox use
of valves is brief, it will be appreciated that
a little thought and ingenuity coupled with
the knowledge of the fundamental work-
ings of a valve open a wide field for
experiment.

CONTROL OUTPUT

-
Fig. 2. Inverted triode controlling relatively high current

from an HV source with no consumption of power.

CARDS IN THE BOX

Card(s) are held in our Bureau for
the callsigns listed below. If we had
addresses for them, the cards would
have been despatched. If yours is in
this list, please let us have a stamped,
addressed envelope (large), with name
and callsign ; send it to BCM/QSL,
London, W.C.1., and the cards will be
despatched on the next G clearance.
And if you would like your callsign and
address to appear in our "New QTH"
space, put in a note on a separate slip
at the same time.

G2AUK, 2FIP, 2HLM, 2JT, 20G,
3APO, 3BBM, 3BCH, 3CA, 3CWF,
3CZM, 3CZU, 3DDD, 3DFV, 3DMG,
3DNI, 3DVM, 3DYX, 3ECK, 3EFG,
3EFQ, 3EHG, 3EHX, 3FQX, 3VZ,
6UX, GM3CLW, 3EHI, GW3AL,
3DCY.

BC -453 CORRECTION

With reference to the circuit on p. 457 of
the September issue -"BC -453 for Better
Selectivity" -some mistakes in this dia-
gram have now come to light. The junction
of C7a and ClOb should be joined to the
base -line, as should C15 and C16a ; a join
should also be shown between the HV +
side of RIO and the horizontal line (to R7,
R13) immediately above ; the second con-
nection below L9 is a bit unnecessary ;
there should be no connection between the
bottom end of L13 and C28 ; and LI and
L3 should appear as cored inductances.

We have come to the conclusion that
there is in fact no particular need to show
the full circuit diagram of equipment which
will normally be in working order, and to
the wiring of which detail modification is
not required. This of course will apply
only to surplus conversions where the
circuit itself is not an essential feature in.
the discussion.
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COMMENTARY
ON CALLS HEARD, WORKED & QSL'd

What a month ! We doubt whether DX
has ever been better in the history of
Amateur Radio. It makes it very difficult
for commentators, scribes and the like,
because either the DX fraternity don't
bother to report their doings, or, if they
do, they are so comprehensive that one
doesn't know how to boil them down.

At any rate, it is safe to say that practi-
cally every piece of DX that has been on
the air on the various bands has been
worked by those who have listened ; and
that in a combined report on the month's
activities the only prefixes missing would
be those that simply have not been active
(AC4YN please note !).

The Four -Band DX scheme seems to
have caught on, and what a fillip the CQ
DX Contest must have given to it ! Quite
a number of new faces showed up on 7
and 3.5 mc, and what they found there
must have caused them considerable
pleasure. If any Contest scores come in,
they will be found in "Stop Press" at the
end of this commentary. Of course, the
contest was just about as hard on single -
operator stations as anything could be,
because dead periods just did not exist.
If the DX stopped coming in at any time
(which, by the way, it didn't), you could
still pile up an astronomical multiplier by
working all the European countries on 7
and 3.5 mc. This obviously meant that
any time spent in sleeping or eating repre-
sented a clear loss of points which could
never be made up.

We still don't know whether the best
tactics were to knock off the W's at high
speed on 28 mc or to keep scratching
around for new prefixes. A combination
of the two was what was needed to push
the score really high, and so it became a
most exhausting business. (After working
the W's at the rate of 26 an hour for two
hours we noticed a smell of burning in the
shack, but it wasn't the gear-only the
operator.)

The fact remains that it was an unusually
interesting and enjoyable week -end, in
spite of the efforts of the Torquemada who
invented the scoring system. On the
Monday morning at 2 a.m. we said, very

By L H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6HB)

definitely, "Quoth the Raven" ; but
probably next year will see the gear warmed
up again.

To Grouse or Not to Grouse ?
Very few months go by without a

Grouse -and -Grievance section, sponsored
by one or more readers with very legiti-
mate reasons. After sundry letters
imploring us to "cut it out", we did-and
with what result ? Why, letters asking for
it to be put back again ! ZD4AM (Tafo,
Gold Coast) says, " Please don't cut out
the grumbles-they make the most
amusing reading." And various home
readers say, frankly, that the best way for

he is
unwittingly causing offence is for him .to
read the plaints of others. So we will have
to take them as they come.

No doubt arising from last month's
Editorial, there is a spate of letters this
month on the subject of (a) inane, (b)
insane, (c) asinine 'phone procedure. From
one of them an interesting point emerges :
this reader, who wishes to remain anony-
mous, says, "If you act the fool on CW
you just appear as a very bad operator and
you find it difficult to make QSO's at all.
But no one knows quite what kind of
operator a 'phone man is until he has got
past the CQ or calling -up stage and really
got going. And then it's often too late.
But the Phone-Phools seem to congregate
together, with the result that on one
channel you will hear non-stop drivel,
wet -nosed inanity and spotty -faced aggres-
siveness backed by colossal ignorance
until you fear for the future of our hobby
altogether." Strong words, but, we fear,
necessary from time to time. Well -
operated 'phone is such a joy to listen to
that it's an awful shame that the bands
are so besmirched at times.

And then even a well -operated 'phone
can blot his copy -book by operating in the
wrong place-witness our friend TA3FAS,
who works whole strings of W's with very
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Station G6QB, then at Thornton Heath. South London, in 1928/29. Extreme right. 160 -metre transmitter ; far right
corner. 80 -metre CO and two doublers, locking the 20 -metre TPTG oscillator (left foreground), with the modulator

between the two units. Equipment of this type was representative of the amateur stations of the time.

high-powered 'phone on 28000 kc. A nice
DX station, but how unpopular !

So away with the grousing, and let us
pretend that all is clean and beautiful.
Starting with a newcomer, here is G3EIZ
(Liverpool) who has worked VE1, WI,
W2 and KP4 on 3.5 mc with 25 watts-
within a very few weeks of being licensed.
He also enters the Four -Band list forth-
with. 'EIZ heard, during the Contest,
CM7RA, CN8MI, HH2BL, KP4KD and
VO2R-all on 3.5. He has also worked
OY4F on 14 mc-the OY said he was
under cover and could not QSL, so we
shall never know !

G2FSR (Chingford) visited "a certain
establishment" and had personal QSO's
with AP4M, ET3AG, EP3H and EP2BH,
which he claims as a DX record of some
kind or other. He was unable to transmit
during the Contest and says it broke his
heart to hear ZC8PM banging in, while
not in a position to call him. ZC8PM,
by the way, is W2AIS operating from
Nablus, in "Arab Palestine" ; though why
he uses the ZC8 we can't imagine. But he

may eventually count as yet another new
country.

G2FZO (Moreton -in -Marsh) is up to
100 watts and has been pushing it into
KH6, CR7, KP4, MD4, VK6, VS6, PK5,
VE8, ZC8, KL7, J9, OX and VQ8-which
seems pretty comprehensive. G3CED
(Broadstairs) is getting cards and SWL
reports on 7 mc 'phone, which he doesn't
use, and adds that he recently heard a
station with T6 note signing "UN4LIS"
and giving QTH as "NW Europe". A
better plan than borrowing other people's
calls, anyway. 'CED also tells us that Bob
Davis, ex-G3CNU, of Broadstairs, is now
in South Australia and hopes to be on
soon as VK5XG.

G3EKN (Birmingham) came on the air
for his very first QSO and found it was
with G3EK M (Truro) ! He was only
using a clothes -line aerial and 20 watts to
a 6L6 on 7 mc, so was duly elated as well
as very surprised. G3DRN (Wimbledon)
asks us to state that his only frequency is
7028 and that the station of the same
callsign on 7012 is a plate.
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G2HIF (Malvern) is leaving for the
Oxford -Reading -Swindon area, and is
looking forward to operating without the
complete cut-off to the west with which
all the Malvern stations have to contend.
'HIF comments on the spate of Korean
stations and quotes HL1AB, 1AE, 1BB
and 1 BM ; his "bind" is about the
Americans in rare DX spots who put out
a mighty signal from BC610's and never
work anyone but W's.

G8QX (also Malvern) implores us to
"preach a gospel of good manners, and
less binding about spivs, high power, low
power, long CQ's and no CQ's." But it's
very difficult to preach good manners
without quoting some examples of bad
ones ! 'QX raised VQ8 for a new Zone
and UF6 for a new country, and also
worked C8KY in the CQ 'Phone Contest.
The only "W" he raised was in Shanghai,
and the only contact west of Malvern was
a PY. And he has received certificates
giving him first place among the G8's in
the 1947 VK/ZL Contest ('Phone) in the
28 mc, 14 mc and open sections-nice
work !

. . Shocking transmission, OM, but as it's Christmas,
can give you S9 plus FB. . . ."

The 1948 Marathon
There is only one more month to run

before we decide the winner for 1948 ;
this, of course, cannot be announced until
Febniary, because the January issue is
prepared while the last-minute struggle is
still continuing. The top scorers are
G2EC (London, W.1) with 40Z, I63C, and
G8KP (Wakefield) with 40Z, 155C ; both
scores, it will be agreed, represent quite an
amount of hard work on the DX bands
during one year !

G3FNJ (London, N.W.6) must, how-
ever, be the only station on record to work
69 Zones in less than a year ; he worked
39 of them as SVIRX, then came home
and was inactive for quite some time. Now
he appears in the table as G3FNJ with a
score of 30 after a very few weeks.

Speaking of Zones (which one simply
cannot do without thinking of Zone 23),
C8KY was very active during the 'phone
half of the CQ Contest, and must surely
have given very many G's a new Zone.
And yet the scores don't seem to have
leapt up. . . .

G3DO (Sutton Coldfield) remains at
the head of the 'Phone Only list with his
fine score of 35 and 108. If some of you
CW men don't regard this as an achieve-
ment, just try in a
year on 'phone.

From Overseas
A very strong overseas contingent has

shown up in the mail this month, including
that rare DX piece MP4BAB (Trucial
Oman). He doesn't know, as yet, that he
caused a bit of controversy last month,
because he tells us that due to the mails he
is some months behind with the Magazine.
He is carrying on the VS9GT tradition by
QSL'ing, and sendshis nice cards (printed
in England !) back through the Bureau.
Some idea of the difficulties out there is
given by his statement that the aerial is a
Windom-but made of barbed wire
stripped of the barbs ! Judging by the list
of QTH's MP4BAB has sent in, he is
working practically everything.

VS7BH (full QTH in panel) is G3BHC,
ex-VSIBH. He returns home to his G call
in 1950, so we seem to be assured of at
least one VS7 for next year.

ZD4AM is back at Tafo and receives a
few cards for 28 mc 'phone QSO's, whereas
he operates solely on 14 mc CW. He is on
most mornings from 0630 until 0700 or a
little later.

VQ4CUR writes to say that they have a
radio club going out there, with classes for
beginners, so there may be some more
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VU2CQ. Bombay. runs 100 watts to a pair of VT104's on 3.5.7. 14 and 28 mc, Class -B modulated with a pair of 830B's.
one aerial being a Sterba curtain. On 50, 56 and 144 mc, on which bands he is also active. VU2CQ has an 829 PA at
60 watts input. Receivers are ARM HRO and ex -RAF 1337, 1338. with RF Units Type 26 and 27 : he also has an
SCR -522 converted for 288 mc. Other equipment includes a BC -221 and a wire recorder. VU2CQ has worked 148

countries on 'phone, and is a well-known DX signal.

VQ4's available one day. In his first 41
days in Kenya, '4CUR worked 58 countries.
He has put up a vee-beam which should
get him into G, but it seems to be omni-
directional with a preference, if any, for
U.S.A. ! We imagine this to be due to
the preponderance of W's on the air and
their particular liking for the rarer South
Africans. Life isn't all beer and fun down
there in Kenya, where 50,000 -ohm 2 -watt
resistors cost 7s. 6d.!

G3AWR reports from the M.V. Tornus 
at Hong Kong and sends some 28 mc Calls
Heard. He finds reception a little difficult
when in. dock undergoing repairs, and
underneath electric cranes-to say nothing
of the riveting going on in the next cabin.

ZS2AT (ex-G2AT and VQ5NTB) insists
on letting off steam. Point No. 1-the
squeezing of the CW band on 28 me by
the 'phone stations who insist on creeping
lower and lower so as to be the first heard
by the W's who tune "from 28 up." No. 2
-what does "Your final final final"
mean ? Why can't some people end a
QSO without all this love -and -kisses
business ? No. 3-pirates ; ZS2AT sug-
gests that 80 per cent. of the cases are due to
misread callsigns, and we are rather
inclined to agree. No. 4-this stupid

business whereby the KA's are not
allowed to work foreign stations. If they
cannot use Amateur Radio for world-wide
communication, the bands should not be
thrown open to them. (Feeling better now,
'AT ?)

VQ4RF (Nakuru) is a newcomer, using
QRP at present. After several abortive
sorties on the bands, he decided that a
rhombic was desirable, so they cut down
four gum trees and stuck them up again in
the right places ! First QSO was with
OZ7U U, but VQ4RF's hand was trem-
bling so much he couldn't write him in the
log. Since then, however, all has gone well
and quite a bit of DX has been worked
with two watts. 'RF makes it quite clear
that some real spivvery goes on in South
Africa, too. He names a couple of ZS's
who VFO'd on to a G calling CQ on CW,
and, while he was actually sending, called
him on 'phone and told him to come up
on 'phone on the same frequency. (It may
be clever, but we don't get it !) Several
other ZS's apparently let their 'phone
loose well down in the 14 mc CW band.

ZC1CL (Amman) has not been operating
quite so much, but he seemed to be pretty
active during the contest. He has worked
YA3A, but if he's the YA3A we have been
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FOUR -BAND DX

Station
Countries Worked

Power

7 14 28 3.5 Total

GSFA 68 111 8 7 119 100

G6QB 51 144 103 27 171 150

G5WC 43 112 12 1 114 18/45

G2VD 39 148 64 21 156 150

G3ATU 34 134 35 23 142 10/150

G3AGQ 33 22 5 20 48 7

G8IP 30 109 59 13 125 3/150

G3AKF 30 64 21 22 83 60/150

G3AAE 28 128 38 18 131 75/125

G8VB 28 87 11 38 110 150

G8LO 27 106 10 10 106 150

G3DO 26 134 87 14 163 150

G2AVP 24 138 2 15 147 25/120

G2BJY 24 46 78 4 102 25

G2YS 22 99 14 18 100 150

G4QK 22 70 2 19 74 100

G2AVC 22 55 7 15 ? 10/100

G2DHV 21 52 2 12 53 35

G8QX 17 93 61 11 117 150
'Phone

G3AKU 12 123 11 21 130 30

G2VJ 11 56 40 4 79 25/150

G2ITIF 9 37 24 6 58 130
'Phone

G3ACC 3 102 2 16 122 150

GW3ECH 2 30 5 6 34 25

G3EIZ 1 24 1 20 30 25

hearing lately, then YA is the prefix for
Mittel -Europa. 'CL wonders how many
people hold more than one DXCC certifi-
cate? His cards from MD1D are over at
ARRL, being checked, but he expects to
send another bunch from ZCICL before
much more time has elapsed. Then, when
he comes home next March, he'll be
straight out after a third.

ZC1CL recently met GM3AFG, who,
he tells us, has held the calls ZD3AF,
ZD2T, VQ2JT, VQ3JMT, VQ4JMT,
VQ5JMT, VQ4AWH, ZS6OL and ZS9C !
Looks as though someone might crop up,

one day, who can give himself enough of
his own cards for a DXCC !

VS2CQ (Kuala Lumpur) is ex-G2NR
and G5MG. He is using CW on 14060
with a B2 only, and says that Amateur
Radio with a temperature of 90 and
humidity of 95-100 per cent., with violent
daily storms, is "a complete change from
home" ! But there's no TVI trouble.

From ZS5DS, we hear that there is now
a Pietermaritzburg DX Club, with 12
active members. Anyone contacting five
of them is eligible for a rather nice certifi-
cate and for certain privileges "which are
secret" !

ZD1BD passes on the information that
the only official stations in ZD1 are
himself ISW (14 mc 'phone), lAS (14 mc
CW), and 1FB (14 mc 'phone and CW).
They get an extremely heavy mail of
(mostly) worthless SWL reports down there
in Freetown, where QSL cards "cost the
earth," so replies -will be few and far
between-and certainly there will be none
unless IRC's are enclosed.

AP5B (also VU2HS and 0311S) is back
in the U.K. on leave, and says that if
anyone has not received his QSL for a
contact with AP5B or VU2HS, they will
be duly fixed on receipt of a line to his
home QTH. He remarks that AP4M is
also home-for good.

And just as this was being closed for
press, in came an airmail, dated October
26, bearing the Gyantse, Tibet, post -mark
-from R. W. Ford, AC4RF, ex-AC3SS,
giving the following interesting informa-
tion : He is living in Lhasa, near AC4YN,
and will be operating AC4RF in Tibet
"for some years" on 14 and 28 mc CW
and 'phone ; due to power difficulties, the
rig will have to be a modified B2 with a
6L6 final only. AC4RF asks us to say that
AC4YN and himself are the only genuine
amateur stations in Tibet, all other calls
being phoneys ; they both suffer from their
own calls being pirated (about the meanest
and most senseless form of piracy there is)
and also receive cards for phoneys like
"AC3GG", who has never been on in
Tibet. AC4RF adds that he is looking
forward to G contacts and to renewing old
AC3SS acquaintances ; if anyone has not
had his AC3SS card, he will be glad to
forward another, as he has now recovered
some lost baggage with his old logs. The
full QTH for AC4RF is : R. W. Ford,
Lhasa, cio Gyantse P.O., Tibet, via
Siliguri, W. Bengal, India.

28 mc DX
Some of the who think 28 mc is
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CL VII' DALE TheRadioman s
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6 -Valve Brand New Receiver with Valves
Receivers of the
SCR -274-N Command Series
BC -453 A or B. I.F. 85 kcs. 550-190 kcs., in

maker's carton, at 513/. each.

Or New, but case dented, at

37/6 each. Post paid

BC -454 A or B. I.F. 1.415 kcs., 3.0-6-0 mcs.
BC -455 A or B. I.F. 2,830 kcs., 6.0-9-0 mcs.
in maker's carton, at 30/. each

Or New, but case dented, at

25/- each. Post paid.

Circuits available at 1/3 each, or for complete
SCR -274-N, at 4/6. Post paid.

Brand New
Radio Compass Receiver Units
by Bendix Aviation Corp.

Comprising : BC -433, 15 valve s'het rcvr.
Covers Med. and Long Wave 150-1,500
metres, in 3 switched bands, in metal case,
8#"x 21"x 12".
Plus : BC -434-A Control Box, with "S"
Meter, etc., in metal case 74"x 4"x 74".
Plus : Flexible Tuning Drive.
Plus : Indicators I -81-A and I -82-A.

Plus : Service Instruction Book for SCR -269
Radio Compass equipment.

Clydesdale's r1 r Carriage6.
Jprice only L. I AI per set. paid

Set of "Radio Compass" (SCR -269) Circuits
available, at 2/6 per set. Post paid

Brand New, in maker's original packing

The equipment is all mounted in a wood case
48i" x 194" x 101", which also has the auto-
matic rewind film magazine.

Operating voltage I ISv, 60c/s, 405 watts.

Ideal for amusement parks or entertainment
in the home as it stands, or can be altered as a
standard projector.

Ex.-U.S.A.A.F.

Panoramic Gunnery
Trainer Mk. I
made by De Vry

Containing :
A 35mm. Sound Film Projector. Complete
with soundhead photo -cell CE -2, ISO watt
projection lamp, condenser and projection
lenses, etc.

A Sound Amplifier, with four valves, 2/6S.17's,
6F6, 5Z4, etc.

A Control Amplifier, with three valves,
6517, 2051, 6X5, VR150/30, 2/CX-25 photo-
cells, etc.

Also Spares Kit, with 6 projector lamps, 6
each other lamps, 3 photo -cells, 12 valves,
etc., operating manual and reel of safety film.

Clydesdale's L35 Carriage
price only paid

Packed in a wood case

Brand New in maker's carton
Ex-U.S.A.S.C. BC -728 Receiver
A self-contained 6 -valve, push-button s/het
for portable or car use.
Range 2-6 mcs. in 4 pb-stages, with 3/174's,
IRS, IS5, 2/3S4's, complete with L.S., battery
and vibrator packs, weight 234 lbs. Rcv.,
size 121 x x 5+ in.
Clydesdale's inn n Carriage
price only 7. 7.t7 each paid

Kit of Spares available at 37/6

Brand New, in maker's carton

Ex.-U.S.A.S.C. Master Oscillator
type M I -19467-A
A "ready-made" V.F.O. unit, ranges 2-10 mcs.
807 and spare (2 valves), grid current meter.
E.C.O. circuit, variable inductances, cali-
brated micrometer controls, etc., in metal
case 12"x 10"x6", with Instruction Books.

Clydesdale's
I S.5. 0price only £ each

1

Carriage
paid

IIIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAII
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AIRCRAFT XMTR-RCVR UNITS

TI154 Transmitter
For 'Fone', C.W. and
M.C.W., complete with
valves, circuit and plugs,
etc., in metal case
14"x 161" x 8+", less
power pack.
4 -Range Model.
Clydesdale's L10.10price only

each

Carriage and packing
paid.

Full details on request.

Power Units
for T1154
High Voltage H.T.
Output 1,200v 200 ma.
Types 32 or 32A.
Input I2v, 32 amps.
Types 33 or 33A.
Input 24 v, 16 amps.
All at:
Clydesdale's 26/1 Iprice only

each
Carriage paid.

R 1 155 Receiver
A 10 -Valve Communica-
tion and D.F. Rcvr. for
18-3 mcs. 1,500-600 kcs.
500-75 kcs. in 5 W.B.,
complete with valves,
circuit and plugs, etc.,
in metal case 16+" x 9"-
x 9", less power pack.
"Airtested" before des-
patch.
Clydesdale's "12.12
price only LL

each
Carriage and packing
paid.
Full details on request.

Power Units
for R1155
L.T./H.T.
Outputs L.T. 7.2v 13

amps. H.T. 225v 110 ma.
Types 34 or 34A.
Input 9.4v 23 amps
Types 35 or 35A.
Input I8v 12 amps.
All at .

Clydesdale's 26/'
price only

Carriage paid.
each

NOW AVAILABLE
ILLUSTRATED LIST No. 5

112 PAGES
If on our Mailing List your copy will be sent

to you without application.

Brand New
A.C. to D.C. Rectifier Unit
A well constructed unit, made by S.T.C.
Input 200 250v, A.C.
Output 220v, D.C. at 1.5 amps unsmoothed,
in metal case 224"x 151"x II".
Clydesdale's

£8.10.0 each
Carriagepair

price only

Further supply now available
Ex.-R.A.F.AI134 Battery Am pl if ier
Two stages, two valves, PM2HL, QP22B. with
3 trans. Mic., QPP input and output, suitable
inter -corn, pre -amp or modulator unit corn
plete in metal case, 7"x 5" x 44", with circuit,
batteries required, 120v H.T., 9v G.B., 2v L.T.

Now at 11 /6 each Post paid
The Electro-Magnetic Mic for A1134, with
switch and short lead, at 5/6 each. Post

paid
The Junction Panel 10D/1336 for A1134 con-
tain matching sockets, terminal blocks, etc.,
mtd. on board 6"x4".

At 4 /6 each. Post paid

Ex.-R.A.F. Oscillator 161
A 3 -stage V.F.O. driver unit, 3 ranges, 1.5-
25-5 mcs., self-contained A.C. power pack
230v 50 c/s. 4 valves, 807, 6J5, EF50, 5U4G,
VRI30/30, complete on standard rack mtg.,
chassis 16" x 141" x 4".
Clydesdale's £8.9.6price only

Carriage
paid

Power Unit 247
For 230v, A.C. 50 cycles.
Output 600v 200 ma. smoothed DC and 6.3v
AC. 3A., complete in metal case, II"x9rx
71", finish grey with chrome handles.
Clydesdale's
price only 59/6 Carriage

paid

In transit box.
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The Radioman's Sh
Brand New in maker's cartons

Ex.-R.A.F.
R.F. Unit 26 for 65-50 mcs., 5-6 metres.
R.F. Unit 27 for 85-65 mcs., 3.5-5 metres.
In popular use as convertors.
Each unit complete with 3 valves, VR I36's
(EF54), VR137 (EC52), S.M. tuning, etc., etc.,
contained in neat metal case 94" x 74" x ar.
Voltages required H.T. 250v, L.T. 6.3v.

Clydesdale's
price only 35 each Post paid

6 -way Jones type flex socket in metal cable
entry cover, for R.F. 27, 26, 25, 24, etc.
Price. 3/6 each, 6 for 17/6, or 12 for 30/,
post paid.
Circuits available at 1/3 post paid.

Transmitter Tuning Units
For that "Transition V.F.O. Unit"

New, but slightly dented and scratched.
TU5B. 1,500-3.000 Kcs.

TU6B. 3,000-4,500 Kcs.

Clydesdale's
price only 19 /6 each

TUBE. 6,200- 7,700 Kcs.
TU9B. 7,700-10,000 Kcs.

TU26B. 200- 500 Kcs.

Clydesdale's
price only I5/- each

Carriage
paid

Carriage
paid

B rand New

E x.-U.S. Navy

3" C.R.T. Indicator
Type 3BPI cathode ray tube, with holder, in
tilt-mtg. metal case, which is adjustable to
any angle 0-45 degrees, and can be locked
in any position. Holder has 5 ft. or II -core
metal braided cable wired to it. Case has
telescopic light shield and glare -proof screen.
Overall length 24", base 12", finish black
crackle.

Clydesdale's
price only 45/ - Post paid

Ex. -US. Navy
BC -221 Wavemeter
Range 125 kcs. to 20 mcs., Xtal 1,000 kcs.,
0.01% accuracy. 3 valves 6SJ7's, 6K8, Vernier
tuning, complete for battery operation,
slightly soiled externally, less Inst. Bk.

Clydesdale's £9.19.6 Carriage
price only paid

B rand New, Ex.-U.S. Navy
ASB Series
Cathode Ray Indicator
Having a 1802PI, 5" CR.7 in mu -metal shield
with 3/6H6, 2/6S1-17, I /6AG7, I /6AC7 valves,
with various condensers, resistors, pot'mtrs,
switch, etc., on metal chassis.
Housed in metal cabinet, size 181"x8rxEr,
finished black.

Brand New, in maker's cartons

38 A.F.V. Xmtr/Rcvr. Unit
with Power and L.F. Amp. Unit
Frequency 7.3-9 mcs. 6 valves, 3/VP23's,
2/V248A's, SW75 (pen), metal rectifiers,
Vibrapack, for 12v in two units. Xmtr/Rcvr,
size 104" x 4" x 6". Power Amp. 1 x 4" x 64",
plus spares, aerial and Instruction Book (less
junction cable).

Clydesdale's
price only 79/6 Der set

Carriage
paid

Ex.-R.A.F.
C.R. Indicator Type 62
Containing : VCR97 C.R.T. with mu -metal
shield, etc., Xtal unit IOXC/2, 17/SP61's,
2/EB34's, etc., etc. Used good condition.

Clydesdale's Clydesdale's
price only £4.10.0 Carriage Clydesdale's

only 67/6 Carriage
paid

IMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJAAAAAAJAAJAAAAN
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Send now for New Illustrated Lists. Please print Name and Address

CLYDESDALE SC OU PLP

i2GLBARSIGEn S TR ECE.s,

"Phone : SOUTH 2706 9
VISIT OUR BRANCHES IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAN

giTYYTTYVVYTTY7TYVYTYVVTYYTITYYVT1
Brand New
Ex.-R.A.F.

Morse
Practise Set
Key and Buzzer,
with headphones,
battery and Service
Signalling Manual.
Clydesdale's price
only

15/11 complete
Post paid

Brand New, in maker's cartons

Muirhead Slow Motion Drives
Ratio 48-I dia. 3", fits standard spindle,
drilled for escutcheon, milled edge on main
drive, metal locking tongue.

At 7/6 each, or 2 fort 3/6 Post paid.

Ditto with dial 180-0, and indite, dia. knob 3",
overall 4", as used in RI224, Wavemeters, etc.,
fits standard spindle.

At 12/6 each. Post paid.

Dipole Aerial
Don't miss this exceptional bargain. All -metal
tubular construction, lightweight, rigid.

Aerial 9' 3", Reflector 9' 7", Crossarm 4' 1 1 1",
for approx. 50 mcs. mounts to mast or bracket
with 39' of 80 ohm co -axial cable.
Clydesdale's 21 /- Carriage

paidprice only

Or packed in a wood case 28/6

Insulators
Pyrex Glass Aerial Insulator, 3" ribbed, at

1/3 ea. or 11/3 doz.
Pyrex Glass Aerial Insulator, 7" ribbed, at

2/6 ea., or 22/6 doz.
Pheonix Glass Dome Insulator, dia. 2.1" x If"

at 2/6 ea., or 22/6 doz.

Brand New, in maker's carton
Ex.-U.S.A.S.C.

Crystal Multiplier
Type MI -19468
Ranges 2.6-7 mcs. 807 and spare (2 valves).
Grid current meter, variable condenser,
calibrated micrometer control, etc., in metal
case 13"X 10" x 6", with Instruction Books.

Clydesdale's
price only 45/- each

Carriage
paid

Co -axial Cable
Coil (12 yds) first-class co -axial cable, approx.
80 ohms 12 mm.

At 7/6 per coil. Post paid.
Any length top grade co -axial cable 52 ohms
12 mm at 6d. per yard. Minimum length
20 yards, I0/- post paid.

Brand New in
Makers' Cartons.

Universal
Electric
Motor
For 200-250v, A.G. or D.C. mains, by simply
wiring, data supplied.
Very useful for light bench work, develops
better than 1/10 h.p. speed in excess of 2,500
r.p.m. a I" spindle is available for driving when
the fan is removed.
Motor Generator, type 29.
In, 24v I6a. Out, 1,200v 200ma. Size
II" x 5i" x 5+".

price only 25 /- each
Carriage

paid
Clydesdale's

1
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only good for working strings of W's
might be interested in a letter from G8KP
(Wakefield). Here are some of his 28 mc
doings : XEIKE (1730), PZ1WK (1753),
VQ8AD (1200), TG9CH (1500), CR7AD
(1627),

x(
(
F1905),

VP5AR (1955),
KZ5EL (1400), I8ZZ (1340) VP8AD, D
(1630), ISIAEX (1043), VP5AX (1750).
There are many more, but those are
probably the most interesting. Other good
stuff from 'KP is as follows : 14 mc,
TI8RB (0607), HH3L (2240), ZD8B (1925),
ZP3AW (2300), HCIJW (2250). The
latter has been worked three times and
QSL'd three times ! On 7 mc, CO2LN
(0345), KP4HU (2345), ZCICL (1945).
Don't break down and weep --go out and
buy an alarm clock.

Incidentally, G8KP is given as the
winner for G in the CW section of the
VERON Contest, with 12,528 points ;
G8KG was second with 12,420, and 26 G
entrants are credited with points. The
leading British station in the 'phone
section was G8JQ.

G3AKU (St. Ives) waited a year for an
XE and then heard three within an hour.
Yes, he worked one. He says, " I'm still
trying to find out why people like 7 mc
never heard such a racket."

G2DFR (Newbury) collects new ones

1948 MARATHON

Station I Z. I C. Station I Z. I C.

'Phone and CW 'Phone and CW
G2EC 40 163 G2BJY 30 95
G8KP 40 155 G3BNE 30 72
G3AAE 40 113 G3FNJ 30 67

G4CP 39 143 G2AO 29 80
G2VD 39 127 G8LO 29 73
G3130 39 126
G3BI 39 126 G2BXP 28 66
G2AVP 39 118

G6XX 26 52
G3ATU 38 125
G2AJ 38 110 G2S 0 25 62
G8IP 38 97

ZCI CL 37 122
G5FA 37 112

GM3CSM 36 89 'Phone only
G3AAG 36 103

G3DO 35 108
G2WW 35 112
G3DAH 35 110 G3DAH 33 94
G8KU 35 97
G2DC 35 92 G3ZI 32 81

G8PL 34 97 G2BXP 28 65

G4AR 33 97 G8QX 27 86
G2VJ 27 64

G2DFR 32 72
G5MR 32 45 C6CB 25 54

ZONES WORKED LISTING
POST-WAR

(Starting Figure: 30 Z)

Station Z. C. Station Z. 1 C.

'Phone and CW 'Phone and CW
G8KP 40 186 G6BB 36 100
ON4JW 40 172 GM3CSM 36 98
G6Q B 40 171 G2BXP 36 95
G8I H 40 168
G2AJ 40 167 G3DAH 35 111
G4CP 40 164 G8VR 35 104
G3DO 40 163 G2YS 35 98
G2WW 40 163
G2AVP 40 147 G5WC 34 114
G3AAE 40 131 G8PL 34 106
G8IP 40 125

G3ACC 31 102
G2FSR 39 160 G2BJY 32 102
D2KW 39 158
G2VD 39 156 G3BNE 31 76
G3BI 39 146
G4AR 39 131 'PhoneON4MS 39 130 only
G5CW 39 126 G2ZB 39 144
G3AAG 39 124
G5MR 39 109 G3ZI 37 136
G6PJ 39 85 G3DO 37 130

G3ATU 38 142 G2BXP 36 81
G3AKU 38 130
G5FA 38 120 G8QX 35 117
G8KU 38 116
G2AO 38 114 G3DAH 33 99

G8L0 37 104 G2VJ 30 79

nice and fast, and during the Contest
grabbed CZ2AC and ZC8PM, whose
Zone number he didn't get. It's 20, 'DFR.
G3ATU (Sunderland) says the notorious
"AC4AK" has reappeared, saying the
name is Joe, he is English, and uses a
BC -610. This puts him right outside Tibet
at one go ! 'ATU wonders what the D2's
and D4's thought of the mob of DA and
DK stations operating in the CQ Contest
and getting away with it. We shall
probably know by next month.

GM3CSM (Glasgow), whose score has
leapt up since his QRO, just missed his
century in the first year, which he finished
with 95, in 35 Zones. He tells us that
GM3RL and GM6MD have both made
the DXCC. G3DCF (London, E.C.1) has
worked TU2LO, but had his card returned
(from where, we wonder ?). He was also
told by KL7GF that the station of that
call on 14 mc CW is a pirate. The real
KL7GF has not yet worked G.

G2AVP (Stradishall) has rebuilt and
now has 120 watts on four bands, switched.
GW3ECH (Trecwn) had a "brief en-
counter" with VQ8AD until the spivs
came along. After 8AD called him (in
answer to a CQ !) his frequency was sub-
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merged by about 40 W's, some calling
CQ DX and some just swishing VFO's
about. Collective spivvery now, it appears.

G2SO (Leigh -on -Sea) mentions the idea
of CQ-less periods, but finds that when
using crystal it is actually best to call CQ,
and has had come -backs that way from
T12, KB6, KH6, VS1, KL7, CE and C6.

G3ACC (London, S.E.22) has had a
visit from one of the operators of MB9BJ,
who says they will QSL all contacts but
haven't yet managed to acquire any cards.
'ACC found that a DX Contest needs
"nerves of steel" and admits that it was a
shattering experience for her. With
MB9BJ at the key, she did work YA3A,
though. She adds that K2UN came up
with five long CQ calls right or top of
ZD9AA, and though he was called every
time, didn't come back until the last one,
and then to a ZS.

G5FA (London, Nil) has returned to
his old love, "forty," and has collected
FA, UA9, UF6, KP4, PY7, EK1, CO,
VE7, W6 and lots of smaller fry. 'FA
heads the Four -Band DX list this month,
since we have given 7 me the place of
honour, and his score of 68 countries on
that band should be enough to give anyone
a run. (We ourselves creep up second with
a humble 51, and 17 countries difference
represents so much loss of future sleep that
we doubt if we'll ever make it.) Congratu-
lations, 'FA, and Long -Live -Forty.

Stop Press
Here is such of the Contest news as has

arrived to date. G2VD (CW) scored
117,624, with a multiplier of 169 ! He
doesn't state whether he was in the one -
operator section or not, though. G5CW
(CW with three operators) scored 96,509 ;
multiplier 119. G2PU ('phone) scored
90,628 and a sore throat. He heard just
beforehand that he had won the ARRL
1948 'Phone Contest, so that good news
goaded him on. We should say there is
little doubt that he will be the winner of
the CQ 'Phone section. DX included
C8KY, ZS3F, ZD1BD, CICH, VP2GB
and lots more. Fine work, 'PU.

Other CW scores to hand are G6QB
(one operator), 69,300 ; G8IP, "over
60,000" ; G4AR, 33,197 ; GM3CSM,
14,750 ; G2AVP, 7,800. The Contest,
looked at in retrospect, was fun -but
writing up the log was not.

Greetings
This is the last time we shall meet before

those cryptic signs "Mri Xmas" start

DX QTH's

AR1RJ
AR8BC
AR8BM
C3ET
C3KC
C700
EA8CO

FE8AB

HLIAY
HP1LR
HR1MB

KZSCE

MD4BPC

RV2iF08

VE8MA

VP8AP
VS7BH

VU4AC

ZD1SW
ZD4AH
4X4AA

Box 35, Damascus, Syria.

IBox 1119. Beirut, Lebanon.

IBox 193. Canton, South China.

C. H. Sun, Box 52, Peiping.
C. Olias, Apartado Postal. Las

Palmas, Canary Isles.
Ivan Pastre. Base Aviation, Douala,

French Cameroons.
APO 235, c/o PM, San Francisco.
H. Luria, Box 91. Panama City.
M. G. Brashear, c/o U.S. Embassy,

Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Box 1460, France Field, Panama

Canal Zone.
S.Q.M.S. W. H. Caunter, c/o P.O.,

Hargeisha, British Somaliland.
R. d'Assignies, Raivavae Island. via

Tahiti.
Eureka Sound, Ellesmere Island,

N.W.T., Canada.
c/o F.I.D.S., Port Stanley, Falklands.
Capt. R. T. R. Cocks, R. Sigs.,

Ceylon High -Speed Wireless, c/o
G.P.O., Colombo.

Minikoi, Laccadive Islands, Indian
Ocean.

Box 99, Freetown, Sierra Leone.
Box 287. Sekondi, Gold Coast.
J. Baer (ex-ZC6LA), Box 4150, Tel -

Aviv, Israel.

creeping into all our QSO's, with the 73
and things. So may we take the oppor-
tunity of wishing all our DX correspond-
ents and readers the very Merriest of
Christmases, with as much Good Cheer
and Good Will as there is available. And
may the Amateur Spirit not be over-
shadowed by other types of spirits during
the coming season. May, also, the Good
Will of the season not cease with the end of
the holiday, but continue throughout next
year and all years to permeate our hobby.

Deadline for next month will be first
post, December 14. So forward all your
letters and news, with the postcards full of
figures, to DX Commentary, Short Wave
Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1, by that date and not two days
later, please.

And now, once more, 73, BCNU, and
"Mri Xmas."

Become a Direct Subscriber
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Aerial Design-
Further Suggestions
Consideration of 14 mc Systems

By I. E. HILL (G6HL)

AFTER some thought the writer
decided that DX operation on 7 and

3.5 mc was not a serious requirement for
him and that any odd bit of wire plus the
water pipe would make an adequate
}-wave Marconi aerial system for his
occasional forays on these bands. A
considerable proportion of the air space
available round the house was already
occupied by three 28 mc Lazy -H arrays,
so adoption of a similar scheme for 14 mc
was out of the question. The requirement
was, therefore, an aerial system which
would occupy the minimum space, give
something approaching omni-directional
performance, and at the same time
improve on the general-purpose aerial
previously in use (Fig. 3B, p. 385, Short
Wave Magazine, August, 1948).

Vertical Half -Wave

If an aerial is to be omni-directional in
the horizontal plane it must be vertical
and the difficulty is then to obtain the
right radiation angle in the vertical plane
if theaerial is to be high enough to avoid
losses in local obstructions. Also, as it
will give approximately equal radiation in
all directions, much of the available power
is being radiated in quite the wrong
direction at the time of any one specific
contact. Obviously, an approach would
have to be made with a horizontal aerial
erected at the right height to give useful
vertical angle radiation and means found
to change directivity.

Cr' Grp
C

Fig. 1. Horizontal radiation patterns with differing wave
formations on the aerial.

This article will suggest a new line of approach for
those wishing to install an effective 20 -metre radiating
system. Our contributor's discussion will in any case
show how much time, thought and attention can (and
should) be given to the problems of aerial design
generally.-Ed.

Horizontal Half -Wave
A single half -wave aerial radiates a

maximum in the horizontal plane broad-
side to the run of the wire (Fig. IA). Two
half -waves fed in phase give increased
broadside directivity and a narrower
lobe (Fig. 1B). The same two half -waves
fed out of phase (as with a full -wave Zepp.)
give a four-leaf clover pattern (Fig. 1C).
Between the two arrangements of feed an
almost complete coverage is obtained
with an average increase of 3 dB over a
single half -wave aerial.

Tuned Feeders

The problem is how to feed the two
half -waves and have a quick switched con-
trol of the phasing. Several methods are
fairly obvious. First, one may use a three -

wire tuned feed to the centre of the aerial,
as at Fig. 2A. By suitable connection of
the three feeders to the aerial matching
unit, the tuned feeders will give "in
phase" feed with connections shown in
Fig. 2B and "out of phase" as in Fig. 2C.
This method is quite effective but has the
disadvantage of giving standing waves on
the feeders and the necessity for slight
readjustment of the aerial tuning unit
after switching. It has the added advan-
tage, however, that the aerial can be used
on harmonics or half frequency.

Low Impedance Feed

Method No. 2 is somewhat simpler
and entails two equal lengths of low-

impedance twin feeder, each connected

A
A

A

ABC

a

Fig. 2. The use of tuned feeders.

A B C
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A

Feeder
dimensions
aerial to
coil must
be equal

Changeover
switch or

relay

a

Fig. 3. Low -impedance feeder system.

to the centre of one half -wave aerial (Fig.
3). At the transmitter end one feeder is
taken to the aerial tuning unit via a
DPDT. switch and the other direct.
Changing over the DPDT switch will alter
the phasing of the feed and thus the
horizontal radiation pattern of the whole
aerial. Aerial tuning is not affected and
a small remote -operated relay will do the
change -over job very neatly.

But 150 ft. or so of low -impedance
twin feeder costs money and in these hard
times so we pass on to Method No. 3 !

600 -ohm Line Feed

A three -wire folded dipole with a
reasonable number of spacing insulators
makes a job guaranteed to impress the
local population and, strangely, it also
works. The impedance at the centre point
is increased such that a 600 -ohm open wire
line can be directly connected. A 600 -ohm
line can be made from the junk box and
still be reasonably low loss. The set-up
now develops as at Fig. 4. Spacing
between the adjacent elements of the
aerials, each of which was made by
twisting strands of various gauge wire
rescued from scrapped power transformers,
should be 5 or 6 in. Spacing between the
feeder lines was fixed at 4 in. The change-
over switch or relay becomes a little more
cumbersome and must be insulated for

high voltage. The feeders can be of any
reasonable length but must be equal and
join at the aerial tuner unit.

Results.

With a pair of half -wave folded dipoles
fed by 600 -ohm line results were quite
encouraging and one considerable advan-
tage was noted over low impedance feed,
and to a lesser extent, tuned feeders. The
frequency range over which the aerial
would load satisfactorily was consider-
ably greater and easily covered the 14 me
band. Results were good and numerous
DX contacts made with satisfactory
reports. However, in the broadside
direction the difference between in- and
out -of -phase feed was not marked and
the maximum difference on signal reports
averaged two S points. In fact, during

A A

Spacing

Feeder
dimensions
aerial to coil
must be equal

trOVISO1
Changeover
switch or relay

Fig. 4. Folded dipoles with 600 -ohm open -wire feeders

most of the operating time, the out -of -
phase position was selected and a change
made to in -phase only if a contact
"broadside on" was desired.

Increasing Directivity

The obvious next move was to try to
increase the directivity. By spacing the
two half -wave aerials up to one half -wave,
still in line, the horizontal pattern is
sharpened up both when fed in phase and
out of phase. This improved the com-
parison and.produced a relatively "dead"
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ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

(1) Somewhat tricky to con-
struct, but not difficult, and
junk -box material can be used.

(2) On receive and switched
"out -of -phase" it is almost
omnidirectional ; signals are
therefore heard from all direc-
tions.

(3) Frequency response
broad enough to cover ama-
teur bands without loss of
loading.

(4) Feeder adjustment and
aerial loading relatively simple.

(5) Directivity switching at
"flick of a switch."

(6) Radiation is at low angle
and, therefore, effective gain
over a half -wave dipole is more
than the 4 dB quoted as a
disadvantage.

(7) Can be slung up be-
tween any two supports and
does not involve rotary
mechanisms.

(1) Not much help
in reducing interfer-
ence on receive except
in the "in -phase" po-
sition. Even then, it
is bi-directional.

(2) Maximum hori-
zontal plane gain over
a single half -wave is
only about 4 dB with
in -phase feed and
slightly less with out -
of -phase feed.

(3) Christmas tree
appearance.

area broadside with out -of -phase feed.
Additionally, the out -of -phase coverage
more nearly approached the line of the
aerial. In fact, satisfactory reports were
obtained from KL7 and ZS within 10
degrees of the aerial direction.

Stacking Two -Over -Two

The spaced two -half -wave aerial was
erected at a height of 40 ft. and was used
on 14 mc long enough to get reasonable
confirmation of the anticipated horizontal
coverage. The next stage was to get the
aerial higher and to keep the vertical
radiation angle low. To stack two -over -
two a height equal to full -wave (66 ft.) is
required, but the maximum height avail-
able was 44 ft. It was decided, therefore,
to stack two -over -two and to space the
lower elements in the half -way position at
22 ft. The interconnecting feed line,

<
A

2
-I 1"-k

A

2

Feeder
dimensions
bottom
element
to coil, must
be equal

Changeover
switch or

relay

Fig. 5. Stacked folded dipoles with 600 -ohm feed ; the
merits of this arrangement are argued in the text.

connected cross -over, was cut to half -wave
and kept taut by being pulled to one side
(Fig. 5). The additional lower elements
were there primarily to affect vertical
radiation angle but they did also add to
horizontal directivity. It was accordingly
decided not to space the elements as done
with the two -element aerial. From trials
to date it does, however, appear that even
with two -over -two a better defined cover-
age would be obtained by retaining the
spacing. In either form the writer would
strongly recommend this array for 14 mc
and more particularly 21 and 28 mc
operation. It might, however, be profitable
to summarise the advantages and dis-
advantages for consideration by other
prospective constructors. (See table above.)

CARDS ONLY, PSE
F Will readers using our QSL Bureau
please note that they should send cards
onlv to BCM/QSL, London, W.C.1. if
correspondence on other matters is
included in the packet, delay is inevitable
since our QSL Bureau does not handle any
correspondence. Incidentally, "BCM/
QSL, London, W.C.1." is a full and
sufficient address from any part of the
world, and will ensure speedy clearing of
your cards.

POINT ON BCI
G3DLD writes : "A neighbour of mine

complained of interference from my trans-
mitter (knowing I had one). I investigated
thoroughly and, with the assistance of the
GPO, suppressed key -clicks, screened the
transmitter, altered the aerial and put in
mains suppressors-but still he com-
plained. When I earthed the bit of my
soldering iron all my troubles ceased."
The moral is, of course "Look for the
easy ones first."
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CRT Modulation
Monitor
Application of the Cathode -Ray Tube
for 'Phone Checking

By W. R. JOSS (G2AJ)

THE VCR139A cathode-ray tube has
for some time past been available on

the surplus market, and its equivalent is
also obtainable from several well-known
valve manufacturers. It is around this
tube that the instrument which is about to
be described has been built, and although
it is not possible to obtain measurements
of extreme accuracy, the monitor is a
valuable piece of test equipment and a
useful asset to any 'phone station.

The monitor can be employed to pro-
vide both "trapezoidal" or "wave -
envelope" patterns, the latter being
possible owing to the fact that provision
is made for obtaining a horizontal time -
base by feeding a small amount of AC on
to the horizontal plates. These methods
are considered in greater detail below.

Construction
Most of the mechanical features of the

design are clearly seen in the accompany-
ing photographs. The entire unit is built
on a standard 31 -in, rack panel, this being
the most convenient method at the writer's
station. There is no reason, however, why
the monitor should not be housed in its
own cabinet, and some readers will no
doubt adopt this method of construction.

The cathode-ray tube is mounted in a
31 in. x 4 -in. channel -piece which is
securely bolted to the front panel. This
channel is made of mu -metal, so as to
afford a certain amount of screening

The cathode-ray tube, now readily available, can be
used in the amateur station for a wide variety of
monitoring and checking purposes. Here is one of its
simpler and best-known applications. This article will
serve to introduce many readers to an electronic device
of the greatest importance in radio work, for which
many new uses have been found in the past few years.-
Ed.

around the tube, and hence reduce the
effect of stray fields. The front end of the
channel carries a wooden block with a
31 -in. hole, around the inside of which
there are four small pieces of Sorbo rubber
acting as resilient supports for the front of
the tube. The base of the tube is supported
by, another block which is split in the form
of a clamp, and this again is lined with
Sorbo rubber.

On the left-hand side of the channel -
piece (viewed from the front) a sub -panel
is mounted 44 in. from the front panel.
This is supported by a piece of 1 -in. angle
fixed to the side of the channel and lengths
of steel rod at the outer end. The space
between the front and sub -panels is
enclosed by a further piece of metal. This
compartment houses the mains transformer
and the potentiometers for shift control.
The sub -panel carries the rectifier and
smoothing components, together with the
co -axial sockets for inputs to the horizon-
tal and vertical plates.

On the right-hand side of the channel is
a 1-megohm potentiometer-the time -
base width control-and all the resistors
associated with the HT network. The
0.1 p,F condensers which feed the horizon-
tal and vertical plates are mounted on the
inside of the channel near the base of the
tube.

Circuit
The circuit, shown in Fig. 1, is perfectly

straightforward, and many readers will
have become familiar with similar circuits
during the past few years. The trans-
former used, a surplus item, is of the

Front view of the oscilloscope unit on its standard rack mounting panel.
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receiving variety, having a 400 -0 -400 -volt
winding rated at 60 mA and also suitable
4- and 5 -volt windings for the tube and
rectifier filaments. Several positions were
tried in order to find one in which the
transformer field. had no effect on the
electron beam. This was achieved with the
transformer mounted on its side such that
the axis of the core was in the vertical
plane. As only half -wave rectification is
used it is possible to employ a normal
full -wave receiving type rectifier valve with
the anodes connected in parallel. A type
80 rectifier was used in the writer's case,
and this handles the 800 volts quite nicely;
any other similar valve will be equally
suitable. The smoothing components con-
sist of a 100,000 -ohm 2 -watt resistor and
a double -section 05 pf. condenser. The
time -base width control is wired between
the centre -tap of the transformer and the
earthy end. The moving arm of this con-
trol is connected through the SPDT
switch, S2, to the horizontal plates of the
tube ; S2 is on the extreme right of the
front panel and provides a means of
selecting either the internal time base or an
external one fed into the unit through the
coaxial socket on the sub -panel.

The HT network does not require a

the XI and Yl plates were grounded at
the bottom end of the resistance chain,
while the resistors R12 and RI3 were also
earthed down. It was felt, however, that
the provision of the necessary shift con-
trols was very much a worthwhile
refinement, and the extra components
involved are not expensive.

Base connections for the VCR139A
are shown in Fig. 2 and for those who do
not possess this tube it is pointed out
that the Cossor 23D, GEC 4101 and the
Mullard ECR30 are similar.

Operation
There are two different pattern shapes

which can be obtained with the monitor,
known as the -wave -envelope" and "trape-
zoidal." The wave -envelope pattern is an
exact picture of the wave emanating from
the transmitter, while the latter is the
actual plotting of the modulation charac-
teristic of the modulated stage.

The connections for obtaining a wave -
envelope pattern are given in Fig. 3,
together with the patterns which will be
obtained under various conditions of
modulation. Although an internal hori-
zontal sweep is required in order to get a
wave -pattern the external connections are

A rear view of the mat, which is completely self-contained, to the circuit of Fig. 1.

description, except to say that the 2 -watt
resistors used in certain instances are
purely for convenience, being the only
suitable ones available at the time of
construction. One -watt resistors will be
quite adequate in positions R3, R4 and
R9.

Originally, the unit was built without
the shift controls and the final anode and

simpler, as only an RF pick-up loop is
needed. A small loop should be lightly
coupled to the RF amplifier and connected
by means of a short length of cable to the
vertical (or Y) deflection plates. The
position of the loop should be varied until
a reasonable "width of carrier" is obtained
on the screen, whilst RI should be adjusted
to make the width of the pattern about
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X X

Fig. I. Circuit of the simple oscilloscope unit, with power supply. Neither time -base nor amplifiers are Included, but an
X -sweep can be obtained off the 50 -cycle AC supply and is useful for several purposes.

half the diameter of the screen. Some
sources suggest that a small resonant
circuit tuned to the transmitter frequency
be connected between the Y plates and
the RF amplifier as a means of reducing
RF harmonics in the pattern. The writer,
however, did not find this necessary.

Basic connections of CRT

Fig. 2. Base connections of the CR tube used. 1, cathode;
2, grid ; 3, 4, heater ; 5, Anode 2 ; 6. blank ; 7, Y2;
8. X2; 9, Anodes 1, 3, 4 ; 10. XI ; 11, Y1 ; 12. blank.

Table of Values
Fig. 1. The CRT Monitor Unit

Cl, C2
C3, C4, C5 =

R2 =
R2 =

R3, R4 =
R5 =
R6 =
R7 =
R8 =
R9 =

R10, R11 =
R12, R13 =

SI =
S2 =
Ti =
VI =
V2 =

5 µF. 800 -volt DC working, paper
1 µF., 500 -volt DC working, tubular
250,000 ohms potentiometer
10,000 ohms, 2 watts
270,000 ohms, 2 watts
56,000 ohms, 1 watt
50,000 ohms, potentiometer
27,000 ohms. 1 watt
10,000 ohms, potentiometer
75,000 ohms, 2 watts
500,000 ohms potentiometers
1 megohm, 4 watt
DPST switch, toggle type
SPDT switch, toggle type
Mains transformer, 400-0-400 volts,
60 mA, 5 volts 3A, 4 volts 14A
Type 80 rectifier
24 in cathode-ray tube, Type
VCR139A

When the transmitter is modulated the
screen pattern varies in amplitude ac-
cording to the depth of modulation.
When the maximum height of this pattern
is just twice that of the carrier alone then
the transmitter is reaching 100 per cent.
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modulation on peaks. This state of affairs
is illustrated in Fig. 3(C). Over -modu-
lation is shown by a gap in the pattern
on the line of the X-axis, and a line
appears along the trace at that point. It
is possible, when dealing with voice
waveforms, for over -modulation to take
place in only the upward direction or the
.downward direction, without doing so in
both directions at once ; however, as-
suming that the modulation is sym-
metrical, then the actual percentage of
modulation can be determined directly
from the screen by measuring the height
of the carrier alone (Fig. 3A) and the
maximum height of the carrier with
modulation applied. Thus; modulation
percentage can be given as :

B-A x 100 = per cent. mod.
A

where B = maximum height of carrier
with modulation, and A = height of
carrier alone. For 100 per cent. modu-
lation, therefore, B must equal 2A.

In Fig. 4 the method of connection for
a "trapezoidal" pattern is shown, together
with the patterns themselves. The vertical
plates are coupled in a similar manner as
for the wave -envelope pattern, but the
horizontal plates are taken to the output

Aerial

of the modulator itself. The horizontal
plates are fed through a voltage divider
RfRv, with Rv providing a means of
controlling the amount of audio voltage
fed to the plates, thus permitting adjust-
ment of the pattern to a convenient size.
The blocking condenser C should be
about 5 iiF and should have a working
voltage of twice the DC voltage on the
modulated amplifier in the case of anode
modulation. The values of Rf and Rv
were found by experiment and were as
follows : Rf= 500,000 and Rv =200,000
ohms. These will of course vary according
to different transmitter inputs and modu-
lator outputs, but a rough guide is given
in one of the handbooks, which states
that the total resistance of Rf and Rv
should be 250.000 ohms for every 150
volts of modulator output.

The various trapezoidal patterns are
shown in Fig. 4. The carrier with no
modulation is a straight vertical line, the
length of which can be controlled by
means of the RF pick-up loop. When
modulation is applied a wedge-shaped
pattern appears and the deeper the
modulation the more pointed the pattern
becomes. At 100 per cent. modulation
the wedge comes to a perfect point on the
X-axis and any further modulation re -

Y plate

Plate socket left open circuit
and internal time base switched on

HT

(8) Modulation less than 100 per cent (C) 100 per cent. modulation

(A) carrier only

(D) Over 100 per cent. modulation

Fig. 3. To obtain wave envelope patterns, connections should be made as shown here. A, B, C, D are the patterns to be
expected under the varying depths of control discussed in the text.
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To PA

C

Modulation
transformer

PA HT

Link coupled to

R
PA tank coil

.F

X plate

Y plate

TRAPEZOIDAL PATTERNS

(B) Modulation less than 100 per cent. (C) 100 per cent. modulation

(A) carrier only

(D) Over 100 per cent. modulation

Fig. 4. Connections for the trapezoidal patterns, where the carrier voltage is applied across one set of plates and the
audio output from the modulator across the other.

sults in the extension along the axis as
shown in Fig. 4(D), or an increase in the
overall height of the pattern beyond that
of twice the carrier alone. The modulation
percentage can be measured in the same
manner as for the wave -envelope pattern,
i.e., by measuring the modulated and
unmodulated heights of the carrier.

Other Uses
Several other uses for the monitor will

come to the reader's mind. The author
has found it extremely useful when
endeavouring to cure hum which was
being picked up directly in a moving -coil

microphone owing to its proximity to the
field of a power transformer. The hum
could be detected in the monitor and the
microphone moved around in order to
determine its best position.

The all-round usefulness could be
greatly increased by the addition of a
suitable linear time base and of amplifiers
for the X and Y plates. The writer intends
at some future date to incorporate these
circuits in another 3i -in. panel, which
will be mounted in the rack above the
monitor. The two units combined would
thus constitute a very useful and versatile
instrument with many applications beyond
the scope of this article.

VHF POWER TETRODE
The Mullard version of the 829B is their

QQVO7-40, capable of giving 83 watts RF
output at 200 mc with only 500 volts on the
plate, for a grid drive under Class -C con-
ditions of but 0.7 watt ; neutralisation at
VHF is not usually necessary with a good
layout, as the grid -anode capacity is only
0.1 tifiF. The QQVO7-40 can be taken up
to 250 mc at reduced inputs. Mullard
Electronic Products, Ltd., Century House,
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

THE VERON DX CONTEST
Though this "First All -European DX

Contest" took place a year ago-it was
announced in the October, 1947, issue of
the Short Wave Magazine-final results
have only just been published. Entries
were received from 38 countries, the
highest scorer being OK1FF with 30,710
points ; HB9AW was second with 25,704.
G8KP led the British CW entry with
12,528, being five places behind the leading
PA entrant, PADRE with 23,485 points.
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Amateur Radio
Show

RSGB's Second Annual Exhibition

SEVEN THOUSAND VISITORS

Magazine Review

FOLLOWING the success of the 1947
Exhibition, the Radio Society of Great

Britain early decided to organise a similar
undertaking this year. And so a four -day
show, supported by a number of firms
operating in the Amateur Radio field, was
opened at the Royal Hotel, Woburn
Place, on Wednesday, November 17, by
Dr. R. L. Smith -Rose, D.Sc., Ph.D.,
M.I.E.E., Director of Radio Research,
D.S.I.R.

That an Exhibition of this kind is of the
greatest value and interest to the world of
Amateur Radio is undeniable, and it is
probable that both for Trade support and
the number of visitors (the public in this
case being those directly interested in
Amateur Radio) this Exhibition is of its
type without equal anywhere in the world
-the United States not excepted.

It is not intended here to offer a stand-
by -stand survey, but rather to give some
general impressions of the show, with
brief comments on what we thought were
the outstanding features of the Exhibition
as a whole.

The equipment now on offer to the
British amateur may be said to be well
adapted to his needs, and to be well
designed and built. However, there is still
not enough mechanical ingenuity dis-
played in general design, and there are too
many half -empty black crackle cases. The
modern VFO, for instance, not only needs
to be a sound job electrically, but also calls
for the skill of a mechanical engineer
in its general design. We have seen
amateur -built equipment which surpasses,
both electrically and mechanically, much
on the commercial market both in this
country and the States. It is quite true
that apparatus of this kind cannot be built
by the average amateur, but it should be a
possibility to any manufacturing concern
able to get away from the "standard box"
idea.

An outstanding exception to these

generalisations was the range of manu-
factured equipment to be seen on the stand
of Tele-Radio (1943), Ltd., to whose own
products no such criticisms could be
applied.

Receivers
In this field, and in the face of great

discouragement, certain manufacturers
have gone out for the market in amateur
band communications receivers-notably
Stratton's "640", Radiovision's "Com-
mander", Denco's "DCR 19", the G.E.C.'s
"BRT 400", and the new E.M.I. design.
Though the dice are loaded against them
by the general availability of lower -
priced ex -Service receivers and the average
British amateur's extraordinary faith in
anything in the receiver line that comes
from America-for instance, few G's
seem to realise that practically every HRO
in this country today was obsolete in 1937
-all these new British receivers are, in
their several ways, very good and represen-
tative of modern circuit technique ; if
they fail,.it is where American designs are
strongest-in dial mechanisms and
similar mechanical features, and this is a
point which calls for much more attention
by British designers.

Valves
As to valves, British types are available

for practically every American counter-
part, and in some types which the Ameri-
cans have not yet got. But the real market
for British valves in the amateur category
must remain small while it is still possible
to buy American equivalents at a third of
the price. Amateurs buy valves in not
inconsiderable quantities (we estimate the
consumption at about 100,000 a year), but
due to this price difference and the
quantities available from surplus sources,

- it is doubtful if the "clean" sales of
British valves of the same type exceed one
per cent. of this total. There is nothing
that anyone can do about it-unless some
enterprising manufacturer cares to produce
a multi -electrode vari-purpose 50 -watt
'aloe that can be used in all positions and
for every application in a transmitter by
changing the base connections (and is
prepared to sell the first 10,000 at a loss) !

Facts
Excluding publishers' and non -Trade

stands, there were 19 different firms actu-
ally showing equipment and parts of
direct interest to every amateur ; it should
be noted that all these concerns are British,
that they were exhibiting apparatus mainly
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The Short Wave Magzine Stand at the Exhibition. where we were glad to meet a number of our readers many
well-known callsigns figure in our Visitors' Book which has become a very interesting record of personal contacts

made this year and last. (.;21\ M (in beret) happened to be at the Stand when this was taken.

of their own manufacture, and that it was
a condition of trade appearance at the
Exhibition that no "ex -Govt. surplus"
was to be shown. Still on the same theme,
of these 19 firms no less than ten are
specialists in the Amateur Radio field,
either as designers, manufacturers or
suppliers, and do a large part of their
business in the amateur market.

These facts, no less than the attendance
at the Exhibition itself, are solid proof of
the strength and importance of the
Amateur Radio market, and augur well
for the future, both of amateurs themselves
and of the trade catering for them.
Amateur Radio is a scientific hobby of the
utmost importance to the country, and it
calls for a specialist approach on the pare
of those who seek to supply the needs of
amateurs. Much has been said and written
on the penchant of amateurs to buy cheaply
and "make do." This is as it should be
and, since many of the keenest amateurs
are not -so -old and still have their way to
make in the world, is only to be expected.

But as in every other trade there is always
a good market for the best-and with the
steady development and expansion of
Amateur Radio as an absorbing scientific
hobby, that particular section of the market
will also expand and develop.

In the field of Amateur Radio, the
British manufacturer has a great number
of difficulties and discouragements to face.
But as we see it, from a long experience of
Amateur Radio in all its aspects and
manifestations, the amateur wants to be
able to provide himself with the best
equipment he can afford-whether parts
from which to build his gear, or finished
apparatus which he can put straight on the
air-and he is always prepared to spend
where he gets the best value. There are
enough of him now (and the potential
development is about five times the number
of amateurs at present licensed) to make it
well worth the while of all manufacturers
to study the Amateur Radio market with
care and attention for the future.

The Short Wave Magazine is Accurate, Reliable and Well Informed
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THE VHF BANDS
By E. J. Williams, B.Sc. (G2XC)

ONE is never sure whether to blame
activity or conditions when the VHF

bands are quiet. Undoubtedly, the latter
affects the former and this was very notice-
able in the second week of November.
After a prolonged poor spell, conditions
improved markedly on November 9-but
it was several days before the news spread
and all the VHF men got back from 10
metres and the other DX communication
bands to which they had migrated !

Outstanding days were November 10
and 12. On the former, G6DH worked
F8OL (Paris) for the first G/F 2 -metre
QSO. This brings G6DH up to 4 countries
worked on 145 mc. The F8OL contact,
which was S9 both ends, was made at
2030 GMT and the circuit covers a distance
of about 230 miles.

The same evening (November 10),
F8OL worked G3DEP (Ryde) and heard
signals from G2XC. Further contacts
were made with F8OL and F8ZF on
November 12.

It is unfortunate that under the Contest
rules contacts with stations outside G do
not count in the score. Had we had any
idea what was to happen on that memor-
able first night of the Contest we might
have arranged things differently-though
the present rules are fairer to the up-
country stations, out of range of the
Continent even under the best 2 -metre
conditions.

Most competitors on 145 mc were torn
between working continental DX or
adding to their Contest score. At least
three Dutch stations-PAOAD, PACIPN
and PAOZQ-were putting in good
signals, the last named calling " CQ
Contest" and exchanging numbers with
G's, on the Friday.

A new 2 -metre DX record for a British
station was established when G5BY
worked PAOZQ, near The Hague, just
before 2200 GMT on November 12. The
contact was on 'phone, the PA being
Q5S4 at Bolt Tail, South Devon, and the
distance (which as yet we have only been
able to measure approximately) is 390
miles. So G5BY is there again-well
done ! Three weeks earlier G3CQC

New VHF Records-
Six-Metre DX-
VHF Propagation-
Contest Comment-
Improved Conditions-

(Newton Abbot, Devon) had increased the
5 -metre tropospheric record to 460 miles
by working F8YZ (Nancy), narrowly
beating G3HW/A (Teignmouth) who
worked the same station. This particular
spell of good conditions appeared to be
confined to the South Coast G stations and
northern F. A ridge of high pressure
extended across this area on October 23
and 24, the days in question. The R.E.F.
had a 58 mc contest of their own under
way and numerous F stations were worked.
Unfortunately, no information regarding
this affair was sent to us.

Returning to the subject of the Magazine
Contest, just for once we picked the right
date for conditions. Signals on the Friday
night were generally described as amazing.
In addition to the foreign contacts reported
above, 2 -metre signals from northerners
like G2IQ, G3APY, G5JU and G6OS
were being received on the South Coast.
G5BY described the first half-hour as

Two -Metre DX Working
Worked Station

Over 350 miles
300 to 350 miles
250 to 300 miles
300 to 350 miles

G5BY
G2BMZ, G6WT.
G2XC, G60S, G8DM
G2AJ, G2CIW, G2IQ, 0201
G3DEP, G5MQ, G5TZ,G6DH,

150 to 200 miles G2MV, G2NH, G3AEX, G5US
G6LK, G6PG, G6VX

100 to 150 miles G3EJE, G3RI, G8DV

"just like the ARRL 'phone contest." He
worked 8 stations in 30 minutes, all on
'phone and all over 130 miles !

Due to an unfortunate and unforeseen
combination of circumstances G2XC
could not be on 5 metres during the open-
ing hours. But from reports already
received there was reasonable activity and
good conditions on that band as well.
G3WW (Wimblington), with his beam on
top of the famous scrap -metal tower, was
roaring in at G8LY, Lee -on -Solent,
nearly 150 miles away.
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Six Metres
Outstanding 50 mc news is a QSO

between G5BY and ZS1P, two-way on 50
mc on November 1, 1418-1504 GMT.
Strength was S7 both ends with fades to
noise level. Contact was made initially
on 28 mc, when ZS I P reported 50 mc open
to Europe. G5BY immediately went on 6
metres and was heard at once in Cape
Town. ZS1P then switched over to the
higher frequency, but no trace of his

TWO METRES
COUNTIES WORKED

Worked Station

20 G2AJ

16 G5BY

14 G2NH, G6LK

12 02CIW, G210, G2XC, G5TZ,
061,0

signal could be found at Bolt Tail. A
rapid investigation revealed that the
filaments of ZS1P's remotely controlled 50
mc Tx were not on ! By 1418, all was in
order and contact made. Signals were good
from 1418 to 1439, then followed a weak
period during which a return was made to
28 mc, further 50 mc signals being ex-
changed between 1454 and 1504, when
both operators called CQ ; but no other
signals were heard at either end. G5BY
last received ZS1P at 1509; G5BY tried
two different beams, one a 4 ele-c.s. delta -
matched, and the other a w.s. folded -
dipole type, the latter giving best signal -
noise ratio. During the last 10 days of
October the MUF to USA was up to
45/46 mc almost daily and peaked over 47
mc on October 22, 25 and 27.

G5BY is using a Type 26 converter with
slugs to tune 40-52 mc for these MUF
checks. The aerial is a 420 -feet -per -leg
rhombic, and the FM stations on 45-47 mc
nearly lift the 'phones off his ears ! Alto-
gether, G5BY now has eleven aerial
systems in use for the various bands, and
once again is going great guns on them all.

Propagation Notes
Several readers have written on the

points made last month. G2BMZ
(Torquay) and G8QX (Malvern) have both
confirmed our observations on DX recep-
tion of TV on 48 mc and amateur signals
on 145 mc. G8QX also mentions that
there is very marked agreement in
"ground -wave" conditions on all fre-

quencies from 30 mc to 145 mc. When TV
is good in Malvern, he can work London
stations on ten -metre 'phone. As is
generally known, a duct sufficiently wide
to propagate a 30 mc signal would have to
be very large and hence this is further
proof that the mechanism of working DX
on our VHF bands (at least over land
paths) is by reflection at an air mass
boundary caused by an inversion or
humidity contrast. Ducting, which is the
accepted cause of most of the long-distance
radar reflections, is possibly in the picture
when the paths are over sea ; indeed, that
may explain the exceptionally long tropo-
paths across the English Channel and
North Sea, already reported this month.

Correspondence has also been received
on the "location" theory. G2HDU
(Oakham) whose N.G.R. is 43(860088, has
had similar experiences to ours on 5 metres
and sends a very detailed analysis of his
results, viewed in the light of the local
topography. Some tests with G2HDJ
(Thrapston) showed that raising the beam
at Oakham by 10 ft. increased signals from
S4 to S8, yet in other directions little or no
difference was noticed. The answer seems
to be that in the Thrapston direction rais-
ing the aerial 10 ft. gave .a line -of -sight
path, while in other directions the outlook
was either already clear or else too ob-
structed for a rise of a mere 10 ft. in
aerial height to make any real improve-
ment.

The high level of activity during the
evening of November 12 enabled some
extremely interesting observations to be
made. In particular, it became very
noticeable that stations located within a
mile or so of each other were frequently
hearing and working a completely different
set of stations. G3EJL and G3RI, both in
Southampton, were each working stations
in the London area that the other couldn't
hear at all ! This is probably due to local

VHF CENTURY CLUB
NEW FULL MEMBERS

G2HDY J. Ballard (Roehampton)
G2KI G. Spencer

(Walton -on -Thames)
G3CGQ F. W. Tyler (Luton)
G3WW R. F. G. Thurlow

(Wimblington)
G4AP J. G. Rooke (Swindon)
G6MN E. Martin (Worksop)

NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBER
G5MR V. Mellor (Bognor)

Total: 39 Full Members
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screening and would most likely disappear
if the aerials were raised clear of local
obstructions.

Receivers
G8QX (Malvern) criticises the choice of

140 mc for the oscillator frequency in 145
mc converters, suggesting that with the
unavoidable low Q of the RF input circuits,
the RF stage will be swamped by the local
oscillator. He suggests that the IF must
be of the order of 30 mc if an RF section
is to be used. We should be interested to
have readers' views on this, or to hear from
anyone who has made comparative tests
using various IF values.

Station Reports
In the Channel Islands, GC2AWT

(Jersey) says that he and GC5OU, fired by
the results they have had on five metres, are
busily preparing for two, and will be on the
look out for G's.

G2ADZ (Oswestry) is actively engaged
in preparing for 145 and may be active by
now. A 4-ele w.s. beam will probably be
in use. G2AJ (Hendon) has been doing
some excellent work on 145, with the Tx
described in the November issue of the
Magazine and a CC converter ; this uses
two 6AK5 RF stages, 6AG5 mixer, and
6C4 CO followed by 6J6 doubler/quad-
rupler.

In Essex, G2CIW (Brentwood) with an
improved converter (6J6 cathode -coupled
RF-EC52 mixer -9002 osc.) has been
hearing and working much on 145 mc, and
points out how much better he receives the
Isle of Wight stations than he does G2XC.
(Yes, we know !) However, he sends a
card at the last minute to amend his com-
ment after hearing us under the conditions
of November 10 !

G2CIW has worked the Devon stations;
he is also one of several who have written
regarding failure to sign on CW after a
'phone contact. Well, G2XC is trying to
set an example in this and G2NM, G3EJL
and G3RI, near neighbours, are doing
likewise. Can we all get into the habit ?
One or two people have let their CW get
rusty (shall we say !) but are endeavouring
to make CW contacts. Please assist them
by going slow when asked to QRS. Com-
plaints that requests to QRS are ignored
are also received quite frequently. This
only discourages someone who is making
an effort to work Morse. So a spot of
co-operation all round would be to every-
one's advantage. Sign frequently and not
too fast on CW; and go slow when
requested.

G2KI (Walton -on -Thames) still on five,
has found a "deathly hush" there for the
past month. We hope he found it alive on
November 12. He will be on 145.008 in
due course, but is becoming a temporary
deserter while he builds the main Tx for
the lower frequencies. G2NH (New
Malden) doubts if he will come on five
again and sends his final scores for the
tables. On 145 mc he has worked Torquay
and mentions an interesting aerial experi-
ment. To assist in wider coverage while
searching on the Rx he has coupled a long
wire very loosely (via 1 ittaF) to the RF
stage, in addition to the normal connection
from the beam. An odd result is that when
G5MA has his beam so that it presents a
null to G2NH, adding the long wire (at
G2NH) brings G5MA's signal up by 2 or
3 S -points, but when G5MA points his
beam at G2NH the long wire makes no
difference to the signal strength. This has
been noticed on other stations as well as

British VHF Records
58 mc GDX (Tropo), G3BLP/GM3OL, 296

miles.
GDX (Aurora), G5MAJOM2DAU, 363

miles.
Tropo (European), G3CQC/F8YZ, 460

miles.

145 roc European, G5BY/PAOZO, 390 miles.

G5MA. G2NH requests those who use
the SCR522 transmitter to increase their
modulation above the usual 20 per cent. !
G2NM (Bosham) continues to make some
fine contacts from a location which leaves
much to be desired. Another who stresses
the need for slow CW signing after all
contacts is G2WS (Beckenham). He has
an 815 PA and a 5-ele beam.

G3BPM (Southgate), using 15 watts to
832 on 145.248, has an acorn Rx (2 RF,
mixer and osc.). In Beds. G3CGQ (Luton)
is active on both 5 and 2 and adds his
support to the CW signing campaign.
Using a BC -1235 wavemeter as Rx
G3CWW (Hendon) has had his first QSO
on 145, by working G2AJ at a hundred
yards or so ! He keyed the wavemeter
HT to reply-well, it is one way of doing
it ! G3CWW is still active on 58 mc and
wants West Country contacts. G3CQC
(Newton Abbot) used a B2 Tx with an
RK34 PD for his record contact with
F8YZ. His 5-m receiver is Type 27 unit
into R.107, and a 4-ele c.s. beam is in the
roof.

G3DEP (Ryde) has a nice site 150 ft. up
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VALETE
Readers of " VHF Bands" will hear with

the deepest sorrow of the death, on
October 22 last, of Raymond Waite, G3PZ ,
of Gloucester, who was one of our keenest
5 -metre operators. Al message of sympathy
to his widow has been sent by the secretary
on behalf of fellow -members of the
Fiveband Club,

looking out over Spithead. A 2 -valve Rx
with 6J6 regenerative mixer and 6C4 osc.
is in use. The IF is tuned on the main Rx
from 24 to 26 mc. The Tx on 145.08 has
QQVO4-70 PA, and the beam is 4-ele.
G3ELT (Salford) at N.G.R. 33/785993,
hoped to be on two metres by November
12, using P/P W316A's on 145.68 or
145.92 mc ; reports requested. The two
Southampton stations G3EJL and G3RI
hive been spending much time on con-
vertor design. Both are in poor locations
but hive been obtaining encouraging
results. 0312I has two 6AK5 RF's, 954
mixer, and 955 osc. on 59 mc with cathode
injection ; IF is on 27 mc into an SX28.
G3EJL has a CC convertor in operation.

G4KD (Edgware) is still regularly active
on five, while G4LX (Newcastle) is now

for two as well-but is hearing
nought on either band. He has a modified
SCR -522 for Tx on 145.116, and a
R1132A, likewise adapted.

G5BD (Mablethorpe) has worked G2IQ
with 8 watts to 832 and a long-wire.
G5BY (B.olt Tail) has been doing some
excellent work, as already mentioned. He
has succeeded in getting CC injection into
an ASB8 and tunes the first IF from 60 to
80 mc. This appears to provide a better
signal than did the previous 955 oscillator.
G5MR (Bognor) is still active on five and
has been working the French ; he has the
Compact Beam described last month
ready for the 145.35 transmitter.

G6VC (Northfieet) is preparing for
145, while in Torquay G6WT has a
twenty-four element phased array for two
metres ! This is a Chinese copy of
W2NLY's beam as recently described in
QST. This erection, with its top element
at 36 ft., produces signals which are
inaudible on a 3-ele beam at 60 ft.

G8QX (Malvern) his 6AK5 RF, 6AK5
mixer, 6C4 osc. with 30 mc IF, and two
3-ele c.s. beams spaced one wavelength
side -by -side. The Tx is 10 watts to an
SCR -522.

The Clubs
The second Club Circular was des-

patched to all members in the second week

of November, together with the member-
ship certificates for the Fiveband and
VHF Century Clubs. Any member who
has not received these should let us know
at once.

For the benefit of newcomers, we should
mention that our Fiveband Club is open
to all transmitters who are actively inter-
ested in VHF and who undertake to
encourage and support all forms of VHF
activity. Members of the Fiveband Club
are eligible for membership of the VHF
Century Club on pioduction of 100 QSL's
confirming two-way contacts on fre-
quencies above 50 mc. The rules were
published in the May 1948 issue of the
Short Wave Magazine, and amendments
have appeared in the Club Circulars. The
Club Committee consists of G3APY,
G5RP, G5YV and G6VX, who are always
glad to hear from members. A club for
VHF SWL's, on the lines of the Fiveband
Club, is sponsored by our Short Wave
Listener.

Activity Reports
We should like more reports from the

North for the 2 -metre Activity Summary.
Of the 14 lists this month no less than 5 are
from the South Hampshire and I.o.W.
area. We should like to give you a more
representative selection-but it is up to
you to send the lists. Will all who are
sending such lists please note the following
simple rules. Set the calls out exactly as
they are to appear in the Magazine, that is,
(a) your Own call, (b) your QTH, (c) your
NGR, if possible, (d) calls worked in
alphabetical and numerical order, arranged
horizontally and not vertically, and no
separation of 2 of 3 letter calls. For
stations over 100 miles the distance may
be added in brackets, (e) calls heard.
Further, only include calls heard during
the month covered by your report. Next
month this should be November 11 to
December 15. This keeps things up to date
and avoids useless repetition of old news.

These Calls Heard lists are of great
value and also serve to encourage others
to get started on VHF-but please set
them out properly. It saves hours of our
time and keeps the Editor's blood pressure
down if everyone does this.

Late Flashes
Several items arrived just as we were

about to close for the month. G2WS
(Beckenham) wants schedules on 420 mc
with anyone within 10 miles of him . . . .

G61.JW (Cambridge) is on 145.225 with
SCR -522 and points out that only AM
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is permitted on two (is this a crack I) . .

G3FD (Southgate) has made some good
Northern and South -Western QSO's using
829 PA and a 5-ele beam 30 ft. up . . . .

G2FLC (Newmarket) is on 145 nightly
2100-2200 and wants reports . . . . G21Q
(Sheffield) has done further tests with
triodes and pentodes as mixers and still
finds triodes at least 6 dB better on signal -
noise ratio . . . . A very interesting letter
from G3CU (London, S.E.24) ; he and
G2FKZ have been active on 70 cm. since
the 420 mc band was opened, using CC
with 8 watts into a pair of CV66's operated
as power triplers, feeding a multi -element
vertically polarised beam ; receivers are
R.1294, covering 500-3000 mc in the
original version, but modified for 420 mc.
G3CU/G2FKZ are on a regular nightly

schedule over about one mile, and are S8
to one another, on a spot frequency of 436
mc ; they even push out CQ's at 2005,
2105 and 2205 and listen for 5 mins. past
each hour ! G3CU reports that other
stations known to be active in the area are
G2RD and G2VJ, and they hope to run a
South London Net on 436 mc ; schedules
are requested with others interested in 420
mc, and cross -band co-operation can be
arranged on 2, 5 or 160 metres -well !
There is evidently far more business on
70 mc than we had thought, and we are
very glad to add G3CU and G2FKZ to the
others known to be tussling with this band
. . . . F8OL (Meudon, S & 0) reports 145
mc contacts with G3DEP, G5TZ, G6DH
and PAOZQ, being FIG and F/ PA "firsts"
on two metres ; he runs 30 watts to a

TWOMETRE ACTIVITY REPORT
G2AJ, Hendon, Middlesex.
WORKED : F8OL (225), 8ZF
(108), G2AXG, 2BMZ, 2BRH,
2CIW, 2IQ (134), 2MR, 2NH,2NM,
2WS, 2XC, 3APY (111), 3BXN,
3DEP, 3EJL, 3FD, 3RI, 4AP, SAA,
5BY (180), 5CD, SIB, 5JU, 5KH,
5MA, 5NF, 500, 5RP, 5TP, 5)(A,
6CB, 6LK, 6NB, 6NF, 60H, 60T,
6PG, 6WT (160), 6VX, 8KZ, 8SK,
8TS, 8WV, PAOPN (160).
HEARD : G3ABA, ON4FG.

G2CIW, Brentwood, Essex.
WORKED : G2AOK/A, 2BMZ
(190), 210 (t44), 3AUA, 3DEP,
4R0, 5BY (2J8), 5MA, 500, 60H,
6PG, 8KZ.
HEARD : G2NM, 3FD, 5DF,
5KH, 5NF.

G21Q, Sheffield, 10.
WORKED: G2AJ, 2CIW, 2MA,
2NH, 3AEX, 3APY, 3AUA, 3DA,
3DEP, 3DMU, 3DYZ, 3F N, 3MY,
4DS, 5BD, 5BY (246 m.), 8GX,
5TZ, 5WP, 6DP, 6PG, 60S, 6VX.
HEARD : G2AJ/P, 2AOK/A,
2AXG. 2NM, 3ABA, 30S, 5BM,
5JU, 5MA.

G2MA, Rotherham. Yorks.
WORKED: G2IQ, 201, 3AEX,
3APY 3DA, 3DTK, 3DMU, 3MY,
5BD 5GX, 6BX, 6DP, 6LC. 60S,
6VX. PAOPN, OZQ.
HEARD: G2CIW. 30S, 5CP,
6DH, GW5UO. PAOAD.

G2XC, Portsmouth. Hants (N.G.R.
41/670069).

WORKED : G2AJ, 2BMZ (110).
2CIW. 2MR, 2MV, 2NH, 2NM,
3AUA. 3BPM/A, 3BXN, 3DEP.
3E31-, 3FD, 3RI, 4CG, 5BY (132),
51B, 5NF. 500. 5RD, 5RP, SUM.

SUS. 6DH (116), 6NB, 60T, 6WT
(110), 8DM. 81(2, 8TS, PAOPN
(210). OZQ (255).
HEARD : F8LO, G2A0K/A,
2AXG, 2WS, 3APY, 5JU, 5TP.
60S, 6UW. 8WV, PAOAD.

G3DEP, Ryde, Isle of Wight
(N.G.R. 40/585924).

WORKED : F8OL, G2AJ, 2AXG,
2CIW, 2MC, 2MR, 2MV, 2NH,
2NM, 2WS, 2XC, 3AEX, 3BXN,
3EJL, 3FD. 3R1, 5BY (130), 5MA.
5NF, 5RP, 5TP, 5TZ, SUS, 6DH
(120), 6LK, 6NB, 60S (215). 60T,
6PG, 6VX, 6WT (105), 8DM, 8TS,
8WV.

G3EJL, Southampton, Hants
(N.G.R. 41/415154).

WORKED : G2AJ, 2BMZ, 2MR,
2NM, 2WS, 2XC, 3DEP, 3RI, 4CG,
5BY (119), 5MA, 6WT.
HEARD: F8OL, G5TZ, SUS, 6LK,
8DM, 8KZ.

G3FD, Southgate. N. 14 (Hems).
WORKED:G2AAN/A, 2AJ, 2AXG,
2BMZ., 2CIW, 2MR, 2MV, 2NH,
2XC, 3DEP, 5BY, 5KH, 5TP, 5TZ,
8KZ, 8SK.
HEARD : G2NM. 3BPM, 3BXN,
5IB, 5MA, 5NF, 5UM, 60T, 6VX,
6WT, 8TL.

G3RI, Southampton, Slants (N.G.R.
41/431145).

WORKED : G2AJ, 2MR, 2NH,
2NM, 2XC, 3DEP, 3EJL, 5BY (120)
500, 5TZ, 8KZ, 8TS.
HEARD : G8DM.

G5BY, Bolt Tail, Devon.
20/688388).

WORKED : G2AJ (180), 2A0K/A
(148). 2AXG (180), 2CIW (208),

2MV (182), 2NM (140), 2XC (132),
3AEX (186), 3AUA (198), 3EJL
(119), 60T (190), 6VX (186), 8WV
PAOZQ (390).
HEARD : G3DEP, 5NF, 5TZ,
81(.2, 8WV.

G5TZ, Newport, Isle of Wight,
(N.G.R. 40/497891).

WORKED : F8OL, G2AJ, 2AXG.
2BMZ, 2IQ, 2MC, 2MR, 2MV,
2NH, 2NM, 2WS, 2XC, 3AEX,
3AHB, 3BXN, 3DEP. 3EJL, 3FD,
3RI, 4AP, 5BY, 5MA, 5NF 500,
5RP, 5TP, 5UM, SUS, 5WP, 5)(A,
6BN, 6DH, 6LK, 60S, 60T. 6VX,
6WT, 8DM, 8GX. 8KZ, 8TS, 8WV.
HEARD: G2A0K, 2CIW,
2FMF, 201, 2UJ, 3APY, 3CQ,
4CO3 5BM, 5KH, 5M0, 5RD,
60N, 6PG, 8DV, 8SK, PAOPN.

G6PG, Dartford, Kent (N.G.R.
51/524736).

WORKED : G2CIW, 3AUA,
3DEP, SIB. 5TP, SUM.
HEARD : G2XC, 4AP, 5NF,
500, 5RP, 5WP 6WT.

G6UW, Downing College, Cam-
bridge.

WORKED : G2CIW, 210 (115 m),
2MR, 2XC (110 m), 3APY, 510,
5NF, 6PG, 6VX.
HEARD : G2AJ. 2AXG, 2MV,
2WS, 2XV, 3DEP, 4AP, 5BY,
5MA, 5TZ, 8SY.

G8QX, Malvern. Worcs.
WORKED : G2AOK/A, 3BMY,
4AP, 5BM, 5TP, 6ZQ.
HEARD : G2NM, 6VX, 8DM.

The above refer, in general,
to the four weeks ending
November 11.)
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4-ele. beam . . . . G6DH (Clacton) says
that F8OL looks for G's at 1930-1940,
and ON4FG and PAOPN are there for the
same purpose at 1840-1845 GMT nightly.

G4LU (Oswestry) reports reception
of 2 -metre signals from PAOPN on
November 12, RST-579 ; on that same
evening, G2MA (Rotherham) worked
PAOPN and PAOZQ on 145 mc, at
distances of over 300 miles, another very
creditable performance ; G2MA says that
he is getting more kick out of 145 mc than
he has had in 22 years of 14 mc working,
and that these PA contacts were as thrilling
as his first W in the old 45 -metre days !

Another very interesting 2400 mc
report : G8DD (Nottingham) with the
co-operation of John Curnow, G6CW/P,
has had a 44.9 -mile cross -band contact
2400/3.5 mc, with John at the Rx end ;
the locations were Beacon Hill, 3 miles
SSW of Loughborough, and Burbage
Moor, 5 miles WSW of Sheffield, these
points being 800 -ft. and 1,392 -ft. a.s.l.
respectively ; a remarkable feature of this
reception was that it was apparently only
possible during a period when the low
cloud lifted at the receiving end and visi-
bility increased to several miles (the weather
generally was very bad during the period
of the test) ; G8DD asks for data on Wx
effects at these frequencies, as the cloud
formations appeared either to absorb or
present a barrier to signals-and so some
further noteworthy progress is being made
on 13 cm.

. . . At the last moment, a letter from
PAOZQ (Voorburg, The Hague) with a
list of nine G's worked on 145 meduring
our Contest ; he gives the following PA's

active on two metres : OAD, 144.72 ;
ODT, 144.18 ; OPAX, 144.12 ; OPN,
144.9 ; OVHF, 145.00 ; OZQ, 144 .96-
Tnx, OM. . . . Similarly, F8GH (Glatigny,
Oise) comes up with a full report on 11
Contest G's worked on two metres.

VHF Gathering
On the evening of Friday, November 19

(during the Amateur Radio Exhibition) an
impromptu dinner was organised for those
who, having visited the Magazine Stand to
talk VHF, were able to join the party at
what was for many of them the shortest
notice. This was a most successful and
interesting event, no less than 24 VHF
operators being present : G2AJ, 2HDU,
2MR, 2NH, 2QY, 2XC, 3BLP, 3CWW,
4IG, 4R0, 5BD, 5JU, 5MA, 5RP, 5TH,
5TP, 6KB, 6F0, 6SC, 6VA, 6VX, 8GX,
8KZ, 8MG. It is hoped that this will be
the forerunner of many such gatherings.

In Conclusion
Final date for next month's news is

December 17, and to help us keep clear
of the Christmas post rush (which always
introduces an unavoidable delay factor)
may we ask you to send off your reports to
reach E. J. Williams, G2XC, at the Short
Wave Magazine, 49 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1, by the first post on that
day ? And your earnest conductor hopes
the Editor will allow him this small space
to send Christmas greetings and New
Year good wishes to all the readers of
"VHF Bands," at home and abroad. If
1949 is as good as 1948 has been, VHF men
everywhere have another wonderful year
to which to look forward.

FREQUENCY CALIBRATION SERVICE
At a charge of 5s. per crystal, Salford

Electrical Instruments, Ltd., are prepared
to undertake the frequency calibration of
all types of quartz crystal units, irrespective
of make. Measurement will be to 5 parts
in a million on frequency, and to 5 per cent.
on activity. Repair or regrinding can not
be undertaken. Charges must accompany
the order and no responsibility can be
accepted for loss, but the crystal and its
calibration certificate will be returned by
registered post within one or two working
days of receipt. This should be a very
useful service-send your rock to Salford
Electrical Instruments, Ltd., Q.C. Depart-
ment, Birch Mill, Birch -in -Hopwood,
Heywood, Lancs.

SPEECH -CLIP FILTERS

With a filter having a cut-off frequency
of 3,500 c/s, no loss in intelligibility need be
feared, and a 'phone station so equipped
will occupy the minimum band -width with
satisfactory quality. A low-pass filter is
considerably more effective than any top -
cut system using R/C networks. Such a
3.5 Ice cut-off filter is the Aysgarth Type
LP/35/1, applicable both to the speech -
amplifier and to the receiver, where it will
improve signal -noise ratio and eliminate
all beat notes above 3,500 c/s. Write
Aysgarth Manufacturing Co., 5 Aysgarth
Road, Wallasey, Cheshire, for fuller
details.
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Two -Metre
Preselector
Interesting Circuit

By G. M. KING, B.Sc., M.B. (G3MY)

USEFUL pre -mixer amplification is
extremely desirable, but is rather

difficult to attain in the design of a sensi-
tive receiver for the 145 mc band ; it
seems all too easy to build RF stages
which amplify signal and noise to very
nearly the same extent.

Earthed grid triodes have certainly
improved this state of affairs on 145 mc,
but it is generally agreed that probably
the best gain and signal-to-noise ratio are
given by a neutralised triode operated in

L4

L3

Output

+105v

INF 4104

1111111121

coaxial
input

Circuit of the VHF preselector described by G3MY.

Table of Values
Two -Metre Preselector Unit

Cl = 3-30 µµF trimmer
C2 = 0.0005 oF midget mica condenser
C3 = 10 + 10 goF butterfly
C4 = 50 pt.& Erie Cerimicon
El = 100 ohm, + watt
R2 = 470 ohm, watt
Ll = 2 turns 18 SWG, bare copper, * in. diam.
1.2 = 5 turns 18 SWG, bare copper, 156 in. diam.
L3 = 7 turns 18 SWG, bare copper, * in. diam.

centre tapped.
L4 = 2 turns 18 SWG, bare copper, * in. diam.

wound over the centre of L3 and insulated
from it.

VI = 616

the normal mode with the cathode at
earth potential, at least as far as RF is
concerned. With this thought in mind,
experiments have been carried out using
a number of different valves, both triodes
and triode -connected pentodes, as neu-
tralised RF amplifiers, in an attempt to
improve receiving facilities for the new
band.

The circuit described is offered as a
novel and simple way of constructing an
amplifier of this type, either as the front
end of a new receiver, or to improve the
performance of an existing one. It con-
sists of a single 6J6 double -triode, one
half of which acts as an amplifying stage
whilst the other half simply functions as a
neutralising capacity. Circuit balance is
provided by tuning the plate coil with a
butterfly type split -stator condenser. The
two control grids are strapped together.

The circuit is quite straightforward and
needs no further explanation.

NOTE FROM HUNGARY

Our comment on p. 579 of the October
issue of the Magazine has provoked an
official rejoinder from the M.R.R.E.
("Hungarian Short -Wave Radioamateur
League"). As they complain of a "certain
lack of objectivism" on our part, we think
it fair to give the substance of the letter. It
is that the Hungarian conception of free-
dom is liberty for all honest men, but not
for war criminals, which they say is the
reason we no longer hear some of the old
HA stations. Since the end of the war a
number of HA's have been on the air, with
or without licences, many of whom opened
QSL bureaux only to get their own cards ;
cards for other stations were not always
delivered.

The M.R.R.E. hopes that with their
organisation they will be able to "eliminate
the greatest of this disorder."

With us, readers may well feel that there
might still be a little difficulty about the
definition of certain phrases in this state-
ment-but there is no point is saying more
on the subject.

FALL CALL BOOK

The Fall (Autumn) issue of the Radio
Amateur Call Book carries nearly 40
columns of G listings, and covers all those
appearing in "New QTH's" up to and
including our issue for September last.
This represents an addition of nearly 300
G callsigns to those given in the previous
(Summer) edition of the Call Book.
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NEW QTH's
This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders of new callsigns, or changes of address of
transmitters already licensed. AU addresses published here are automatically included in the quarterly issue of the CallBook in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space allowance. Please writeclearly and address on a separate slip to 0TH Section

G2ARW W. Brockbank, 156 Greystone Road.
Carlisle, Cumberland.

G2BKW B. McGomish, 30 Lord Street, Miles
Platting, Manchester, 10, Lancs.

G2COH H. Helm, 292 Audley Range, Blackburn,
Lancs.

GW2CSX D. L. McNeil Williams, Clwyd-y-Wylan,
Menai Bridge, Anglesey. (Tel.: 103.)

G2IIKR J. R. Hamilton, 30 Kings Avenue, Green -
ford. Middlesex.

G3ABG C. J. Morris, 58 Union Street, Bridgtown,
Cannock, Staffs.

G3AZW A. S. Bates, Heath Bank, Huddersfield
Road, Stalybridge. Cheshire.

G3BAA A. H. S. Bridgman, Kingston, Kings-
winford, nr. Brierley Hill, Staffs.

GB3JR D. G. Hopkins, 15 Wadham Gardens,
Sudbury Hill. Greenford. Middlesex.

GW3BJZ T. Richards, Penrhiw, Aberggwd Road,
Mountain Ash, Glam.

G3BVZ G. D. Neale, 15 Woodbank Road,
Bromley, Kent.

GM3CCT W. Miller, 74 Pilmuir Street, Dunferm-
line, Fife, Scotland.

G3CQQ J. H. Greasby, 63 Hallcroft Road. Ret-
ford, Notts.

G3CSB F. W. Lewis, 70 Wolverhampton Road,
Warley, Birmingham, 32.

G3CUY E. F. Paul, A.B.I.R.E., 56 Whitley Road,
Eastbourne. Sussex.

G3DBG R. H. Price, 52 Winifred Street, Swindon,
Wilts.

G3DLF H. I. Crofts, 68 Kings Lane, Higher
Bebington. Wirral, Cheshire.

G3DLG H. G. Curtis, 338 Poole Road, Bourne-
mouth West, Hants.

G3DLG/A H. G. Curtis, H.M.S. Hornet, Gosport,
Hants.

G3DPS I. Cooper (ex-D2IZIGM3DPS), Nairobi.
Cairo Avenue, Peacehaven, Sussex.

G3DSZ A. F. C. Kent, 221 Freeman Street,
Grimsby, Lincs.

G3DXJ S/Sgt. T. Holbert, c/o Raven, The
Bakery, Northolt. Middlesex.

G3DYN A. C. Bradbrook, 37 Ash Road, Graves-
end, Kent.

GM3EAK R. Macfarlane, Moness, Robertson
Terrace, Forfar, Angus, Scotland.

G3EAR H. A. Drake, 59 Maple Road, Horfield,
Bristol, 7,

G3EBP P. E. R. Courcoux, 68 Edgeware Road,
Milton, Portsmouth, Hants.

G3EBP/A P. E. R. Courcoux, P.O.'s Mess, H.M.S.
Ariel (East), Warrington, Lancs.

G3ECA A. H. Koster, 36 Martley Drive, Ilford,
Essex.

G3ECE A. R. Tweedale. 16 Coronation Road,
Wold Road, Hull, Yorks.

G3ECL H. A. Farrow, 136 Wembley Hill Road,
Wembley, Middlesex.

G3EDC B. C. Couch, 1 Regent Road, Crosby,
Liverpool, 23.

G3EDD B. D. A. Armstrong, 67 Coggeshall
Road, Braintree, Essex.

GW3EEU W. H. Jones,`27 Ael-y-Bryn, The Hill,
Beaufort, Mon.

G3EFP J. C. Pennell, 10 Cecil Park, Pinner,
Middlesex.

G3EFR F. Simpson. 101 Barrington Avenue,
Hull, Yorks.

G3EGB A. H. Hooper, 105 Chiltern Road,
Dunstable, Beds.

G3EGD S. G. Harmer, 54 Stoneleigh Avenue,
Enfield, Middlesex.

GM3EGW J. F. Shepherd, 12 Park Place, Dunferm-
line. Fife, Scotland.

G3EHE

G3EHO

G3EHS

G3EHY

G3EII

G3EIT

G3EIX

G3EIZ

G3EJA

G3EJF

G3EJL

G3EJN

G3EJT

G3EKB

G3EliD

G3EKK

G3EKP

G3EKQ

G3ELC

G3ELF

G3ELP

G3EWE

G3FAB

G2ANP

G2ASY

G2KC

G3ABG/A

G3BYV

G3CFN

G3CGE

G3COY

GM3DNQ

G3DWL

G5XV

K. 3. Mather (ex-VU2AB). 120 The
Headlands, Northampton. Northants.

W. G. Walton, 116 Pennine Drive,
Cricklewood, London, N.W.2.

D. Cairns, 3 Richmond Road, Bamolds-
wick, Via Coble, Lancs.

L. Boedo-Yanez, Arundel, Knightcott,
Banwell, Somerset.

R. M. Baierlein, Rostherne, Wood Lane.
Aspley Guise, Bletchley, Bucks.

E. A. Read, 28 Hatfield Road, Upper
Belvedere, Kent.

P. J. Naish, 103 The Mall. 5,windon,
Wilts.

C. S. S. Lyon. 15 Ullet Road, Liverpool,
17.

R. G. Nash, 9 Holybook Road, Reading,
Berks.

J. E. Hodgkins, 43 Hawthorne Avenue.
Bury. Lancs.

5, Green, 17 Bassett Crescent West,
Bassett. Southampton.

J. Newth, The Lodge, Bristol Mental
Hospital, Manor Road, Fishponds,
Bristol.

C. A. Hogley. Rose Cottage, Hohniu-th,
Huddersfield, Yorks.

W. A. L. Brundle, 187 Ramsay Road,
Forest Gate. London, E.7.

A. A. H. Sparrow, Janarth, Farmhill,
Stroud, Glos.

C. Whalley, 40 Beresford Road, Black-
burn, Lancs..

J. E. Whittle, 2 Church Terrace, Darwen,
Lancs.

K. E. Wade, Houseley, Church Lane,
Marple, Cheshire.

R. B. Jones. 199 Tamworth Road,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 4.

F. W. Malpass, 3 Glenview Cottages,
Butterrow Hill, Stroud, Glos.

J. R. Tyzack, 101 Birchington Avenue,
South Shields, Co. Durham.

A. Carrington, 131 Saffron Platt,
Worplesdon Road, Guildford, Surrey.

A. Bowman, 73 Queen Victoria Road,
Coventry, Warks.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
W. Faulkner, 15 Northfield Terrace,

Grimble, Slaithwaite, Huddersfield,
Yorks.

B. T. Chapman. 27 Loxley Road, Wands-
worth Common, London, S.W.18.

N. L. Avery, 12 Trevose Crescent,
Chandler's Ford, Eastleigh, Hants.

The Morley Radio Club, 35 Butler
Court, Teachers' College, Wymond-
ham, Norfolk.

Lieut. J. Crerar (ex-D2HJ), Newlands,
Marley Road, Harrietsham, Kent.

R.S.M. H. A. Edwards, W.O.'s Mess,
No. 1 Training Regt., R. Signals,
Catterick Camp, Yorks.

R. Gardner, 42 Norham Avenue,
Southampton.

V. J. Reynolds, University of London
Air Sqdn., 48 Princes Gardens,
London. S.W.7.

D. H. McLean, Derran, Bonnymuir
Place, Aberdeen, Scotland. (Tel.:
AB. 7653.)

W. B. Horner, Flat 11, 13 Queens
Gardens, Paddington, London, W.2.

R. Y. Parry, 3 The Bungalows, Cow -
bridge Hill. Malmesbury, Wilts.
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The Club Contest
The Short Wave Magazine Third Annual

Club 1.7 mc Transmitting Contest-to
give it the full title-has attracted an entry
much bigger than last year, and promises
to be a very lively affair. More than 30
Clubs are now entered and the period of
the Contest is December 4-12 ; a total of
not more than 30 hours' operation is
allowed during this period ; Clubs taking
part will identify themselves as competing
by calling "CQ MCC" (Magazine Club
Contest) ; and each G prefix, with the
European countries which may show up on
1.7 mc, counts as a Zone for scoring pur-
poses ; the final score is points obtained
multiplied by zones worked.

As Club stations can score not only by
working one another but also by QSO'ing
other stations on the band, it is hoped that
there will be a high level of activity on the
part of operators who will join in the fun
by giving the Clubs more stations to work.
It is only necessary to exchange RST and
QTH in the usual way, and operation will
be CW only. A list of Club calls already
entered appears on p. 742 in this issue-
look out for them on 1.7 mc during next
week.

"Pse QSL"
Readers wanting SWL reports on their

transmissions are reminded that "Pse
QSL" is still a very strong feature in our
Short Wave Listener. Give us your times
of operation ; band(s) used ; frequencies
if CC ; whether CW or 'phone ; distance,
area or direction from which reports are
required ; particular points to be reported
upon ; and QTH for reports. It is a con-
dition of appearance in "Pse QSL" that all
useful SWL reports so received will be
QSL'd by card, either direct or via the
Bureau.

Boobery Section
Yes, "Error Crep' In," drat him, though

he only managed a couple of small ones
this time. On page 620 of G2AJ's article
last month, the condenser marked C24 in
the circuit diagram should be terminated
to earth ; and in the table on page 621,
L2 should be 14 turns, or 7 each side of the
centre -tap. The photograph just above on
that page shows 5 turns each side of centre

for L2-this was subsequently increased
to the 7 turns, as G2AJ found it worked
better that way.

Xtal Xchange
There are only two bidders this month,

as below :
G3AW, 94 Burlington Avenue, Oldham, Lancs.

Has Salford 7402 kc crystal,  holdered. Wants
frequency at LF end 7 mc, or offers ?

G8KU, 31 St. John's Avenue. Scarborough.
Has 14345 kc crystal, mounted. Wants frequency
7000-7400 kc.

Though this little feature has been
running now for over 18 months, we have
never had the slightest clue as to whether
anyone has derived any benefit from it !

So a word from those who may have used
this service recently would be welcome.

Licence Qualifications
Technical and Morse qualifications

obtained by service in certain trades and
specialised duties in the Armed Forces
during or since the war are at present
accepted by the G.P.O. as giving exemp-
tion from parts of the Amateur Radio
examination.

The G.P.O. now gives notice that with
effect from January 1, 1949, these qualifica-
tions will only be accepted for such
exemptions if applicants have obtained
their experience (by service in one of the
specified trades) within two years of their
application for a licence.

In effect, this means that if you apply
for an amateur transmitting licence after
January 1 next, you cannot rely on any
Service experience for examination exemp-
tions if your release date is prior to
January 1, 1947. Fair enough, we say.

Nice Catalogue
We have recently received the latest

issue of the Woden catalogue, a well -
produced 28 -page publication listing a very
wide range of transformers-not only for
amateurs and the radio trade generally,
but also for many specialised applications.
Full details are given of all types available,
and the catalogue is free on request of
Woden Transformer Co., Ltd., Moxley
Road, Bilston, Staffs.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
FROM REPORTS

Everyone seems to be keyed up for "zero hour" on
December 4, when the Top Band will come to life with calls
of "CQ MCC" as the biggest entry yet takes the air in the
Short Wave Magazine third annual 1.7 me Club Contest.
The full list of clubs known to be participating in the
Contest, as at November 13, is given herewith. Any other
entries accepted up to December 3 will identify themselves
by calling "CQ MCC."

Baldock (G3EAJ), Beaumanor (G3BMR), Belfast (GI6YM), Bovingdon
(G3DGS). Brighton (G3DJD), Burton (G2DAN), Catterick (G3AKF/A),
Cheltenham (G3CEG/P), Coventry (G3FAB), Darlington (G8IA/A), Derby
(G3ERD/P), Edgware (G3ASR/A), Grafton (G3AFI), Grays (G3DLC),
Harrow (G3EFX), Kirkcaldy (GM3CVL), Mansfield (G2DTQ), Merseyside
(G3DPZ), Nottingham (G3EKW), Petersfleld (G3DDM), Rhigos
(GW3FFE), Scarborough (G8KU), Spen Valley (G2CSJ), Wanstead &
Woodford (G3BRX), West Bromwich (G3BWW). West Kent (G4IB),
West Somerset (G3SB), Stoke-on-Trent (G3UD), Warrington (G3CKII/ A),
and Wirral (G2AMV)-

making a grand total of 30 Clubs who will be there to do
battle during the period December 4-12. We look forward
to a very interesting and sporting event, and are quite sure
all who take part will enjoy the Contest. May we draw the
particular attention of secretaries of participating Clubs to
Rules 7-9, as it is most important that we have the results
in by the date given and in the prescribed form.

Next month's deadline for reports is first post on
December 14, addressed to Club Secretary, Short Wave
Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

And now follow this month's reports from 28 Clubs.

Stourbridge & DistrictAmateur
Radio Society. -At the Nov-
ember meeting the Secretary
reported on an enjoyable visit
to the GPO station at Rugby
and outlined plans for visits
to the BBC studios and
Daventry. Then followed talks
on Home Recording and Disc
Recording, with illustrations.

Liverpool & District Short
Wave Club. -During October,
Mr. J. H. Brierly demonstrated
his lightweight gramophone
pick-up and lectured on the
design of pick-up heads. All
members present had the
unusual experience of hearing
a 14 kc note from a test record.
In November the lecture
covered condenser testing pro-
cesses and was given by
Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd.

Merseyside Radio Society. -
Morse classes now take place
on Mondays, in addition to
the regular Thursday sessions.
The technical course is proving
popular, and the talks are

usually given on Wednesday
and Friday evenings. The
AGM will be on December 11.

Enfield Radio Society. -This
pre-war club is starting up
again and will hold its open-
ing meeting on January 12,
1949, at the King's .Head
Hotel, Enfield Town, 8 p.m.
All prospective and interested
members should get into
touch with the Hon. Secretary,
whose QTH appears in the
usual panel.

Stotfold & District Radio Club.
-A newcomer welcomed to
our pages, they meet every
Monday at 7.30 p.m., in the
ATC Hut, Stotfold, Beds.
Constructional work and
Morse classes are organised
and members will be wel-
comed. See panel for
Secretary's QTH.

Scarborough Short Wave
Society. -The new session has
commenced and meetings are
now being held at the Ches-

sington Hotel, The Crescent,
Mondays at 7.30. Permanent
premises are not yet available,
and the club suspends activi-
ties during the summer, but it
is hoped that the winter season
will attract more new members.

West Middlesex Amateur
Radio Club. -Lectures are
attracting good attendances
and many fresh faces. Future
lectures will be on the Electron
Microscope, Negative Feed-
back and the Stroboflash. The
search for permanent premises
continues, and a "Hut Fund"
has been inaugurated for the
purchase of a portable build-
ing. For the present, meetings
are held at the Labour Hall,
Uxbridge Road, Southall, on
the second and fourth Wed-
nesdays at 7.30.

Hawick Radio Society. -This
club has commenced the new
season at the High School,
Hawick, after two years at
Wilton School. Membership
is 25, with four licensed
members, and a club licence is
awaited. Meetings are on
Thursdays at 7 p.m., and
anyone passing through the
town will be heartily wel-
comed, as will new members.

Brighton & District RadioClub.
-This club has recently been
formed as a successor to
the old "Brighton & Hove
Group," and it meets every
Thursday, 7.30 p.m., at the
St. Mary Magdalene Hall,
Bread Street, Brighton. It has
its own transmitter and appli-
cation has been made for a
club licence ; Morse classes
and constructional work are
in full swing. Hon. Secretary's
QTH in panel.

Gravesend Amateur Radio So-
ciety. -Welcome to another
newcomer, inaugurated in Oct-
ober. The club meets on
Wednesdays, 7.30 p.m., at
30 Darnley Road, Gravesend,
and lectures by members have
been arranged. There is also
to be a junk sale in the near
future. Prospective members
will be welcomed at the Club-
room any Wednesday evening.
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The other man's station G5XF
This station, owned and operated by J.

Butterworth at 1088 Manchester Road,
Castleton, Rochdale, Lancs, is a 25 -watt -
only layout, but employs three separate
transmitters.

These are : For the 160 -metre band,
VFO-801 PA ; for 80 and 40 metres,
VFO-6V6 BA -6V6 FD -807 PA ; and for
20 and 10 metres, VFO-6V6 BA -6V6
FD -6L6 FD -807 FD -834 PA. All three
transmitters are entirely home -constructed
and are relay -operated from the receiving
position ; a safety circuit of interest, in-
corporated in the control -line system, is
that a thermal delay switch is fitted in the
grid bias unit ; this controls the energising
current to all relays, so that nothing can be
switched on until full bias has been applied
to all stages.

On the speech side-though the station
is operated mainly on CW-a crystal
microphone is used with a 6SJ7-6C5-6F6-
KT8c speech amplifier/modulator as-
sembly, which modulates either of the
three transmitters by choke control.

The aerial in use at present is a 66 -ft.
end -fed Zepp, suitably coupled for the
band required. Receivers are an AR88D
and a BC -348L.  It is of particular interest
to add that G5XF has been on the air
since 1926, and he therefore qualifies as an
Old Timer. Like many experienced
operators, he is quite satisfied with a 25 -
watt outfit-though we do not propose to
raise the QRO/QRP controversy in this
space !

Reading Radio Society.-
October activities included a
summing-up of the D -F Con-
test, a junk sale, a visit to the
Admiralty Compass Observa-
tory, a Brains Trust, and a
Hamfest. The latter attracted
about 170 people, and G2DX
lectured on the early days
(1912 onwards) ; there was

a display of amateur -built
equipment ; and the President
gave a demonstration on the
subject of "Bubbles" for the
children (and others):
Wanstead & Woodford Radio
Society.-Attendances are im-
proving with the onslaught of
winter, and new members are
turning up at the Tuesday

meetings. The transmitting
members hold a Club Sked on
the Top Band every Monday,
2100, and would like to
contact other clubs on these
occasions.
Warrington & District Radio
Society.-Meets alternate
Mondays, 7.30, in the Sea
Cadet Headquarters. At the
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November 15 meeting a mem-
ber gave a talk on Workshop
Practice, and arrangements
are being made for future visits
to Speke Airport and to a
local automatic telephone ex-
change.

Bradford Amateur Radio
Society.-This society now
has a membership of over 50
and extends a welcome to any
more who are interested in
any aspect of radio. On
December 28 there is an
"Exchange and Mart." All
meetings begin at 7.30 p.m.,
Cambridge Rouse, Little Hor-
ton Lane, Bradford.

Edgware & District Radio
Society.-This club is busily
preparing for "MCC," and
as no member has a garden
long enough, a site has been
borrowed next to Mill Hill
School (from which the first
G/ZL contact was made by
G2SZ). Future events include:
December 15, Judging of
entries of home -constructed
gear ; December 22, Judging
the best piece of converted
surplus ; December 29, Junk
sale ; January 5, AGM.
Headquarters are now at St.
Michael's School, 41 Flower
Lane, Mill Hill.

West Bent Radio Society.-
Membership is growing, and

meetings are held on the first
and third Wednesdays, 7.30
p.m., at Culverden House,
Tunbridge Wells. The club is
fortunate in having its own
projector room, and the well-
known 13TH film on Elec-
tronics was recently shown.
Forthcoming : December 15,
Notes on Soldering, and raffle
of radio gear ; December 22,
Informal get-together at the
Hand and Sceptre, South-
borough ; January 5, Talk
and demonstration on Trans-
mitter Design, by G2UJ.

Surrey Radio Contact Club
(Croydon).-A very sad event
during November was the
death of the Club's much
respected President, Mr. H.
Bevan Swift (G2TI). No club
meeting has been arranged
for December, but the Annual
Social will be held on the
14th at the Purley Hall,
Banstead Road, Purley. Next
ordinary meeting is on Janu-
ary 11 at the Blacksmith's
Arms, Croydon.

South-West Essex Radio
Society.-This club, a new-
comer to our pages, meets
every Tuesday, 8 p.m., at
367 Rush Green Road, Rom -
ford. A roomy "shack" is
available with a transmitter
for 7 and 3.5 mc, and a top -

band transmitter under con-
struction. New members will
be warmly welcomed by the
Hon. Sec. (QTH in panel.)

Kingston & District Amateur
Radio Society.-Fortnightly
meetings continue, with mem-
bership on the increase. Owing
to the difficulty in booking
professional lectures, members
are giving a series of talks for
beginners, and it is hoped to
hold a social evening very
shortly. Next meetings are on
December 15 and 29 at the
Kingston Hotel.

Harrogate Radio Society.-A
recent lecture' by G3LB was
on the subject of a home -built
communications receiver,
complete with Q5-er, noise
limiter, speech clipper, AF
filter and top lift. This gave
the members many subjects
for serious thought.

Bovingdon Airport Club. ----This
club is installing a station and
a show of equipment at an
Arts and Crafts Exhibition at
Hemel Hempstead in January,
and looks forward to acquaint-
ing the general public with
the work and activities of
Amateur Radio. It is also
taking part in MCC.

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF CLUB SECRETARIES
BARNSLEY. R. Hickling..179 Barnsley Road, Wombwell, Yorks.
BOVINGDON AIRPORT. J. D. Lord, Police Station. Bovingdon, Herts.
BRADFORD. W. S. Sykes, G2DIS, 287 Poplar Grove. Great Horton. Bradford.
BRIGHTON AND HOVE. F. Herron, G3DVL, 12 Park Street, Brighton 7.
COVENTRY. J. W. Swinnerton, G2YS, 118 Moor Street. Coventry.
CLIFTON. W. A. Martin, 21 Brixton Hill, London: S.W.2.
EDGWARE. R. H. Newland, G3VW, 3 Albany Court. Montrose Avenue, Edgware. Middx.
ENFIELD. B. C. Lowing. 98 Middleton Road. Hornsey, London, N.8.
GRAVESEND. R. E. Appleton, 23 Laurel Avenue, Gravesend. Kent.
II &WICK. W. McMahon. GM3CV, 10 Drumlannig Place. Hawick, Roxburghshire.
HUIROGATE. A. Wilson, 16 St. George's Road. Harrogate.
KINGSTON. A. W. Knight. G2LP, 132 Elgar Avenue, Tolworth, Surrey.
LIVERPOOL. W. G. Andrews, G3DVW. 17 Lingfield Road, Liverpool, 14.
MERSEYSIDE. C. M. Johnstone, 6 Flawn Road. West Derby, Liverpool.
MIDLAND. W. J. Vincent, G401, 342 Warwick Road, Solihull, Birmingham.
READING. L. Watts, G6WO. 817 Oxford Road. Reading.
SCARBOROUGH. P. B. Briscombe, G8KU, 31 St. John's Avenue, Scarborough.
SOUTHEND. J. H. Barrance, M.B.E., G3BUL 49 Swanage Road, Southend.
SOUTH-WEST ESSEX. L. G. Barratt, 367 Rush Green Road, Romford.
STOTFOLD. L. Rivett, G3CPJ. 115 Church Road, Stotfold, Beds.
STOURBRIDGE. W. A. Higgins, G8GF. 35 John Street. Brierley Hill. Staffs.
SURREY (CROYDON). L. C. Blanchard. 122 St. Andrew's Road, Coulsdon, Surrey.
WARRINGTON. W. R. Murray, G3CUB, 56 Crow Wood Lane. Widnes.
WANSTEAD. R. J. C. Broadbent, WAAL Wanstead House, The Green, London, E.11.
WEST KENT. R. L. Pluck, G4AY, 9 Prospect Road, Southborough. Kent.
WEST MIDDLESEX. C. Alabaster, 34 Lothian Avenue, Haves. Middx.
WEST SOMERSET. T. C. Bryant. G3SB, 29 Lower Park. Minehead.
WIRRAL. B. O'Brien, G2AMV, 26 Coombe Road, Irby, Heswall. Cheshire.
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Southend & District Radio
Society.-The club trans-
mitter is now on the air from
the Municipal College, South-
end, using the call G5QK.
It only operates on the top
band at present, and is on
every club night (Friday)
from 7.45 to 10 p.m. Next
meeting, December 10, 7.45,
in Room I, Main Building,
Municipal College.

Clifton Amateur Radio Society
(S.E. London).-Meetings are
held every Friday in a spacious
clubroom at New Cross Gate,
and the club has its own
canteen. Morse sessions are
held at every meeting, and
recent events have been a
field day, a junk sale and a
lecture on frequency measure-
ment. Full details from the
Hon. Sec. (QTH in panel).

West Somerset Radio Society.
-At the. November meeting
members inspected captured
German receivers, transmit-

ters and other equipment, and
were able to compare them
with several types of British
radio gear.

Barnsley & District Amateur
Radio Society.-An experi-
ment was tried at a recent
meeting and a "Cross -Fire
Questionnaire" was held, with
transmitting and receiving
members on opposite sides of
the floor. Questions flew
numerously and frequently,
and so successful was the
idea that it will be repeated
at a future date. Another
recent event was a lecture by
the Chairman (G2BH) on
UHF propagation. Next
meeting, December 10, 7.30
p.m., at King George Hotel,
Peel Street.

Midland Amateur Radio So-
ciety.-At a recent meeting
there was a talk by Mr. C.
Naylor Strong, F.R.C.S., on
"A New High -Stability
Oscillator." An important

new feature is the adoption of
weekly classes for the RAE-
full details available from the
Hon. Sec. Meetings every
third Tuesday, Imperial Hotel,
Birmingham.

Coventry Amateur Radio
Society.-"Induction Heat-
ing" was the subject of a
recent lecture by Mr. J.
Bridle, and members showed
keen interest in the effects of
QRO at thousands of amps !
The CQ Contest also gave
members some fun-one of
them was called by a W while
testing his transmitter, atter
he had only been on the air
for ten seconds !

Wirral Amateur Radio Society.
-Recent events have included
a lecture on Converters, and
a visit to the Liverpool Police
radio station. The Friday
night "Top Band Net" con-
tinues with great enthusiasm.
December meetings are on
the 8th and 22nd, YMCA,
Whetstone Lane, Birkenhead.

17/6

THE LATEST ADVANCE
IN AMATEUR RADIO

EACH
IN SIX
MODELS:
160, 80, 40,
20, 14 AND
10 METRES

REMOVE THE
NEED FOR TUN-
ING, BUFFER AND
DOUBLER STAGES

SIMPLIFY LAYOUT
SMALL IN SIZE

COMPLETELY SCREENED

INTERCHANGEABLE. PLUG
INTO STANDARD VALVE -

HOLDERS
HIGHLY EFFICIENT, LEVEL OUT-
PUT OVER AMATEUR FREQUENCY

BANDS WITHIN ± I DB

WIDE
BAND

COUPLERS

MODERNISE WITH
Labyear

WI ALLOW PLCLtd.E
CAMBRIDGE
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BARGAINS from VALLANCE'S
REMARKABLE OFFER. A special purchase en-
ables us to offer these two first-class standard mains
transformers at very competitive prices. Supplies
are limited, so be sure to order quickly.

TYPE MT/E/MC. Half -shroud drop -through type
with voltage Selector Panel on face of shroud.

Primary: 200/230/250 volts with internally con-
nected electrostatic screen.

Secondaries: 350-0-350 volts 80 MA.
4 volts @ 2 amps.
4 volts @ 5 amps. C.T.

Price 26/6, post free.

TYPE MT/A/MC. Construction as type MT/E/MC
but with the following specifications

Primary: 200/230/250 volts with internally con-
nected electrostatic screen.

Secondaries: 350-0-350 volts 80 m.a.
5.0 volts @ 2 amps.
6.3 volts @ 3 amps. Tapped at 4
volts for dial bulb only.

Price 26/6, post free.

TYPE MT/MI. We are still able to offer this excel-
lent little transformer which has achieved great
popularity.
This is a small drop -through type transformer suitable
for Midget Receivers, Signal Generators, V.F.O.'s
and many other applications where size is the limiting
factor.

Primary: 200/230/250 volts with internally con"
netted electrostatic screen.

Secondaries: 250-0-250 volts 50 MA.
0-4-5 volts @ 2 amps.
0-6.3 volts @ 1.5 amps.

Dimensions. 2i" x 2" x 3" high, with four
mounting feet. New and improved
design. Price 24/-, post free.

Ex -GOVERNMENT EQUIPMENT.
POWER PACKS type PP-5I/APQ9. Ex-U.S. Air
Force. A really excellent unit which contains
4 5R4GY rectifier valves (950-0-950 volts 175 m.a.).
Separate filament and H.T. transformers (110v 400
cps.). Two chokes (all transformers and chokes
potted). Four oil -filled condensers (two 4-mfd
1,000 v.w., two 1-mfd 1,500 v.w.). Two heavy duty
resistors and several small resistors, standoff insulators
and valveholders. Complete in cabinet. Size 20"x 5"

8" high (approx.). Brand new in maker's packing
case, 28/6, carriage paid.

BC -456B MODULATOR UNITS, WESTERN
I 215GT valve, transformer coupled to 1625 valve (807
with 12 -volt heater). VRI50 stabiliser, three relays
and many useful components. Price 221-, including
packing and carriage.

MARKER BEACON RECEIVERS. BC -357.
Ideal for experimenting with radio -controlled devices
of all sorts. Two -valve receiver operates built-in
relay from modulated signals, including two valves and
relays, in useful metal cabinet. 10/6, including post
and packing. .

HEADPHONES. HS33. An extremely sensitive
pair of lightweight headphones with an impedance of
600 ohms. These phones are ideal for crystal sets or
receivers with low impedance output. Complete
with ear -pads, leather head bands, headphone cord
and jackplug. Unused U.S. Government surplus.
An excellent bargain at 5/6, post free.

CARBON THROAT MIKES.
A lightweight compact unit of American manufacture
complete with strap, cord and two -pin plug. Brand

-new, 1111, post free.

POPULAR STOCK LINES

LABGEAR WIDEBAND COUPLERS. Available
for the following bands : 10, 14, 20, 40, 80 and 160
metres. 1813 each, including postage and packing.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
500pf Twin Gang (less Trimmers). 13/6, including
post and packing.
500pf Single Gang (less Trimmers). 4/6, including
post and packing.

375pf Twin Midget (enclosed with Trimmers). 12/9,
including post and packing.
300pf Twin Gang (less Trimmers). 8/3, including
post and packing.
160pf Twin Gang (less Trimmers). 9/-, including
post and packing.

All Ceramic Insulation. We also stock a full range of
short wave condensers, 5pf to 100pf in Raymart
Eddystone, Denco and Cyldon. Let us know your
requirements !!

Speedy Postal Service C.W.O. or C.O.D.

When sending C.W.O. please include sufficient extra for post and packing

Valiance & Davison Ltd
144 BRIGGATE, LEEDS I Tel: 29428/9

Staff cal! signs:-G2HHV, G8SX, G3ABD, G3CML
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<100DEI.,
1.41447tIER CO. LTD

DE LUXE AND
POTTED TYPE
TRANSFORMERS

De Luxe Type

Potted Type

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
D.T.M.11. 250-0-250 60 m/a
D.T.M.19. 275-0-275 120 m/a
D.T.M.13. 350-0-350 120 raja
D.T.M.14. 425-0-425 150 m/a
D.T.M.15. 500-0-500 150 mia
All above available in 4v or
iv filament windings.
D.1.M.16. 650-0-650 250 rota
D.T.M.t7. 750-0-750 250 m/a
D.T.M.18 1250-1000-04000-

1250 300 m/a
D.T.M.19. 1500-0-1500

350 m/a
D.T.M.20. 2000-0-2000

350 ma.
D.T.M.21. 500-450-450-500v.

250 tufa. 0-4.-5v. 5a -4v.
or 6.3v. 3a CT. 4v. or
6.3v. 4a CT.

D.T.M.22. 350-0-350v. 180
m/a. 0 -4v. -5v. 4a -0 -4v. -
6.3v. 3a C.T. 9v. or
6.3v. 9a CT.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

P.T.M.11. 250-0-250 60 m/a
P.T.M.12. 575-0-275 150 mja
P.1 .M.13. 350-0-350 120 m/a
P.T.M.14. 425-0-425 150 inja
P.T M.15. 500-0-500 150 ntia
P.T.M.16. 650-0-650 250 m/a
Ail above available in 4v or
6v filament windings

Special Mains and Output Transformers. Woden Quality
Components are available for the ' Electronic Engineering,'
Home -built Television, ' Wireless  World' Williamson
Amplifier and other popular circuits appearing in the leading
journals. We welcome your enquiries for all types of
Transformers.

WODEN TRANSFORMER

CO. LTD.
MOXLEY ROAD, BILSTON

STAFFORDSHIRE
TELEPHONE: BILSTON 41959/0

w-250

6-
II

\l

I

See range below

EXPORT

ENQUIRIES

INVITED

WATTS VOLTAGES :

65 watt
Fitted with oval
tapered bit or round
pencil bit

100/110

120/130

230/250

110/120

200/220

125 watt
Fitted with oval 100/110 110/120

tapered bit or round
pencil bit.

200/220 230/250

240 watt
Fitted withov_al
tapered bit.

100/110

200/220

110/120

230/250

MUM
SOLON

Electric Soldering Irons

Write TO -DAY for Folder Y.I0

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co. Ltd.,

Engineering Department,

51/53 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I
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Q.C.C.

TYPE P5

QUARTZ
CRYSTAL

UNIT
This unit uses the well-known Q.C.C. Power type
crystal, which is undoubtedly the most rugged and
active crystal cut available for amateur use. The crystal
is mounted in our type U dust -proof holder, with
standard I in. pin spacing, as illustrated above.
The P5 unit has a temperature co -efficient of 20 cycles
per megacycle per degree Centigrade temperature
change. Used with a 6V6 or 6L6 type beam tetrode,
it will give up to 5 watts r.f. output on the fundamental
i'requency and approximately 3 watts on the second
harmonic in the Triter circuit.
Available with fundamental frequencies in the 1.7, 3.5
and 7 Mc. bands for fundamental operation or fre-
quency multiplying to any higher frequency band.
An official certificate of calibration is sent with each
P5 unit, giving the frequency under stated operating
conditions to an accuracy of 0.025%.

PRICES : Ground to your specified frequency
in the above bands ... E1/17/6

Or ground to a frequency not specified by you
but taken from our stock ... El /12/6

Please note that all the leading dealers in amateur
equipment now carry stocks of the P5 crystal unit.
THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD. (Directors:
E. A. Dedman, G2NH, N. H. R. Munday, G5MA, W. I.
Thompson, G2MR), 63/71 Kingston Road, NEW
MALDEN, SURREY. Telephone : MALden 0334

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
for Amateurs and Experimenters

ROTARY AERIALS. Positional remote control units
for rotary aerials. Totally enclosed for panel, 4" knob
and dial with position lock and geared turn indicator.
Geared 60,1 with 100 division dial and folding handle.
15/-, post free.
MICROPH ONES. Siemens carbon announcer's mike
for hand, stand, respirator or voice pipe. Bakelite
clad, torpedo shape, with disconnecting 2 -pin plug,
5/6. Transformer, 4/6.
TRANSFORMERS. Auto 230/110v 85 watts, 25/-;
150 watts, 35/- ; double wound transformer, 230/20v,
2 amps, 30/- 230/12v, 3 amps, 30/-, for models, etc.
RESISTANCES. Panel mounting wire -wound on
porcelain. 10 ohms I amp, 2/6. Variable sliders,
3 ohms 10 amps, 17/6 ; 1.2 ohms 15 amps, 12/6 ;
11 ohms 41 amps, 12/6.
RESISTANCE UNITS. Wound on porcelain 400,
500, 2,500, 1,500, 150,000 1.01 ohms, 5/- parcel of 6.
DIMMERS. Totally enclosed panel type, 100 ohms

amp, or 50 ohms amp, 2/6, postage 6d.
CONTROL BY LIGHT and invisible rays. The
Raycraft Kit with selenium bridge, 10,000 ohm relay,
megostat, etc., with instruction book, 45/-.
CONDENSERS. Extra high voltage fixed con-
densers, copper cased, heavy insulated connections,
parcel of six assorted sizes to 0.1 mfd, 3/6, postage 9d.
PARCELS. 10 lb. useful oddments for the junk
box. All clean, dismantled from Government and
other surplus apparatus, 7/7 post free. (Not for Over-
seas buyers.)

Please include postage for mail orders.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214 Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8

Telephone : MACaulay 2159

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART (G3BSW)
of 253-B PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON, W.II

Phone :

Take pleasure in offering the following items-
carriage paid :-
R.A.F. Type 22. Transmitter receivers, 2-8 mcs.
Crystal controlled. This superb 13 -valve set,
complete with I2v power pack, mike and head-
phone set, comes to you tested and ready for use
in green canvas (with leather corners) holdall
carrying case, as new, for bargain price of E15.
Add 10/. for wood crate (returnable.)
U.S. Signal Corps 15 -Watt Amplifiers. Com-
plete except for power pack-contains 2 1619
tubes (better than 6L6's). Price 50/-.
R.A.F. I2v Vibrator Pack with P.P. audio
amplifier, complete at the low price of 30/-.
Type BC347. U.S. Signals Interphone Amplifier.
6F8 twin triode in P.P. Case measures 54":, 21"x
4". Excellent mike amplifiers. Price I0/-.
Test Set, Type 46. New battery -operated
frequency meters, 2 to 23.5 mcs. Made by
Marconi Instruments. Can be adapted to all -
wave by inclusion of LW and MW coils. 40/- each.
Type T.G. 10-F. U.S. Signals Morse Keyer Unit.
This beautifully made 25w amplifier in black

Write for lists containing hundreds of items

Park 6026

crackle finished case, 21"x 14"x I I", also contains
a variable speed motor, photo -electric cell, and
exciter lamp. Ideal for conversion to sound unit
of tine projector, New, EIS. Add 10/- for crate
(returnable).
Type 2. Valve tester. Contains 5" 0-500 micro -am-
meter, Price 0/15/,
Type 3032. R.A.F. UHF Units, containing 10
valves-easily adaptable for 2 -metre use. Price
LI.
B.C.453 A or B. If you own one of these excellent
receivers, we can offer you a medium band toil
pack which has been designed by Meteor
Electronics at our request and is easily mounted.
Complete circuit diagrams and coil pack, 17/6.
You will be delighted with the results.

2 -Metre Oscillator or Signal Generator.
Using CVI 197 Acorn. Requires only LT 6-3v and
120v HT supply to work. Complete with circuit,

Khaki Canvas Parachute Cases. New. Ideal
for conversion to school satchels, tool holdalls,
shopping bags, brief cases, etc. Price 2/- each.

in short supply. Send us your requirements.
Remember, money -back guarantee.
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G6YA
WESTERN GATEWAY HEADQUARTERS
FOR RADIO EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS

VALVES. CV57 Transmitting Tetrode, handle
150 watts, filament 12.6v, 1.75a, 10/- each. Base,
2/6. U19/23 Rectifier, 1,800v, 200 ma, 10/- each.
807, 6V6, 5/-, SP6I, SP4I, 2/6. SU2150 T.V.
Rectifier, 7/6. All new and tested, plus postage.
MOTOR. Blower motor, 24v input. 10/- each,
plus postage.
CONDENSERS. 0-15 plus 0.15mfd, 7kv
Amer. G.E.C. oil -filled, 15/-. 4 plus 4mfd, 3 kv,
25/-. 4mfd, 2kv, 12/6, plus postage.
CHOKES. 10H 100 m/a 100 ohms, 7/6. 20H
100 m/a 350 ohms, 10/6. I2H 200 ma super potted
job, 20/-. 15-20H 500 m/a 80 ohms, 25/-. Carriage
extra.
TRANSFORMERS. R.C.A. Plate Transformer
for 2,000v up to 800 m/a, £6/l0/-. R.C.A. Mod.
Transformer, modulate up to I kW, f4/10/-.
Permador Mod. Transformer. Mod. 400 watts,
£2/I0/-. Carriage paid.
H.T. UNIT. Regulated 140-120v up to 60 m/a.
200/250v input. Ideal for bias supply or battery
receiver. 35/-, plus 2/6 carriage.
EXCITER UNIT. BC6I0. See Radio Handbook,
p. 370, and QST, July, 1948. 1.0-1.5 mc, 6/6.
1.5-2.0 mc, 8/6, plus postage.
TANK COILS. BC6I0 top band, 5 -pin plug-in,
swinging link made by Barker & Williamson.
7/6 each, plus postage.

G2BAR
AMPLIFIER, 25 WATTS OUTPUT. TGIO
with valves : 2 6L6, 2 6N7, 2 6SJ7, 5U4G, less
motor and P.E. cell. 110v A.C. input. £7/12/6.
Auto -transformer, 21/- extra, plus 10/- carriage.
VIBRATOR UNIT. Jefferson -Travis, 120-150v
50/30 ma in black crackle case with leads. I2v
input, 19/6, plus 1/6 postage.

INDICATOR UNITS. Type 73. Units with
VCR I38A tube, 4 SP6I 's, 2 Siemen's high-speed
relays, considerable quantities of resistors, con-
densers, etc. 39/6, plus 6/- pass. carriage.

TUBES. VCRI38A tube. This is a super tube
for scope work, complete with base, 30/- each,
plus 1/6 postage.

RESISTORS. All values, and watt, 3d. each,
2/6 doz., 1 watt, 6d. each, 5/- doz. I watt, 9d.
each, 8/- doz.

EDDYSTONE. "640" communications
receivers, ex stock. A nice Xmas present, E27/10/ -
cash. Easy payments if required. "670" Marine
receiver also available.
GENERAL. Send your enquiry for any com-
ponent, however small. Agents for "Eddystone,"
'Raymart," and "Labgear."

ARTHUR H. RADFORD
28 Bedminster Parade, Bristol, 3

Open Saturdays : 9-5.30 p.m

Telephone : 64314

AUDIO LTD.
37 HILLSIDE,STONEBRtDGE,

LONDON, N.W.IO

R.F. Units Types 24 and 25 (used, perfect con-
dition), 101- (post, etc., 2/6).

R.F. Units Type 27 (used, perfect condition),
(post, etc., 2/6).

I132A RECEIVERS (100-114 meg.). NEW, PER-
FECT. 62/6 (post, etc., 10/-).

4 -Gang .0005 mfd.Condensers, ceramic insulation.
5/6 (post, etc.,

.0005 mfd. Variable Condensers (CYLDON).
2/- (post, etc., 6d.).

Split Stator (Butterfly) Condensers, 40m. mfd.
per section). 2/- (post, etc., 6d.).

Ceramic Coil Formers. One -hole fixing, 1" diam.
x It" long. Threaded 12 T.P.I. 9d.

ALLADIN Coil Formers, as specified for " Elec-
tronics Televisor." 6d. each. Iron dust cores, 2d.
0-I Milliameters by Weston, 2+". 18/6 (post,

etc., 1/-).
Cathode Ray Tubes, 2API (with base). 18/6

(post, etc., I f-).
1:1 Transformers, by Ferranti (ideal frame time -

base transformers), fully shrouded. 7/- (post,
etc., 1/6).

CHORE HORSE Petrol -driven Generators, 4 -
stroke s.v. engine, D.C. generator, 30v I lamps.
Can be converted to run on paraffin. Few only.
PERFECT. £15 (carriage fl).

The above represents only a very small selection
from our stock. Callers welcomed 9 a.m. till
6 p.m., except Wednesdays, I o'clock.

THE AMERICAN.
RADIO HANDBOOK

11th Edition
Some features in this famous book
 Dozens of transmitters for all bands, and

all powers up to I kW.
 Six chapters on Antennas, Transmission

Lines, and Propagation.
 One chapter devoted entirely to rotary

array construction and feed methods.
 New constructional data on beam-tetrode

amplifiers.
 New, simple FM exciter designs.
 New data on transmitter control by

improved methods.
 New V -F-0 design.
 Simplified antenna tuning device and

standing -wave meter.
 The most extensive tube tables of any

book not devoted entirely to such data.

T H ClothI1714 POSTEDITION Bound u PAID

DALE INTERNATIONAL
Publications Limited

105 BOLSOVER ST., LONDON, W.1
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cBR.
CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.
II UPPER SAINT MARTINS LANE, LONDON, W.C.2

(One minute from Leicester Square Tube Station. Up Cranbourne Street.)

BEST BUY AT BRITAINS
AMERICAN RECEIVER UNIT BC966 RECEIVER R1355
Range 150 to 180 mc/s. This outfit is complete in
black metal case, size 12"x 12",, 8", and contains
10 octal base valves including 6 6SH7, 2 6H6, 2 7193.
Super quality rotary generator (easily converted to a
motor working from AC or DC mains). Contains in
addition relays, I.F. transformers, condensers, etc.
Price 19/6, plus 5/- carriage.
RI124
Suitable for conversion to television sound channel.
Freq. range 30.5 to 40.5 mc/s, switched by Yaxley
switch, 5 -bank 6 -way, complete with I IODI, 115D2,
3 9D2, I 8D2, valves with screening cans, 30 con-
densers, 30 resistors, 24 ceramic trimmers and 3 pot -
meters. The whole is enclosed in a strong metal case,
size 16"x 10" x 16". Price 17/6, plus 2/6 carriage and
packing.

AMERICAN INDICATOR UNIT APN4
By connecting a suitable power pack this can be con-
verted into a 5" 'scope, with electronic switching for
observing two signals simultaneously. Contains

1 5" C.R.T. type SCPI, and 26 valves, 3 6SL7, 14
6SN7, 6 6H6, and 1 6S17, also I 100 K/c laboratory
type crystal. A real bargain at only £3/19/6. Callers
only.

APN4 RECEIVER AND POWER SUPPLY
Contains 2 2X2, I 5U4, 3 6B4, I 6SU7, I 6SA7, 4
6SK7, I 6SN7, I 6SL7, 1 6H6, and I VR150. In metal
cabinet size 18" i. 8" x 7". Price 67/6, carriage 7/6.

Contains 10 valves, 8 VR65, I 5U4G, I VUI20, and
incorporates 7.7 mc/s I.F. strip; used in conjunction
with the type 25 R.F. unit which plugs straight into
this receiver, this makes an ideal outfit for a vision
receiver. Instructions will be supplied with each
unit. Price 30/- each. 5/- carriage.
INDICATOR UNIT, TYPE 96
New and unused. Contains VCR97 tube, 10 new valves,
6 VR55, 3 EB34, I EA50, 14 pot meters. Price £3/19/6.
151- carriage.

SOME SELECTED BARGAINS
Meters. 0-I Milliamp FSD 2k" dial. Internal resistance
of moving coil movement 75 ohms. Scale is marked
0 to 100. These are brand new, in maker's boxes,
Price 151- each, post free.
E.H.T. Transformers. All for 230v 50cps input.
Type A, 800v, 17/6 ea.; Type B, 1,000v and 2-0-2v
2 amps, 25/- ea. ; Type C, 1.75 Kv 2-0-2v 1.5 amps,
29/6 ea. This latter type has been specially designed
for Television or scope with ex -Govt. 6" tubes.
Suitable voltage doubling rectifiers. Type J50 (400v),
3/6 ea.
Condensers. I Mfd 2.5Kv wkg., 1/6 ea. ; I mfd 600v
wkg. Mainsbridge, 8d. ea., 6/- doz. ; 4 mfd 350v
Mainsbridge, 1/- ea., 10/6 doz.
Many other interesting items in stock. Send for our
latest List "S.W." of ex -Govt. surplus equipment and
components.

Shop hours 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Open all day Saturday. Phone : TEMple Bar 0545

SHORT WAVE (HULL) RADIO
GSGX

RECEIVERS
I. HRO-Rack model, power pack and nine coils,

80, 40, 20 and 10 coils are all bandspread
type. Complete, £37/10/-, carriage El.

2. HRO-Cabinet model, power pack and coils,
1.7-30 m/cs. Complete, f36, carriage II.

3. AR77s-Black crackle and cellulose cabinets
with cream sub -panel, completely over-
hauled. 550 k/cs-3I m/cs. £27 I0/-,
carriage LI.

4. S27s-27-145 m/cs, complete and air -tested.
E22, carriage El.

Please note all second-hand receivers are re -
crackled and plated where necessary and are

indistinguishable from new.
TRANSMITTERS
1. PHILCO C43-Two 813's in PA, in perfect

condition. £25, carriage O.
2. 1131 Exciter units, complete with valves and

modified for 145 m/cs. L5/10/-, carriage
17/6.

3. 1131 PA units, two 834's, complete with valves
and coils for 145 m/cs. f5/10/-, carriage
17/6.

4. HARVEY UHX10-20 watts phone and CW
on all bands 160-5 metres. Complete with
coils for 160, 80, 20, 10 and 5, plus power
pack and pre -amplifier for use with Xtal
mike. E25.

CONDENSERS
3 -gang 160 pf
2 -gang 160 pf 3/6 each

SHORT WAVE (HULL) RADIO
30/32 Prince's Avenue, HULL

Telephone : 7168

... 4/6 each

RADIOCRAFT TRANSMITTER TYPES 44 & 44P
These transmitters are a new and improved version
of the well-known 41 Series, and, in our opinion, are
likely to prove even more popular, either as a self-
contained rig or as a driver for higher power PA.
The circuit of the Type 44 is briefly :-CO, consisting
of Harmonic Amplifier circuit giving high output on
several bands from one crystal with perfect stability
and excellent note. This stage is inductively coupled
to an 807 acting as PA on all bands. The PA Stage is
free from parasitics and spurious oscillations. Facilities
for metering and modulation are provided and over -
bias keying system is incorporated in all models.

The 44 is supplied completely wired and tested and
with set of coils for any one band but less crystal and
valves. Price f7

Type 44P incorporates a power supply and is supplied
with rectifier, set of coils for any one band, but less
crystal and RF valves. The power supply delivers
350v at I30m/A. Price £13/2/6

Lists are available giving details of the above and other
RADIOCRAFT equipment. May we suggest you write
for your copy.

CONSTRUCTIONAL & MAINTENANCE SERVICE
We can construct special equipment to order, and
modify, adapt and service existing gear. Quotations
provided upon receipt of details.

gadiocroft ltd
I I Church Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.19
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FREQUENCY CONTROL
IN ANY OF THESE RANGES

KCS.

1750-2000 ; 3500-3800 ; 6000-6083 ;

6150-6192 ; 7000-7425 ; 8000-8111 ;

8207-8256 ; 9333-9900 ; 10500-10725,

for 32/6 (or 40/- if freq. is specified)

USING OUR WELL-KNOWN

TYPE S UNIT
Obtainable from

BERRY'S (SHORTWAVE) LTD.
WEBB'S RADIO

or direct from

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD.
10 STOCKWELL STREET,

GREENWICH, S.E.I0
GRE 1828

IT'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY !
You will never be satisfied until you are the proud
possessor of a real Communications Receiver !

here then is your golden opportunity without
need to pay cash down !

EDDYSTONE "640" £27.10s.
No waiting, delivery from stock ! Comes to you
complete with instructional Manual & Guarantee !
Individually tested prior to despatch by Rail.
NO NEED TO PAY CASH DOWN I
-learn how you can buy your new 640 "
on our easy instalment plan-simply send a
21d. stamp together with your
name and address. A Folder fully
describing this magnificent receiver
will also be sent, plus a copy of our
special Monthly Bulletin-a host of
real up-to-date bargains of interest
to all enthusiasts. Write to
Johnsons, to -day !

JOHN5ONC
(RADIO SPECIALISTS)
MACCLESFIELD. [HES

TEL. 4080
MAIN EDDYSTONE AGENTS

LASKY'S RADIO
Ex-A.M. RADAR INDICATOR UNITS
TYPE 62
Complete with 20 valves and a 6" cathode ray cube
type VCR97 (short persistence), 16 SP6I, 2
EB34, 2 EA50, 14 pot/meters. Hundreds of
various other components, Muirhead drive, etc.,
etc. Totally enclosed in metal cabinet, size
18" x 8" x I I". Weight 40 lbs. Complete with
coloured control knobs on front panel.
LASKY'S PRICE, 59/6, carriage 10/- extra. AN
AMAZING BARGAIN.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62A. (GEE SET)
Containing 21 valves : 12 EF50, 2 EB34, 4 CV 118,
3 EA50, 6" cathode ray tube type VCR97 (short
persistence). 15 pot/meters, hundreds of other
various components, condensers, resistances,
Yaxley switches, etc.
Totally enclosed in metal cabinet, size 18" x
x II". Black enamel finish, control knobs
coloured. Weight 40 lbs.
LASKY'S PRICE 64/19/6, carriage 10/- extra.
Brand New and Guaranteed.
CATHODE RAY TUBES TYPE VCR 97
(SHORT PERSISTENCE)
The Ideal Tube for Television. 6" diameter
screen. 4 volts I amp heater, 2,500 volts H.T.
LASKY'S PRICE, 35/-. Each tube is supplied in
maker's original special crate.
We strongly advise you to collect cathode ray
tubes by hand, as we are unable to accept any risk
if these are sent by carrier. However, we will
send them at owner's risk, well packed in the
special sprung crate, at 7/6 extra.

* XMAS SPECIALS
Ex-U.S. SIGNAL CORPS INTERPHONE
AMPLIFIERS
Containing I valve 6F8 (twin triode), input and
output transformers, and many other com-
ponents. Complete in metal box. Size 6" x4" x 2"
approx.
LASKY'S PRICE, 7/6, post 1/6 extra.
Circuit included.
Ex-A.M. RECEIVER, TYPE 184
Contains 14 valves : 4 EF50, 7 VR65, I CV67,
I VU I I I, I EA50, a 45 Mc/s I.F. strip, 5 pot/
meters, high voltage condensers, 3 neon lamps,
relays, etc.
LASKY'S PRICE, 45/-, carriage 5/- extra.
AS ABOVE BUT NEW, IN MAKER'S CAP,TON,
PRICE 59/6. Carriage 5/- extra.
Ex-A.M. RECEIVER UNIT TYPE R.D.F.I.
Containing 14, valves and a 230 volts, 50 c.p.s.,
power pack. Valve line-up : 5 VR65, 1 VR136,
VR54, 2 VR66, 15Z4, 3 EA50, I CV63.
Whole unit assembled in compact metal case,
size 10" x 6" x 9". Weight 30 lbs.
LASKY'S PRICE, 59/6, carriage 5/- extra.
Ex -GOVERNMENT H.T. ELIMINATORS
230v 50 c.p.s. input, 120v D.C. output. Unit is
enclosed in neat black crackle or olive green
metal case, slotted for cooling. On/Off switch, etc.
Size : 9" x 6" x 4". Weight 15 lbs.
LASKY'S PRICE, 39/6, carriage 3/6 extra.
We publish a comprehensive bulletin of our ex -
Govt. radio and radar gear, send a 24d. stamp and
we will send you a copy by return.

LASKY'S RADIO, 370 Harrow Road, Paddington, London, W.9
(opposite Paddington Hospital)

Telephone : CUNningham 1979 Hours 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Saturday. Thursday half -day.
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TORBAY ELECTRIC

Invite you to write for
your free copy of the
new 30 -page illustrated

catalogue.

These should be ready
by the time this adver-
tisement appears, send
a post card to -day.

TORBAY ELECTRIC
43 COLLEY END PARK
PAIGNTON S. DEVON

AERIALS. 35 ft. self -erecting masts with in-
verted V -beam and 10' 6" ground -plane antennas,
E15. Masts Type 50, brand new, 9 4 -ft. sections
2" dia. steel, complete with base, masthead,
insulators, halyards, guys and pickets, E3/7/6.
Polystyrene dipole centres for VHF, 6/6. Dummy
antennas complete with four lamps, 3/-.
POWER UNITS, all 200-250v AC input, fully
smoothed DC output ; 1490v 400 mA and 7-5y
AC, 00 ; 600v 250mA, f8 ; 350v 100 mA and
4v AC, 301- ; 24v c.t. IA, for relays or trickle
chargers, 351- ; 250v 200mA, 13v AC, 35/-.
CHOKES. Swinging I5 -10H 250 mA ; 30H
160 mA ; 60H 300mA, all at 15/- each to clear.
RECEIVERS. AR88, f52 , RME69, E35 ;
National 156, E37/10/- ; RI155, a ; 8103, £10 ;
5 and 10 Expander, f10; De -luxe modified
BC342, E30 ; EMI 6 -valve, 13-1,500 metres, E10 ,
Murphy A40 12 -valve double s.h., bandspread
200Kcs-23Mcs, less valves, E6.
VALVES. DETI2, El ; DA30, 12'6 ; U18, I0/- ;

GU50, 15,-.
MISCELLANEOUS. Philips 150 -watt medium
wave Tx, suitable for conversion, in enclosed rack
with power supplies and diagram ; less valves,
£15. Ceramic coil formers, l}" dia.:: 3-}", 1/6, with
can, 2/-. Ceramic stand-off insulators, I", 2/6
dozen. M68 Amplifiers, brand new, 9 EF50,
2 EA50, 45,'-. 8" permanent magnet speakers,
10/-.

Full details of any of the above furnished on
request.

G.S.V. CO.,
142 Westmount Road, Eltham, S.E.9

ELT.: 6050

G2AK The Month's Bargains G2AK
THE SEASON'S GREETINGS

to our customers past and future, and a special thanks to the many who have so kindly written a

word of thanks for our service.
PARMEKO. Power trans., input 230v 50c.
output, 375/375v 120ma, 6-3v 5a, 5v 3a. Rectifier
holder fitted. Price 30,'-, post and packing 1/6.
Smoothing Chokes. Fully impregnated, 15H
200ma. Price 9/6, post and packing I,'-.
Pyrex Glass Insulators. 7" long, 4/6 pair.
Small Filament Trans. Input 210/250v 50c.
Output 12v 2A. 20,-. Ditto, 25v IA (for Q Fiver),
20j-, post and packing It-.
Vibrator Power Units. Fully smoothed, output
300v 100ma. Brand new in crackle case. Made by
Mallory. Price 29/6.
8 mc XTALS. 8025, 8050, 8075 and 8100 kc,
for 144mc octal pins. Price 12/6 ea.
Gentiine RCA AR88 Mains Trans. 110/240v
25/100c. Price 55 post and packing 2/6.
108 kc Oscillator Units. Complete with Xtal
and valve. Mounted on sub -chassis, wired ready to
drop into your Rx, requires only HT and LT.
Price 25'-.
Flat Twin 300 ohm Feeder. 15 -yd coils, 5/-.
Bug Keys. Genuine Yank bugs by famous maker
U.S.A. Price E4. Our price 50/-.
Collins 7 -valve communication Rx. Few only left,
complete with 12v cubes, send for photo and
details. Price f6/101-.
Transmitting Condensers by Johnson, 3,500v,
.080 gap, 500 and 1000 mmfd. Price 17/6.

FOR ALL YOUR HAM REQUIREMENTS
CHAS. H. Y 0 U NG, The Red House, Phillips St., Aston, Birmingham, 6 Phone : ASTon Cross 3381

Genuine National HRO 4 -gang tuning con-
denser units, complete with gear box. Brand New.
Our price 50/- ea.
Air Tuned 5.5 mc 1.F.'s, fully screened. Excel-
lent job. Only 5/- pair.
Moving Coil Mikes. Genuine G.E.C., in stream-
line case, listed f5/151-. Our price, brand new,
only f2;10/-.
Rack Mounting Power Units. Designed for the
1132 Rx Standard, 200/250v input. 230/250v
output at 100ma, also 6.3v at 4/5 amps. Two types,
one with m.a. meter only, price E3. Other,
with volt and m.a. meter, price E3/5;-. Packing
and carriage 76.
Bargains in New Valves. TZ40, 30/-; 250TH,
45/- ; 100TH. 35/- ; 813, 55/- ; 832 and 832A,

; 807, 7/6 ; 6AG7, 10/- ; GU50, I5/-;
metal 6L6, 12/6 ; KT66, 10/6 ; 5R4GY, 7/6 ;.
metal 6N7, Ill-; 6J6, 15/- ; 6C4, 11/- ; 6AG5,
12)6; 6F6G, 6V6 and 6V6gt, 9/-; U52, I0/-;
DH63, 8/6 ; KTZ63, ; 6517, metal, 9/-;
6SK7, 7/6 ; 6SQ7, 7/6 ; 12SK7, 12SA7, 12SQ7 and
12A6, 5/- each.
BC221's, as new, with built-in stabilised power
supply for standard input. Few only available,
f15.
AR88D and AR88LF Instruction Manuals, avail-
able at 16/6 each.
Extensive range of communication receivers
available at competitive prices. Write for List.
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18 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1
Tel.: MUSeum 2453 Tel.: MUSeum 4539

Shop hours: Monday -Friday 9-5.30. Saturday 9-1

RAYMART SHORT WAVE COILS
Plug-in coils wound on low loss dielectric material. Each coil marked with wavelength coverage. Both 4 and
6 -pin types are interchangeable with those of competitive manufacture.
All ranges quoted are those obtained with -00016 mfd variable tuning condenser. Average Q of coils is 130 for
space wound type and 95 for close wound type.

4 -Pia Coils primarily designed for aerial coil with
reaction, but they can also be used for a periodic
coupling or in oscillation circuit. Standard British 4 -
pin base.
Type CA coverage 11-25 metres 8 -25 microH. ea. 4/ -
Type CB coverage 20-45 metres 16.25 microH. ea. 4/ -
Type CC coverage 44-100 metres 57.35 microH. ea. 4/6
Type CD coverage 80-180 metres 22.4 microH. ea. 419
6 -Pin coils are similar to the 4 -pin range with an extra
primary winding for aerial coupling or can be used as
a tuned secondary HF transformer with aperiodic
Primary. the third winding, of course, being used for
reaction.
Type CA6 coverage 11-25 metres 7.81 microH. ea. 4/3
Type CB6 coverage 20-45 metres 16.25 microH. ea. 4/3
Tyne CC6 coverage 44-100 metres 61.35 microH. ea. 4/9
Type CD6 coverage 80-180 metres 239.5 microH. ea. 4/9
Type CE6 coverage 110-250 metres 825 microH. 5/6 ea.
Type CH6S chassis mtg. coil base to suit above, ea. 1/6
RAYMART SHORT WAVE CONDENSERS
All condensers are microvariable and are of the all -
brass construction type, using ball -bearing spindle
and ceramic insulation. Single -hole fixing and double -
ended for ganging purposes.

Type VC 15X .023 in. gap, 2 -5/15PF 3/9
Type VC 40X 023 in. gap, 2 .75/40pF 4/ -
Type VC 100X 023 in. gap, 3.8/100pF 5/6
Type VC 160X -023 in. gap. 6/160pF 6/6
Type VC 250X .023 in. gap, 7 .3/250pF 7/9

RAYMART SHORT WAVE INSULATORS
Aerial insulators, type AG., 31" ribbed pyrex glass 1/1
Stand-off insulators, type SX 3.1." high (ex-terminals)2/1
Stand-off insulators, type SM 11"high (ex -terminals) 9d.
Stand-off insulators, type SS 1" high (ex -terminals) 7d.
Stand-off insulators, type ST 1" high (ex -terminals) 6d.

KNOBS AND DIALS
Large -skirted bakelite knob with 4" graduated metal

dial, 0/100 6/6
As above but with 21" dial, type TXJ.. 3/11
Pointer knobs 2-1." long, type LPK 1/3
MISCELLANEOUS
Two-piece ceramic feed -through bush, 4BA hole 3}d.
Two-piece ceramic feed -through bush, 2BA hole 5d.
Feeder spreader. Ceramic, 6" wide .. .. 7d.
Transposition block in raymex ceramic ..
Aerial "T" piece, ceramic 1/3

6d.

Q5R9 ROTARY BEAMS
FOR AMATEURS

We specialize in rotary beams, our range is the most
comprehensive in Europe, our experience in this
field is your guarantee and guide.
Our equipment is engineered up to a standard accepted
by Government departments and combines strength,
electrical excellence and mechanical ingenuity, yet is
reasonably priced.
* All -metal arrays for 21, 5, 6, 10, 15 and 20 metres,

from 41/6.
* Masts, dural or, steel, fixed or rotary, remotely

operated telescopic masts.
* Bail races, guy rings, thrust bearings.
* Chimney and wall lashings, special ironmongery.
* Driving wheels, pulleys, associated mechanisms,
* Remote direction -indicating equipment.
* Electric motor driving units.
* Standing wave -measuring instruments.
* Rigging, turnbuckles, feeder cables.

10 metres is now open, our latest 4 -element array
weighs 7 lbs.

21 metres is very active, try it out with a 4, 5 or
8 element beam.

Be ready for 15 metres, our beam is.
S.A.E. for latest list.

The Q5R9 Television Aerial
Folded dipole (with reflector) gives a superior picture
due to its wide band pick-up, constant gain and pattern
over the entire band. Designed for the connoisseur,
and for locations of low signal level, chosen by the
G.P.O., it makes better television available for you.

S.A.E. for fully descriptive brochure.

EMDO
ACE WORKS STAINES . MIDDLESEX

Obtain the P . G
CERTIFICATE

with the personal
assistance of E.M.I. Scientists

A special correspondence course for
those wishing to take the P.M.G. certifi-
cate has been planned by E.M.I.
Institutes. It brings you tuition under
the personal supervision of E.M.I.
scientists, several of whom hold the
transmitting licence. COLLEGE and
other CORRESPONDENCE COUR-
SES, covering basic radio and basic
television are also available.
A former student writes . . "the ex-
cellence of the course . . . . absolutely
assured my success in the examination."

-J. I. (Cumberland.)
Write for details to :- The Principal,

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LIMITED
Dept 14, 43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London

Telephone : CHISWICK 4417/8

E.M.I. Institutes-backed by the Electronic Organ-
isation which includes "H.M.V.", Marconiphone,

Columbia, etc.
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/Ali\cta.: [RAMO
f SPECIALISTS.-We specialise in Amateur Com-

munication Equipment and offer the following
items from the current component list.
EDDYSTONE Diecast Aluminium Chassis 727,

12"x 9" x 3", 18/6.
Diecast Aluminium Chassis 643,

8+" x 51" x 21", 8/6.
Diecast Box, with lid, 650,

44- x 34" x 2", 61-.
Metal Cabinet 644, to take 643

chassis, 19/6.
Flexible Driving Shaft 530, 4/6.
Signal Strength Meter 669,

L.5151-.
Semi -Automatic Morse Key 689,

E3/I7/6.
POLYSTYRENE Coil Formers, dia., with

adjustable iron cores, 8d each.
WEARITE "P" Coils, all types available, 3/ -

each.
EXTENSION SPEAKERS, Ekco, Moulded

Cabinet, with vol. control, low impedance,
0/10/-.

WHARFEDALE 3+" P.M. Spkr. Units, 3 ohms, 25/ -
GRAMPIAN 9" P.M. Speaker Units, 2 or 15

ohms, al -I-.
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES, CONDENSERS,
RESISTORS, TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES, VOL-
UME CONTROLS, ETC., ETC. SEND FOR
FULLY DETAILED LISTS "S.W."
Radiocraft Equipment available, transmitters,
exciters, frequency meters, monitors, etc. Lists
on application. Write : A.C.S. RADIO

PP

It

PIP

44 WIDMORE BROMLEY, KENT

ODEON RADIO
(G4HV)

Everything for the Amateur
NEW DENCO COIL TURRET
The C.T.4 is a complete, all wave, tuning unit, mainly
for use in communication receivers, having one high
gain R.F. stage, mixer and separate oscillator and cover-
ing, in six ranges, 175 Kc/s to 36 Mc/s with an I.F. of
1.6 Mc/s. The well-known Denco turret assembly
arrangement is used.
IMPORTANT FEATURES

Constant gain characteristics from 1.65 to 36 Mc/s,
made possible by the use of a special circuit arrange-
ment for coupling between R.F. and mixer stages.
When the recommended input circuit is used, the
gain variation is not more than 6db over this range,
thus going a long way to overcome the familiar
discrepancies in "S" meter readings.

 The special differential input circuit permits match-
ing or coupling of a wide range of aerial impedances
at all frequencies from 4.8-36 Mc/s, giving optimum
signal/noise ratio.

 Accurate tracking of signal and oscillator circuits,
all padding condensers, etc., being provided. Close
tolerance, high stability condensers only are used.

 Concentric, air spaced, trimmers for each coil in
the unit.

 Coils wound on low loss Polystyrene, with adjust.
able iron dust cores and Polystyrene insulation for
all R.F. Circuits.

 Calibrated band spread of five amateur bands
(including 21 Mc/s). Band spread on all other
frequencies is also possible on logging scale.

PRICE C12/14/11.
Supplied without medium and long -wave coils at L9161...

ODEON RADIO
56 COLLEGE ROAD, HARROW, MIDDLESEX

Telephone : HARrow 5778

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS
9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series
discount: all charges payable with order.
Insertions of radio interest onlyaccepted. Add
25% for Bold Pace (Heavy Type). No

responsibility accepted for errors.

LARGE FACTORS OF RADIO EQUIPMENT AND
SPARES (EX -GOVERNMENT) SEEK COMMIS-

SION AGENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING CITIES :
LONDON AND DISTRICT ; BRISTOL AND
CARDIFF ; . BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT
LEICESTER AND NOTTINGHAM ; LEEDS,
SHEFFIELD AND DISTRICT ; NEWCASTLE -ON -
TYNE AND DISTRICT ; IPSWICH AND
NORWICH ; SOUTHAMPTON AND DISTRICT ;
NORTH WALES ; GLASGOW AND DISTRICT ;
INVERNESS AND DISTRICT. APPLY BY LETTER
IN FIRST INSTANCE TO WESTON PRODUCTS
(LIVERPOOL). LTD., SALES DEPARTMENT, 71
GREAT GEORGE STREET, LIVERPOOL, 1.
TELEPHONE; ROYAL 5754.

ELECTRIC Bulbs, any voltage, any amperage, any
type, promptly available.-Suplex Lamps, Ltd.,

239 High Holborn, London, W.C.1. HOLborn 0225,
4543.
Q ST CARDS AND LOG BOOKS, APPROVED

G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE. ATKINSON
BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS.
COPPER Wires : Enamelled, tinned, Litz, cotton/

silk covered. All gauges. BA screws, nuts, washers.
soldering tags, eyelets. Ebonite and laminated bakelite
Panels, tubes. Paxolin coil formers. Tufnol rod.
Permanent detectors, etc. List S.A.E. Trade supplied,
-Post Radio Supplies, 33 Bourne Gardens, London,
E.4.

WANTED.-WESTERN ELECTRIC VALVES,
TYPES 101F, 102F, 272A or B, 310A or B, 311A,

313C, 323A, 328A, 329A, 348A, 349A, 352A, 373A,
374A, 393A, 394A, 121A.-BALLAST LAMPS.
BOX NO. 409.

WANTED.-W.E. CARRIER TELEPHONE AND
CARRIER TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT AND

COMPONENTS. FILTERS, REPEATING COILS,
TRANSFORMERS, EQUALIZERS. TYPE CFI,
CF2, H. C, AND OTHER CARRIER EQUIPMENT,
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH REPEATERS.-
BOX NO. 410.
WANTED.-TELETYPEWRITERS, COMPLETE,

COMPONENTS OR PARTS. ANY QUAN-
TITY AND CONDITION.-BOX NO. 411.

MASON'S, Wivenhoe, nr. Colchester. We can
always supply the latest Denco and Eddystone

'goods. Send 9d. now for our Illustrated 54 -page
Catalogue.
WANTED.-SCR522 INSTRUCTION BOOKS.

CONTROL BOX BC602A or B. Also Dynamotors
PE94 or PE98 and Connectors, single or quantities.-
HUGHES, TONNING STREET, LOWESTOFT,
SUFFOLK.
145 MC, or any other, amateur equipment designed

or built to specification. Converters, Trans-
mitters, Modulators, etc. Personal attention to all
enquiries.-G2AJ, Beaufort Gardens, N.W.4.

AMAZING bargain. 9,6, complete kit of parts for
3WB. Superhet coil pack, including Yaxley coils,

chassis, trimmers, etc., 7/6 pr., IFT's, 465 kc. Send
for cheapest list in England.-Sussex Electronics, Ltd.
(S), Bevendean, Brighton. Tel. 4446.

G200'S

6J5GT, 6H6, VR137 (RL16), VR65,
VR65A (SP41), 12v 4 -pin vibrators, 51-.

6AG5, 6C4, 6AG7, 2C26, 12/6. 9006, 6SH7, 6AC7,
6S07, CV1S (RK34), 6L5, 6/6. 6J7, 6K7, 6K8, 2050
gas tetrode, 6G6G, 9/6. Octal valveholders, 4/6 doz,
-A. C. Hoile, Loose Village, Maidstone. 83579,
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENT'S
TRADE-continued.

VALVES AND COMPONENTS AS PREVIOUSLY
ADVERTISED. MAINS TRANSFORMERS,

300-0-300, 80 MA, 5V AND 6.3V, SUB -CHASSIS,
SEMI -SHROUDED, 27/6. IF's 465 KC, IRON
CORED, 11/9 PAIR. 8 MF MIDGET CONDEN-
SERS, 2/9. CWO OR COD.-A.G. SUPPLIES.
90 MELROSE AVENUE, MITCHAM. SURREY.

HAM -AID QSL's-more consistent than con-
ditions. Samples from G6XT (No BRS),

47 Watson Street, Morley, Leeds.
XTALS-7275-7290, Thermo Units, 4/-. 4 mc units,
1/-. Blanks, 4 mc 7275. 1/-, wired and plated, 7300,

1/3.-GW3AX, Thomas, Roseland, Kittle, Bishopston,
Swansea.

807 ANIXIALCAN cosoLLAjoynosit HIGHRCGARA6lia

WATT ET4336 TRANSMITTER. THIS UNIT CAN
BE USED AS COMPLETE TRANSMITTER BY
ITSELF. OFFERED AT A FRACTION OF COST
PRICE. BRAND NEW, BOXED, WITH INSTRUC-
TION MANUAL AND 807 VALVE, 45/-. SPECIAL
OFFER-BRAND NEW, BOXED, 0.1 MF CON-
DENSERS, 4/- DOZ. LEAD -THROUGH 4 -INCH
PORCELAIN INSULATORS, STAND-OFF 4 -INCH
INSULATORS, SUITABLE FOR BEAMS, ETC.,
2/6 DOZ. HIGH VOLTAGE SMOOTHING CON-
DENSERS, GENERAL ELECTRIC PYRANOL IN
MATCHED PAIRS (4 AND 2 MF), 3000 VOLTS,
10/- PAIR. COST FIVE TIMES THIS FIGURE.
HEAVY SMOOTHING CHOKES, 3000 VOLTS
INSULATION, 7/6. TELEVISION KITS FOR
LONG RANGE, HIGH QUALITY, SOUND AND
VISION RECEIVER, S.A.E. FOR LISTS. HEAVY
DUTY T.P.D.T. AMERICAN AERIAL SWITCHES,
BRAND NEW, BOXED, 4/6. NEVER BEFORE
OFFERED AT THIS BARGAIN PRICE. AERIAL
CO -AX SWITCHES, 6/6, A SUPER AMERICAN
JOB WORTH 3 GNS. WE STILL HAVE A FEW
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS. SOUTH YORK-
SHIRE HAMS-IT WILL PAY YOU TO GIVE US
A VISIT.-R.H. ELECTRONIC SERVICE, 93
BUTTON LANE, SHEFFIELD Tel. 44506.
BRAND New R.C.A. Amplifiers. For 230v AC

operation. Magnificent ventilated steel case, finished
grey wrinkle enamel. Valve line-up .-6.17-677-6J7-
617-6L6-6L6-5U4G. A fine quality product. Price,
carr. paid, with circuits ; E16/5/-. Or less valves,
L13/15. -Lawrences, 61 Byrom Street, Liverpool.
CEN. 4430.
NEW !-The Eddystone 145 mc Manual is here !

Circuits and construction data for Converter,
Transmitter and Aerial-superb detail given. Price
1/6. Another beautifully printed item is the new
Short Wave Components Catalogue-chock full of
interest ! Many sensational reductions ! Send 2/ -
(post free) for both, plus a copy of our latest lists, to
JOHNSONS (RADIO), MACCLESFIELD, CHES.
Main Eddystone Agents.

R28/ARClit12.-"gtv:z1Z15-. f,' Indi-
cator Unit, 7 valves, 3 -in. Tube, 45/-. BC -442A Metered
Aerial Relays, 6/-. Metal Rectifiers, 600v 30 mA, 210v 30
mA CT,3/-.280v 100 mA CT, 5/-. 6/12v /A, 2/6. Head-
sets with rn/c ink., 6/6. LF chokes, 300 ohms 100 mA,
4/6. Wirewound pots., ceramic, 12 -ohm 5A, 200 -ohm,
1A, 6/-. Crystals, 7010 or 8090 kc, 8/6. 517 mc, 5/-.
Ammeters, 2 in., 0-1 mc, 7/6. 0-24, 21 in., 10/-. Creed
high-speed relays, 20/-. Jackplugs, 1/-. Receiver
No. 76 L.W., 30/-. Yaxley's 3P 3W 3B, 3/-. 4P 2W,
2/-. 21. 2W, 116. 2P 4W 2B, 2/-. Push-pull driver
transformers, 6/-. Valves 6SN7/6SL7, EFS°, 4/-,
5R4GY, 5/-. 145 mc converters, 4 valves, circuit
diagram, 15/-. RF unit Type 27. 20/-. C.W.O.
Enquiries S.A.E.-BENSON, 308 Rathbone Road.
Liverpool, 13.

CRYSTALS. -3780, 3760, 3720 kc, 4/6 each.
Meters, 0-5 mA, SI-. Condensers, ceramic,

100 mmF (midget), 2 -in. spindle, 1/6. Postage extra.
-Skillman, G3CSD, Franchise Street, Weymouth.

M.H. SUPPLIES
101 BRIXTON HILL, 8.W.2

TULSE HILL 5412

The Finest Value Ever Offered !
U.S. NAVY
RECEIVER

INDICATOR UNIT
BRAND NEW!

40 Valves including:
8 6L6; 14. 6SN7;

3. 5U40; 2,4H6; 7.6AC7,
3,VR105; 1,X242; 2,6X5.
2 Cathode Ray Tubes.
24v Blower Motor, Trans-
formers, Chokes, E.H.T.
Condensers. Electrolytics,
Resistors, 3 m/A Meters,
Switches, etc. Worth £20

for valves alone.

A.11110.0weight
70 lbs. COST OVER £200

NEW VALVES
6L6, 7/6; 6X5. 5/6;

6SN7, 6/6; 6AC7, 5/-;
6H6, 3/-; AND HUN-
DREDS MORE ALL

BRAND NEW

-AND YET AN-
OTHER BARGAIN!

32 ft
TELESCOPIC

MAST
6"dia Tropicallzed Tubes,
Tubular Tripod Base. No
guy ropes needed.

£5Absolutely
weatherproof.

Large selection of Engineers' and Carpenters' Tools

ALSO AT
NORWOOD SUPPLY STORES
133a DULWICH ROAD, HERNE HILL, S.E.24

RADIOMART
GSNI (B'ham) Ltd.

48 HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM, I
Tel.: Midland 3254

L.F. HEAVY DUTY CHOKES
These L.F. Chokes represent the finest value ever
offered, and will be unobtainable at double the cost
when our present stocks are cleared. Send for your
requirements now to avoid disappointment. They are
all brand new in rectangular cast aluminium "Pots"
and can safely be run at 100% above specified ratings
in amateur service :
30 Hy. 100 m/A 150 ohms (weight 14 lbs.). Price 20/ -

plus 2/6 postage.
-20 Hy. 126 m/A 100 ohms (weight 14 lbs.). Price 22/6

plus 2/6 postage.
30 Hy. 150 m/A 150 ohms (weight 18 lbs.). Price 25/ -

plus 5/- pass. carriage and packing.
HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS
All by first-class manufacturers, brand new in original
cartons. 1,250-0-1,250v 200 m/A. I I5v 50 cycles
primary. May be connected in series for 230v working.
Secondaries in parallel, 1,250-0-1,250v 400 m/A.
secondaries in series 2,500-0-2,500v 200 m/A tapped,
1,250-0-1,250v 200 m/A., or may be used with auto -
transformer. Weight 21 lbs. Price 30/-, plus 5/ -
pass. carriage, etc.

R.F. PIE WOUND CHOKES
2-5 mH 100 m/A Receiving type, I/6 each, 151 -dozen.
2.5 mH 250 m A Transmitting type, I/9 each, 18/-doz.
2-5 mH 40 m A Lilliputian type, 9d. each, 7/6 dozen.
A few only, 230v` input, 500-0-500v 170 m/A, trans-
formers, E2 each.
Send S.A.E. for No. 7 Special Offer list of ex -Govern-
ment bargains, and standard Raymart price list.
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NO SHOP KEEPS ALL YOU WANT-WE
KEEP MORE THAN MOST. THAT'S WHY
PEOPLE SAY-

"You'll probably get it at
SMITH 'S , Edgware Road"
Pay us a visit and see for yourself.

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
287-9 Edgware Road, London, W.2

Near Edgware Road Met. and Bakerloo

'Phone : PAD 5891. Hours : 9-6 (Thurs., 1 o'clock)

WE OFFER
A large range of used and new Test
Equipment, Converters, Recorders,
Amplifiers, Motors, Transformers, etc.
All guaranteed and at very attractive

prices.

We buy good modern used equip-
ment of all types for spot cash.

UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.
22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

Tel.: GER 4447 and GER 8582.

Outstanding Offers by
Britain's Leading Radio

Hail Order House

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

1155 RECEIVERS, as new, L7/10/-.
FIVE ONLY AR88, as new, £30.
RI 132 8 valves, 100-126 mcs, E6/6/-.
BC348 RECEIVERS for 28v D.C., E15/10/-.
BC348 RECEIVERS for 230v A.C. operation,
£19/191-.
CLASS C WAVEMETERS, three ranges, 40,
80, 160m bands. Soiled but serviceable. Carr.
paid, 39/6.
TU6B, TU7B, TU8B and TU98 TUNING
UNITS. Carr. paid, new, 17/6.
BC454 and 455B RECEIVERS in sealed cartons,
£1151-, postage 1/3.
COIL ASSEMBLY FOR MEDIUM WAVE
FOR THE BC453. Precision made, with
circuit, I0/-, post free.
Mains Transformers, 26v Heaters for BC348

and BC453/4/B,

Send 29d. stamp for Illustrated Lists

H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.,
55 County Road, Walton, Liverpool, 4
Estab. 1935. Tel : Aintree 1445

Staff Call Signs, G3DLV, G3DGL

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
TRADE-continued.

ALUMINIUM chassis and panels, any size quickly
made, holes punched for valveholders. etc. Finished

bright, black crackle or cellulose. We can also crackle
or cellulose your own panels and cabinets.-E.A.D.,
13 Bence Lane, Darton, Barnsley.

EARN money at home. Good craftsmen in S.W.
Suburbs wanted for wiring instruments.-Phone

Staines 2230.

AMAZING Radio Surplus Bargains. Dynamotors
for RX BC453, etc. Genuine plug -on type 14v or

28v, 12/6. Brand new Speakers, Truvox 5 in., Rola
34 in. 13/6. Receivers Type R1125. 2 valves, 38 mcs,
complete 8/6. U.H.F. Receivers BC357, 2 valves,
complete 9/6. U.H.F. Receivers R28/ARCS, 100-150
mcs. Ten American valves, 39/6. Receivers Type 76.
150-505 kcs, 6.3v valves. Illuminated dial. In
transit cases, with circuit. 36/-. Small 230v AC Motors
Shaft I in. 15/-. Aircraft Spirit Compasses, 6 in.
Luminous. Cased, 15/6.-Lawrences, 61 Byrom Street,
Liverpool. CEN. 4430.

QQT 'S and LOGS by MINERVA. See the new
k.-11-1-1Art Series from Minerva Press, Elm Park,

Essex.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
3d. per word, min. charge 15/-, payable with

order. Box numbers 1/6 extra.

CR1.00Xw4h latest refinements, Xtal, AR88
noise limiter. S -meter bridge, cali-

brated ham bands, 6AK5 1st RF. Perfect condition.
60 kc to 30 mc, 11 valves, £29/10/-. 90 -watt commercial
rack -mounting modulator, with head amp. and power
Pack, £18/101-. Or exchanges. Many components.
S.A.E. for list.-Box No. 414.

AMATEUR hag surplus to requirements genuine B2
ceramic coil formers, 1/6. .0001 V/condensers with

long spindles, ideal CO or buffer, 3/6. RF meters,
1 amp.. 4/6. EF50 valve holders, micalex, 6d. 5 -core
metal shielded maroon cotton -covered cable, 1/6 yd.
HT cable, as used sparking plugs, 6d. yd. 250 -ohm 25w
vitreous resistors, 6d. Round jack plugs, 3d. NIFE
batteries, 11 units delivering 26v at 125 amp, weight
about 2 cwt, £26. Small single units delivering 1.3v,
size 6 in. x 1 a in. square, weight about 1 lb., 2/6 each.
Please add little for carriage. Large batteries to be
collected by purchaser.-G2FXK, 82 Walsall Road,
Aldridge, Staffs.

AR88Best offer over £38. BC221, £8. Buyer
collect.-Bennett, 99 The Greenway,

Ickenham, Middlesex.

B C4531°!-. less valves. 5AP1. £1, 2API, 12/6.
31 in. EmiscoPe, 10/, B2 Rx, less valves,

25/-. Valves, guaranteed, tested. 6SK7, 6K7, 6SL7,
6SN7, 6AG7, 6Q7, 6SH7, 6SA7, 6N7, 6C7, 6SJ7,
6F8, 6X5, 84, CV6, 12507, 1208, 12SR7, 12K8,
12SQ7, 12Q7GT, 12A6, 12SK7, 12SJ7, DL74M, at 5/-.
13F33, 2050, 807, 5U4G, 6L6G, 6F6, 1299A, VU111,
at 6/-. KT33C, 80, X65, PEN46, SU2150, 117N7, at
7/6.-Padgham, 3 Clarence Road, Hastings. 'Phone
2454.

RME69DBtri20esinvogeotodwaror,dezi5colbecuyteedr
- 1-thco

collects.-G6PR, 38 Alpha Street, Slough, Bucks.
COMPLETE station. ECO, 807. B2 Transmitter

and Receiver, coils, AC power pack, multi -range
test equipment, 'phones. key, etc. Perfect, reasonable.
Particulars, EI4W, Post Office, Tuam, Eire.
Tucp, TU9B in original cartons. 15/, carriage

paid, TU5B, in very good condition. 6/6,
carriage paid (cases included). Money refunded if
dissatisfied. -11. Clarke. 269 Dill Hall Lane, Church,
Accrington, Lancs.

FOR sale. AR88D, £43. Avometer, £12, and other
equipment, all in F13 condition.-Geo. Robinson,

Elsenham, Bishops Stortford, Herts.
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Nine -valve superhet, 130-520 mc, £14.
BC348, wired 6.3v, £16. R1155, £7.

R3170A, £4. 1147A chassis, 10,6. Add 5 per cent.
for carriage. Box No. 419.

HRO

Excellent condition, spare valves, manual,
will exchange for 1155 modified, or other

receiver. -Lister, 13 Silver Royd Grove, Leeds, 12.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
READERS' -continued.

B2Tx/Rx, complete with power pack, £10. Meico
moving coil mike, with stand, £4. -Seaton,

8 Croft Road, Sutton, Surrey.

%-"LASS-D
Wavemeter, modified AC, £3110i -

Transformer, 550-0-550 150 mA, 25/-. 5 -metre
transmitter, 35/-. 27 pre-war Short Wave Magazines,
12/6. RK34, UUI20/500, 807, 955, 956, 5/-. PP4,
EF50, EL32, RL16, 7C5, 637G, 6J5, 89, 3/-.-G2YZ,
32 Onslow Drive, Sidcup, Kent.

FRANKLIN VFO/Tx. 6SN7/EF50 untuned/EF55
output. Ten watts input, 160 and 80 metres, link

output, Muirhead dial, calibration, circuit, black
crackle cabinet, requires power supply, £5. B2 Tx/Rx,
new, in metal case, no power pack, spare set Rx
valves. Offers ? Wanted-117Z6GT, 117P7GT,
117N7GT. Write-G3AUT, 257 Bilton Road, Rugby,
Warwicks.

TX, Five -band, 25 watt, 1 .7 mc-28 mc (as Short
Wave Magazine, Jan., 1947), coils, metered,

separate power pack, 600v 150 mA, 19 in. x 7 in.
Panels, professionally built, unused, £20 complete. -
J. Davies, 59 Silverdale Gardens, Hayes, Middlesex.
WANTED. -Ribbon Mike -preferably RCA with

stand, also BC348 components, coil packs, IF's,
etc. -Box No. 421

EDDYSTONE 504 and speaker. Built-in S -meter,
L'as new, with instruction manual, £30. -Box No. 420.

BC221
R.C.A4.177,,554 mc to 31£25.-Andrews, Sp -meter.

Road,Cffers

Ramsgate.

R1359

Senior, 7 coils, perfect, offers ? HRO
coils .48 to .96, .9 to 2.05 mc, 50 to 100,

100 to 200, 180 to 430 kc. Also HRO 6v vibrapack,
unused. Modern AC broadcast Rx considered part
exchange. -Box No. 418.

EXCHANGE. New boxed 813's for 6C4's, 636's,
6AK5's, 7193's or any other. VHF Rx valves.

Offers to Box No. 417.

EDDYSTONE
5/10 convertor, £6. Eddystone

J1 -:42 -valve preselector, £4. Class -C wavemeter, needs
re -aligning, AC, Offers? 32 -ft. dural mast plus guy
wire, £2. Buyer collects. -Barton, 13 Brangwyn Drive,
Brighton, 6, Sussex.

HRnreceiver, with coils for four wavebands.
.Splendid condition. First £20 secures.

Carriage paid.-G3CQ, High Beacon, Havering, Essex.
13 J.7in receiver in perfect order, continuous coverage,

130 mc to 520 mc, £9. Carriage paid.-
-G3CQ, High Beacon, Havering, Essex.

AMATEUR selling up. HRO with complete set of
9 coils, including amateur bandspread, £40.

Panoramascope, £15. Long list of transmitting and
receiving valves and components, all cheap, but no
junk. -Box No. 423.

TRANSFORMER 230/50, outputs, one 3,000v,
two 300v 25 mA, one 6.3v 3 amp, one 4v 1 .2 amp,

one 4v 24 amp, with three rectifiers, £3. T.1154M,
latest model, covering 16 mc, with two rotary power
units, all brand new, with all valves and meters, £8.
CNY1 with control unit and extra transmitter units,
VFO and crystal, 1-9 mc, 230v 50 c. input, spare valves,
bargain, £20. -Box No. 422.

AMATEUR telling up -40 -watt CW/phone trans-
mitter, 80, 40, 20m, 2 packs, 600v -350v, £14.

1155A receiver, £7. B2 receiver, modified, power
pack and speaker built in, aluminium cabinet, £6.
Crystal calibrator, 100/10 kc. 50/-. Numerous other
items. -Write Box No. 424.

MORSE CODE
TRAINING

The Candler System of Morse Code
Training has been demonstrating its

value for the past 35 years.
Each CANDLER SYSTEM Course (JUNIOR for
Beginners -ADVANCED for Operators) is ar-
ranged in a series of 10 progressive lessons which
are fascinating, instructive and practical. They
teach you the most vital principles of telegraphing
technique the fundamentals of successful, efficient
accurate and speedy Receiving and Sending of the

Morse Code

RADIO AMATEURS AND
WIT OPERATORS
are invited to send for the

CANDLER " BOOK OF FACTS "
It gives full details of all courses. Sent free.

No obligation.

Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly payment terms.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(55 S.W.) 121 KI NGSWAY, London, W.C.2

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

BARNES RAD.-ELEC. CO.
12 Pipers Row, Wolverhampton

I.F. Transformers 465 kc, 12/6 pair ; 8' loud speakers
(less trans.), 181- ; S.M. dials, I" coupling, complete,
5/3: 16 mid 750v condensers, 6/6; 230v 100 mA
metal rectifiers, 6/-: telescopic 9 -ft. dural aerials, 7/6;
steel and copper 14 ft. aerials. 7/- : 9 ft. of 1" screened
cable with 4 wires, 5/6 ; 10 mid 25v electro condensers,
1/3 stand-off insulators. 4/- doz. : Telephone 1.5v
batteries. 2/6 for 6 ; T1115 coils, send your needs :
R1116 Tested receivers, £10 collected, £11 delivered in
fine case dimmer switches. 1/6 ; good Morse keys,
1/6 : mains interference suppressor units, 3/-, bargain :
New 10 -valve receivers in cases less valves (not I.F.F.'s),
with mains circuits, 22/-, contains ceramic holders,
465 kc I.F.'s, etc., etc., makes line amplifier (no cor-
respondence can be answered on this unit at low price).
Get on our mailing list for new bargains.

CALL SIGN PLATES
For Hams,
SWL's and
Clubs. Bright
polished and
lacquered let-
ters on black
crackle back-
ground. Ro-
bustly made in
zinc alloy.
Plate size, 5.1"
x2}".

Desk type (as shown), 12/6 each. Panel type (plate
only, drilled for mo nting) 10/3 each. Postage paid.
Cash with order.
London stockists : Webb's Radio, Soho St., W.I.,
or write : SOUTHER TRADING CO., G3AEN,

66 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I
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MAINS TRANSFORMERS
15/6

Post and packing I16 extra.
Standard drop -through type with top shroud.
Impregnated windings. Primaries for 200 230 250
volts 50 cycles.

(a) 250-0-250v 60 mA 6.3v 3A C.T., 5v 2A.
( b) 250-0-250v 60 mA, 4v 4A CS., 4v 2A.

NEW GOODS FULLY GUARANTEED.
NOT SURPLUS.

Send 21d. stamp for 32 -page catalogue.

COULPHONE RADIO
" The Return of Post Mail Order Service"

ORMSKIRK, LANCS.

SLOUGH, BUCKS
We have an excellent selection of specialised com-
ponents for short wave and television construction.
EDDYSTONE 640, cash £271101-. H.P., £51151 -
down, 6/- per week for 78 weeks. Write to -day
for full details.
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL BARGAINS
You just cannot beat these prices. Type 25,
20-30 /We : Type 25, 40-50 m/c. R.F. units
complete with valves, 61- each. Packing, post, 1/3.
250W modulation transformers. Primary 7,500
ohms, secondary 6,500 ohms. £2'S/-. Packing and
Post, 2/-.
Yaxley and Oak type switches, single and 2 -bank,
various combinations, all 2 /-.

FON RADIO CO. (G3XC)
7 STATION APPROACH Slough 22526

SMITH for all Radio Components

REGISTERED EDDYSTONE DEALER
Also. Raymart, Wearite, etc. Send stamp for
list of " Q " Coils, Coil Packs, Valves, Chokes,

etc. New Goods, also Surplus Stock.

Quick Service. C.W.O. or C.O.D.

SMITH
98 West End Road, Morecambe, Lancs.

Telephone : Morecambe 436.
Any Radio goods supplied

H.A.C.
Short -Wave Equipment

Noted for over 15 years for . .
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality

One Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 20/ -
Two "E" 43/ -
These kits are complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped addressed
envelope for descriptive catalogue.
Note new sole address
"H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. VIC.) 66 New Bond St., London, W.1

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
READERS' ---continued

UARTZ Crystals. 7006, 7009 mc, mounted, 15/-
',leach.. 3615, 35725 mc, unmounted, 10/6 each,
All guaranteed Perfect.-Hobley, 109 The Drive.
Wellingborough.

AR88D or HRO Senior wanted. In FB
condition. Swop AR77 in part ex-

change.-Barnes, 4 Victoria Road, Hale, Cheshire.
Altrincham 4464.

BC348R

unmodified, good working order,
less case, £9. Or exchange R1116

battery Rx in good order.-Hills, 13 Brigmerston.
Durrington, nr. Salisbury, Wilts.

Rilc .cas new, power pack, 6V6 output, speaker
cabinet, £15110/-. R109, 2 volt, 120 HT,

'Phones, 5 spare valves, 70/-.-93 Stag Lane, Edgware.
'Phone : Colindale 5836.

SALE. 60 -watt transmitter and communications
receiver, both AC operated, mounted with accesso-

ries in 6 -ft. rack. Details and photograph from
Bretherick, 37 Hillcrest Road, Romford.

SALE. HRO, excellent condition, coils 3 .5-14 mc,
10 -in. speaker, best offer secures.-Bass, 155 Green

Lane, New Eltham.

R103A 250 AC mains. £5 MCR1, £5.
R1147, 30'-. RSGB Bulletins, Vols. 9-21

(1933-1946), 5 vol. 21 -in, speaker, 15 -. Crystal,
8020 kc, 5'-. S.A.E. please.-Shankland, BM/SHANK,
W.C.1.

1000V -750v -0 -750v -1000v, 250 mA, Labgear
power pack. Little used. List £14. Sell

for £8. Carriage paid.-Box No. 425.

TR1143'

£3. R1481, new, £5. All carriage
paid. Wanted-metal housing case

for BC221.-G3CNB, F.W,T.S. Hostel, Stoney Cross,
Hants.

AR881)'

new, large matched speaker in cabinet.
S -meter, manual, etc. £55 or offer. -

22 Acland House, Stockwell Road, S.W.9.

C R 1 00 receiver and speaker, excellent condition,
£20.-H. Ryder, 1 Harefield Road,

Sidcup, Kent.

AT) 88 cabinet model, excellent condition,
£35. CR100/7, latest model, with

noise limiter, perfect, £25. HRO Senior, coils, power
pack, overhauled, £30. Buyer collects above or
carriage extra. Could deliver Birmingham area
Christmas. 50 -watt CW transmitter, 6L6, 807, RK11,
with switched meter and filament transformer, needs
HT only, coils for 10 and 20, £15. 832 (for 145 mc),
new, 25'- each.-R. H. Webb, G6XY, Bigbury-on-Sea,
Devon. 'Phone 337.

HRO Model MX, with coils and power pack.
Transmitter, 100 watts, 14 and 28 mc

'phone, in steel floor rack with VFO. Line up : PTI5,
PA-807-Det 19 ; Mod., 6L6 -6L6 -6V6 -6J5 -6J5 -S30,
Power pack. U23, U23, U18/20, U18/20, 5Y3. All
Woden transformers and chokes used in this Tx.
A superior lob, ready to operate. £187 the lot.-Barker,
Bermuda, 87A London Road, Maidstone. 'Phone :
Maidstone 2276.

WANTED.-BC610 and AR88, give full details and
price. For sale, B2 Tx/Rx and power pack, very

good condition ; also BC342 unmodified. £30 the
two.-Box No. 427.

BC342for sale, good condition, complete auto
transformer, reasonable.-G3DYA, 129

Moseley Road, Bilston, Staffs.

100 1000 kc Labgear crystal calibrator, in excellent
3-A./condition. Highest offer, or exchange for Tx

gear.-Box No. 426.
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PANORAMIC
adaptor/oscilloscope, Type 113-60/

APA-10, 3 BP1 and 19 tubes, requires external
400-0-400 at 150 mA and 6.3v twice transformer for
immediate use. Offers (covering carriage) to Box
No. 431.

ELSYNS, miniature, American made, ball bearings.
12v 50 c s, 12/6 per pair.-Smith, 38 Bury Avenue,

Manchester, 16.

COMPLETE B2 in suitcase, unused, £15. Oscillo-
scope, £5. Frequency Modulation, by Hund, new,

15/-. 220/1104 kVA transformer, £3/10/-. QCC 7073
Xtal, 12 6. Valves, HV gear. Amateur clearing.
S.A.E. list. -21 Milner Road. Morden, Surrey.

SALE.-CR100 receiver in excellent condition. No
reasonable offer refused. -151 Stanwell Road,

Penarth, Glam.

Ft HONENplj.ac43...r7iclunsii)tc,ktosi-,b oxidiBbraanndd new, 811/66

-H. Holmes, 24 Castle Lane, Bedford.

PRESELECTOR-Eddystone
2 -valve, 3 sets coils,

unused, £5.-2HLW, 9 Roils Head Road, Halifax,
Yorks.

FOR sale.-New Hallicrafters HTI4 Rx/Tx, complete
Power pack, manual, etc. Offers ? Super -Pro, as

new, with power pack. Offers ? Exchange either for
Hallicrafters SX28A or SX28, as new, in perfect
condition. Frequency meter, BC -906, new, £3. 25 -watt
PA, complete with self-contained power pack, four -
band turret coils, BC-221AJ manuals.-Box No. 428.

17ILAMENT TRANSFORMERS, 230/250V INPUT,
I. 6-3V 2 AMPS OUTPUT, 8/9 EACH. POST PAID.
-ANGLIN, G4GZ, 233 WELHOLME ROAD.
GRIMSBY.

ONE Hallicrafter Panadaptor Model SP44, as new
(please note, this is not "surplus" equipment), as

advertised in OST, £30, carriage paid. One R.C.A.
ribbon mike, with push -to -talk switch, £51151-. carriage
Paid. One Trix speech amplifier, as new (output,
pair KT66), £15, carriage paid.-Box No. 430.

'S announcements now appear in the
Trade Small Advertisements column and

on page 754.

1 Q SET Mark III Walkie/Talkie, 6-9 mc, complete,
I Oas new, microphone, key, 2 headphones, aerials,
instruction book, in original case and Al working
order. Best offer over £10 secures.-Caunter, 28 West
Grove, Walton -on -Thames.

NATIONAL 8IX for sale. 1.715 to 30 mc, Xtal gate
AVC, BFO, 10 -valve Rx with auto transformer,

U.S. Navy 45 -watt 'phone/CW Tx, CRV52233, 3 to
9 mc, 1625 to 815 PA, 6N7, 6N7, 815 Mod.; A.M.1196
Tx/Rx. 29 copies Practical Mechanics. 95 copies
Practical Wireless and 37 copies Wireless World.
Offers to Box No. 429.

G200

CR300 8 wave -bands, AC 200-250, with speaker,
£14/10!-. Also Super -Pro, good con-

dition, £30. Wanted-SX28, AR88, 110120 or
similar, any condition.-Taylor, 75 Edgehill Road,
Winton, Bournemouth.

'LIAM:BANDER complete with speaker £18.
and power pack, etc., £7. Ferranti 0-1

ma. Meter in cabinet with rectifier, etc., 30; -.-Jones,
63 Bareroft Street, Cleethorpes, Lincs.

EXCHANGE. Wavemeter, BC221T adapted for
200-240 AC 50, for Western. Taylor or similar good

make signal generator, 125 ke-80 mc.-Box No. 433.

FOR sale, Canadian type 43 mark two transmitter,
brand new, with valves, without power unit. Offer.

-Write Box No. 434.

-EASY TERMS
only on all TAYLOR Instruments. Ask for full
details. Following lines are normal C.O.D. or
C.W.O. Terms : Aerials ExGov., 7 extensions to
14 ft. 7/6. " Radio Craft " Library of Ten Books,
each, 3/6. (Lists of Titles sett.) Trimmer Tool Kits
(re designed), 30/-. Midget Soldering Irons, "Pen-
cil" Type, works off 6v car battery, 10/6. Ex -Gov.
Compass (liquid), 4 inch Dial, Precision Instrument,
15/9. Condensers. 4 mfd. 500v. 1/9. 25 mfd., 25v,
1/9. 0.5 mfd. 350v, 1/6. "Shortwave Radio," by
Reyner, 10/6. Chassis Cutters, n, 11, 1+ inch,
each 12/6. B.P.L. Universal Meters (to clear), £5 5s.

-BULLS (SW) 246 HIGH STREET...,

HARLESDEN, N.W.IO

Radio G200 Announces
Radar Alarm Unit, transmitter and receiver work-
ing on about 420mc. 5-616, 2-2D2I , 9-6AG5's and a
VR105/30, complete with 16 valves, only £10/15/-.
Vibrator Power Supply Unit, No. 4 Mk. I ex-No.22
set. Ideal for car radio at 19/6, or converted to work
from 230v A.C. mains with 4-5-6.3-12.6v for heaters,
45/-.
Altimeter Unit ARNI. 4 Acorns, 8 metal octal
tubes and a VRI50/30, works on about 420mc. New
in original packing, a marvellous American -built lob.
G200's price, only 70/-.
A. C. HOILE, LOOSE VILLAGE, MAIDSTONE, KENT

LOOSE 83579.

FOLDED DIPOLE AERIAL

10m, 35/6 ; 20m, 39/6 ; 40m, 49/6

DIPOLE AERIAL
10m, 20m, 40m, 39/6

5" P.M. Speaker in Metal Cabinet, 50/ -

RADIO & AERIALS (PRESTON)
FULWOOD, PRESTON, LANCS.

CARLTON
COILWINDING CO.

A NAME TO NOTE AND REMEMBER
For your Transformer and Coil Requirements
Standard lines include :-Shrouded mains trans-
former, tapped primary, 250-0-250v 80mA ;
0-4-6.3v, 4A ; 0-4-5v, 2A. 36/-
Unshrouded. Same specification. 35/6
Auto 230/115v, 50 watt, 22/6 ; 100 watt, 30/-
R.F. Chokes, 2.5m H I25mA, 1/6 ; 8 mH 350mA,6/9.
BC453 Medium -wave coil units. I0/ -
Multi -Ratio Modulation Transformer, 30 watt

audio maximum D.C., 150mA, shrouded with
solder -tag panel. 47/6

Rewinding service. Trade enquiries invited.
Carco Works, Church Rd., Birkenhead. 'Phone:3585
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valve communication receiver. National NC -156-
1, mains -3-17 mc 'S' Meter. Xtal. Noise

Limiter, B.F.O. Excellent condition, £30.-Siebert,
57 Cambridge Drive. Lee, S.E.12.

11

QRT Complete Station for sale S. London.
150 -watt Transmitter. Clapp Osc.-6V6-

6L6-807-807-PP/PT15's. Power supplies 1500/1000/
500v ; 500v : 350v : 150v, stabilised. Bandswitched,
metered, in rack. AR88D Receiver, genuine brand
new condition. Also Frequency meter, 3/valve,
1000,100 kc. Q -Max Absorption wave -meter.
Triplett Test -meter (including 5000v AC/DC range).
Spare transformers, chokes, valves, condensers,
resistors, etc.-Nearest £120. Part offers considered.
Box 435.

FOR Sale ; 4 element close spaced rotary beam for 10
and 20. Magslip recording, beam rotated through

360 degrees in 60 secs by 200v DC motor, power for
which is obtained from built in rectifier in main power
unit. Elements constructed of extra strong aluminium
tubing 1 in. dia. Control unit for mounting on wall
fitted with remote control buttons. Maggio driving
12 in. sweep hand on map. Automatic stop and start,
etc. 80 ohm co -axial included to allow of beam being
50 yards from house, all other gear plus two field
telephones for tuning included. Will pay delivery
costs to any part U.K. What offers over £100?-Box 436.

WANTED-HRO bandspread coils. State con-
dition and price. Sell 1200-0-1200v 200 mA

transformer. Offers-GM2FVV, W. Girvan, 20
Murray Place. Stirling.

_831 A boxed, new. Ideal for 145 mc 22,6 post
h+Eafree. Unrepeatable offer.-Kean, 46

Castletown Road, London, W.14.

DISPOSAL Ham Gear Type 53 Tx complete, £80.
1131 Tx complete valves modified 7, 14, 28 mc

£65. T1154's, two, complete, £3/10/-, each. Woden
Transformer 1200-0-1200, 1000-0-1000, £4/101-. Class
D Wavemeter £3. 1132 Rx and Power Pack converted
28 mic new, £5. Sky champion perfect, £18. Buyer
collects.-G2FM, 176 Manor Drive North, Worcester
Park, Surrey. Derwent 3122.

WANTED.-B.C.610 for cash, please state price and
condition, or would consider exchange 610 and

cash for American sound projector, 16 mm. --Offers to
Box 397.

AMK III perfect £8, R103 new complete 6v pack,
spare valves, speaker, etc., £8 or exchange both for

No. 12 transmitter or 'HRO less coils.-G2LI, 19
Cardinals Walk, Hampton, Middlesex.

BC348RNpaEW, Pack £22/10/-. 145 VFO/392
ck £10,CR100 perfect,£30. HRO/M,

six coils, pack £35. Commercial 3i in. scope, new £15.
Westinghouse PPI new, complete, 7 in. tube £25. 25
watt amplifier £15 or exchange any items for 150 watt
Tx complete or AR88.-Box 437.

SALE. -1116A receiver, good condition recently
revalved, in working order £7. carriage paid. Also

Class D II Wavemeter modified for 6v A.C. needs re-
aligning.-Offers, G3CBI, 1 Crookhays, Shaftesbury,
Dorset.

FOR sale.-R1155. 75 kc-18 mc. Complete with
Power pack and output stage, excellent condition.

Best offer secures. -4 Bruce Castle Road, Tottenham,
N.17. TOT 6902.

n NINE coils, P/P, excellent condition,
'buyer collects or arranges carriage.

Offers ? Five spare coils £6/10/- or 30/- each.-Frearson,
66 Wheelwright Road, Birmingham 24.

EDDYSTONE 640
You can own one of these fine British Receivers for
£27/10/- cash, or 0/15/- down and 6/- per week for
78 weeks. We have the necessary forms. Send now.
Prices reduced on Eddystone components, write for
revised lists, or illustrated catalogue, price 6d., also
145 mcs guide, 1/6.
Prop. Pitch Motors. American Type, AC 6/24v,
£2151-, DC, E1/17/6. English type, DC I2v, £1/7/6,
carriage included.
Dural Tube. I" dia. Sd. ft., 4" 4*d. ft., I" 4d. ft.,
1" 3*d. ft., I",,", ," 3d. ft. Other sizes up to 3".
Max. lengths approx. i2' carriage extra.
Ribbon Feeder. 400 ohms, 6d. yd., sample.

Agent for Eddystone, Denco and Raymart
ROCK RADIO (G3LN)

1801 Pershore Road, Birmingham, 30
(Kin. 2797) Everything Guaranteed

EDDYSTONE
'640' E27 10s. 9d.

H.P. Terms available.
Orders now being booked in strict rotation

Full range of components.
All C.O.D. orders promptly executed.

Send for Catalogue, 1/- post free.
SPECIAL OFFER

P.M. Speakers
Goodman's, Truvox, Rola (as available).
5 inch 131-; 6 inch 14, : 8 inch 161 -

including packing and postage.

B.T.S.
THE Radio firm of the South.

63 London Road, Brighton I Sussex
'Phone: Brighton 1555

STEEL LATTICE BEAM MASTS
All welded construction. Immensely strong.
Built in 16 ft. sections. Can be supplied as 16 ft.,
32 ft. or 48 ft. masts. Each complete with base,
top plate and bolts. Guy rings fitted. Finished in
red oxide ready for painting. 12" square section,
will support complete station beam installations.
Delivery within 14 days (subject to supply of steel).
Prices, 16 ft., £711216. 32 ft., E12/17/6. 48 ft.,
E18/10/-.
YOUR DESIGN CAN BE MADE UP. WRITE

FOR QUOTATION
All carriage paid

G3DUC, E. H. WILLIAMS
The Checkoe, Redbrook, Whitchurch, Salop

BENDIX MASTS (Tubular)
AIR TRANSPORTABLE, TELESCOPIC, NON-
METALLIC, LAMINATED, SELF SUPPORTING.
WITHOUT GUYS OR SUPPORTS.
STRONGER THAN STEEL AND ONE -TENTH
THE WEIGHT. CAN BE ASSEMBLED AND
ERECTED IN TEN MINUTES BY ONE MAN
EITHER ON THE GROUND OR A FLAT ROOF.
GUARANTEED TO CARRY HEAVIEST BEAM
WITH EASE AND NOT TO UPSET THE IMPED-
ANCE OF THE ARRAY OR T.V. ANTENNA.
OVERALL HEIGHT 30', DIA. BASE 6", TOP 3".
IDEAL FOR BEAMS T.V. AND FIELD DAYS.
PRICE, 0.
MINE DETECTORS SCR. 625 C. COMPLETE
BUT LESS BATTERIES. E8.

BURNHAM ELECTRONICS
8 Ravine Road, Boscombe, Hants.
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5 -VALVE CRYSTAL CALIBRATED RECEIVERS
These BRAND NEW receivers are
complete with 5 valves, 100 kcs

plug-in Crystal and Desynn trimmer.
Each one is packed in a transit case
and weighs 10+ lbs. Size 61"x Eirx 10+". Frequency
coverage on 2 bands -2-443 mcs, with illuminated
dial. Valve line-up : EF39, ECH35, EF50, EA50,
6.15G. Add 5/ -for carriage and packing.

for only

35/ -

INDICATORS
A much improved version of the type 6 made in U.S.A. Valve line- u p:
4 6AC7 and 3 6H6 and includes 5BPI CRT which is equivalent to the VCR97. An exce lent foundation for a
high gain 'scope or T.V. receiver. Interior brand new. Only E4/10/- (carriage and packing 7/6).

SCR 522 POWER UNITS
We have available both British and American -made
power units for the well-known SCR 522. Input
24v D.C. Outputs 300v D.C., 260 mja ; 150v D.C.,
10 m/a ; 14.5v D.C., 5 amps. The British version is
despatched in a transit case and is brand new. The
U.S.A. version is as new and less transit case. Both
types are fully voltage regulated and contained in
sound -proof cabinets. Both may be used as D.C.
battery chargers or converted to D.C. mains fractional
horse power motors, apart from their original purpose.

U.S.A. type, 15/- Add 5/- carriage and
British type El 1 packing

81 155 SPARES
A kit of spare components for this famous receiver
including IF transformer, output transformer, tuning
coils, chokes, etc., etc. All brand new. 25/- per kit
(add 1/6 postage and packing).

INTERCOMMUNICATION AMPLIFIERS
Suitable for use with electro-magnetic microphones,
and with sufficient output for 6 or more pairs phones.
Size, 64" x 41" x 6". Weight under 5 lbs supplied in
transit cases. Power supply 2v L.T., 120v H.T. Com-
plete ready for use or adaptation. The amplifier
incorporates two audio frequency stages consisting of
a Class A voltage amplifier and a QPP power amplifier.
Circuits supplied.

With valves 12/6 Add 2/- carriage and packing.
Less valves 7/6

MARCONI OSCILLOSCOPES
A console type equipment standing 2' 6" high and
with 12" electrostatic CRT, includes II valve t ime base
and amplifier and also 230v A.C. power -pack. Valve
line-up 4 L63, 2 H63, 2 MU 14, 2 6.ISG, and I KTZ73.
As new. A chance to obtain a L100 equipment for
only E25 (carriage and packing paid).

RADAR TRANSMITTER T3237
This fine equipment operates on 223 mcs and includes
modulator TX, and power supply. Valve line-up : 2 of
CV63, I of CV72, I of CV73, and SU2I50A. The
modulator consists of blocking oscillator and driver
valve ; the TX is a push-pull oscillator, and the tuning
is controlled by shorting bars on grid and cathode
LECHER bars. The R.F. output to aerial is controlled
by position of matching taps in cathode lines. Weight
21 lbs. Size 18" x 9" x 8". The equipment is the TX
for MONICA Mk. 3C. Only 43 (carriage and packing
10/-).

RADAR PULSE CALIBRATORS
This compact equipment contains a very useful 240v
A.C. power pack, using a 5ZHG full wave rectifier.
It also has provision for use on 80v 1,000 c/s. Other
valves supplied are 4 SP6I and 1 EA50. It was originally
used for the calibration of indicating units on Radar
installations. Only 35/- (5/- carriage and packing)

MINE DETECTOR AMPLIFIERS
A 3 -valve R.C. amplifier, complete with three miniature
114 valves. In weatherproof case with battery com-
partment. Brand new. Only 22/6. Post free.

M.O.S. BARGAIN KITS
30 assorted wire -wound and carbon potentio-
meters of good usable values. Brand new and unused.
15/- per kit (post and packing I /3).
30 assorted mica and tubular condensers from 8 pfd
to 5 mfd. Brand new and unused. 8/9 per kit (post
and packing 9d.).

30 assorted valveholders ; ceramic, amphenol and
paxolin types from 3 -pin to 9 -pin. New. 7/6 per kit
(post and packing I/-).
Have you had your copy of No. 4 Newsletter ? Grand
Christmas number appearing soon.

Terms C.W.O. Remittances payable to E. & G. Distributing Corporation Ltd.

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. SWM, 3 ROBERT STREET,
HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I
Callers to : 24 NEW RD., LONDON, E.I

Stepney Green 2760-3906



73's AND A MERRY XMAS TO ALL
WODEN TRANSFORMERS

A FEW EXAMPLES

450-0-450v 250mA, 6.3v 4A C.T.,
6.3v 3A C.T. 5v 3A 85/-
550-450-175-0-450-550v 230 mA,
6.3v 5A, 5v 3A 82/6
P/P Output 10,000 A. to A. Secy.
1.7 ohms per sec. (Williamsons
Amp.) 82/6
Modulation UM I -30w Audio 54/ -
Modulation UM2-60w Audio 72/6
Modulation UM3-120w Audio 90/-
L.F. Chokes 30H 50mA 27/6
L.F. Chokes 10H 180mA 32/6
And all standard types (mains
from 30/-), Filament (12.6v 5A
35/-). Other ratings from 22/6 ;
chokes, intervalve, etc.

" Q -MAX " VHF CONVERTOR

For 2, 5, 6 or 10 metres (with power pack)
(Incl. any one 17 G rys. (Extra coil units
coil unit) 30/- each)

' Q-MAX"CHASSIS CUTTERS

Patent No. 21011/47

r f" l" 1i. 1i li" 2j"
9/6 9/6 12/6 12/6 12/6 12/6 25/ -

Key 9d. Key 1/-

50-I SLOW MOTION DIAL

For individual calibration one- 66/ -
hole fixing.

complete

'S' Meters for AR88... 63/-
 Crystals (all frequencies)... ... 32/6
 ±1 % Resistors (CR. Carbon) ... 1/6
 Absorption Wavemeter 35/ -
 Speaker Cases, Black Crackle.

THE NEW MULLARD MINIATURE VALVES

Type Description Fil. Vol. Price

EF92 V.M. R.F. Pen. 6.3v 18/3
E L9 I Output Pen. ... 6.3v 15/3
EY5 I H.W. Rect. ... 6.3v 24/4
EAC9I Diode Triode ... . 6.3v 30/6
EC91 Earthed G. Triode 6.3v 30/6
ECC9 I Double Triode... .. 6.3v 30/6
EF91 VHF Pen. ... 6.3v 21/5

And Min. Resistors, Condensers, etc.

BERRY'S (SHORTWAVE) LTD
25 HIGH HOLBORN LONDON W.C.1
(OPPOSITE CHANCERY LANE) TELEPHONE HOLBORN 6231
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